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Abstract
Gibberellins (GA) are phytohormones involved in regulating many aspects
of plant growth and development. DELLAs are negative regulators of GA
signaling and are degraded in the presence of bioactive GA. Loss of DELLA
function result in increased GA response. Loss-of-function DELLA mutants are
tall with light green vegetation and are insensitive to GA application. In contrast,
gain of DELLA function result in decreased GA response and the mutants are
dwarfed with dark green vegetation. DELLAs have a central role in regulating GA
signaling but evidence in tomato suggests a DELLA-independent GA signaling
pathway could be present. Tomato has a single DELLA protein called PROCERA
(PRO) and a previously characterized putative loss-of-function mutant is
responsive to GA treatment. In chapter two, I describe the application of the
genome editing tool transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALENs) for
inducing site-specific loss-of-function mutations in the PRO gene. TALENs were
successfully employed to induce insertion/deletion events in the PRO gene
(proTALEN) that introduced premature stop codons. Seven alleles were generated
and these alleles are heritable. All homozygous mutants exhibited phenotypes
consistent with increased GA response in tomato. Chapter three reports the
characterization of proTALEN and proΔGRAS (a transposon activation tag mutant
identified in a collaborator’s lab). Both proTALEN and proΔGRAS were tall with
reduced leaf margin serrations and are insensitive GA application.
Complementation assays demonstrated proTALEN and proΔGRAS are on the same
gene, supporting the hypothesis that tomato has only one DELLA gene.
However, analysis of gene expression identified GA2oxidase4 to be up-regulated
along with five other genes. These results demonstrate that DELLAs are central
to regulating GA signaling with respect to plant growth but there exists a subset
of genes that have DELLA-independent, GA-dependent regulation. In chapter
four, I describe how DELLA activity may be regulated by the protein SECRET
AGENT (SEC). SEC is an O-linked N-acetylglucosamine transferase proposed to
be a positive regulator of GA signaling. Early studies of sec-1 and sec-2 in the
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Columbia background found only subtle growth defects and was unable to verify
if SEC is involved in the GA signaling pathway. A new sec-3 allele was identified
in the Landsberg erecta (Ler) background and the mutant exhibited distinct GA
deficient phenotypes. Interestingly, GA treatment only partially rescued the plant
height phenotype of sec-3. This suggests SEC may be involved in regulating GA
signaling and not necessarily GA levels. However, there is still reservations
whether the Ler genetic background is enhancing the sec-3 mutation to yield the
dwarf phenotype. Thus, I investigated the function of SEC in tomato. Tomato has
two SEC genes (SlSEC1 and SlSEC2). Preliminary studies suggest that SlSEC1
and SlSEC2 have redundant function because the homozygous clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/ CRISPR-associated
protein 9 (CRISPR/Cas9)-induced mutant slsec1CRISPR1 exhibit wild-type-like
phenotypes. SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 expression was also repressed using the
microRNA-induced gene silencing (MIGS) system and the suppression lines
exhibited dwarfism consistent with reduced GA signaling. The dwarfed
phenotypes were completely rescued with GA application. This result differs from
the partial rescue of plant height observed in sec-3. Possibly, MIGS repression is
only partial and thus the tomato mutant phenotype can still be fully rescued with
GA. SEC may also function differently in different species where SEC function in
regulating GA levels in tomato but have a more complex role in regulating GA
signaling Arabidopsis. Taken together, these investigations demonstrate that
DELLAs are master regulators of GA signaling and DELLA repressive activity
may be fine-tuned by SEC.
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Chapter 1-I Introduction:
GA signaling and crosstalk with other signaling pathways1

Summary:
Gibberellins (GA) are phytohormones that regulate growth and
development. DELLA proteins repress GA responses. GA binding to its receptor
triggers a series of events that culminate with the destruction of DELLA proteins
by the 26S proteasome, which relieves the repression of GA signaling. DELLA
proteins are transcription co-activators that induce expression of genes encoding
products that inhibit GA responses. In addition to repressing GA responses,
DELLA proteins influence the activity of other signaling pathways and serve as a
central hub where other pathways influence GA signaling. In this role, DELLA
proteins bind to and inhibit proteins including transcription factors that act in the
signaling pathways of other hormones and light. The binding of these proteins to
DELLA proteins also inhibits DELLA activity. GA signaling is subject to
homeostatic regulation through GA-induced repression of GA biosynthesis gene
expression, and increased production of the GA receptor and enzymes that
catabolize bioactive GAs. This review also discusses the nature of mutant
DELLA alleles used to produce high-yielding “Green Revolution” cereal varieties
and highlights important gaps in our knowledge of GA signaling.
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Introduction:
Gibberellins (GAs) are a class of compounds with tetracyclic diterpenoid
structures produced in plants, fungi and bacteria. In plants, the majority of these
compounds are biosynthetic precursors to the active hormones, gibberellin A1
(GA1), gibberellin A4 (GA4), gibberellic acid (GA3), gibberellin A7 (GA7)
(Figure1A), or catabolites of the active hormones or their precursors (for a review
of GA biosynthesis see (Hedden and Thomas, 2012)). GAs promote growth (cell
expansion and division) and developmental processes such as seed germination,
flowering, and pollen maturation. This review will focus on several aspects of GA
signaling. The first is that DELLA proteins repress GA responses and are
destroyed when GA levels increase. The second is that DELLA proteins are
transcriptional co-activators that interact with DNA binding proteins to regulate
transcription. These topics lead into a discussion of the molecular defects of the
semi-dwarfing DELLA alleles used in many “Green Revolution” wheat varieties.
The third topic is that DELLA proteins interact with a number of proteins, many of
which are transcription factors that act in other signaling pathways, and that
through these interactions the activity of both partners is affected. The fourth
topic is that GA signaling is subject to homeostatic regulation where signaling
turns off GA synthesis, increases GA catabolism and induces accumulation of
signaling pathway components resulting in a reduction in the GA response.
Finally, we discuss the gaps in our knowledge of GA signaling.

GA signaling involves destruction of proteins that repress GA responses
DELLA proteins are master regulators that prevent GA responses by
regulating gene expression (for recent reviews see (Claeys et al., 2014; Davière
and Achard, 2013; Hauvermale et al., 2012)). GA responses are activated in
mutants lacking a functional DELLA protein. The mutants are taller and have
alterations in biochemical processes and gene expression that occur when wildtype plants are treated with GA. Treatment of these mutants with GA does not
produce an additional response indicating that the GA responses are fully
activated. In addition, the GA responses of these mutants remain fully activated
2

when GA levels are reduced using mutations or chemicals that block its
synthesis.
DELLA proteins are named for a highly conserved sequence consisting of
the amino acids aspartic acid (D)-glutamic acid (E)-leucine (L)-leucine (L)-alanine
(A) that was noted to be present in the N terminus of the first-identified DELLA
proteins (Figure 2). This motif and a second nearby motif, called TVHYNP (again
after the amino acids that are most common in it), are the hallmarks of the
DELLA family. We will refer to these two motifs collectively as the DELLA
domain. DELLA proteins are part of a large family of plant transcription regulators
with diverse functions called the GRAS family. The GRAS domain is
characterized by a number of conserved motifs spanning the C-terminal half of
the DELLA protein. The DELLA and GRAS domains both participate in
repression of GA responses.
GA signaling involves several steps that culminate in the destruction of the
DELLA proteins by the 26S proteasome (Dill et al., 2004; Fu et al., 2002;
Mcginnis et al., 2003; Sasaki et al., 2003) (Figure 3). The process is initiated
when GA binds in a pocket located near the carboxy-end of the GA receptor
GIBBERELLIN INSENSITIVE DWARF1 (GID1). GA binding causes a flexible
region at the N-terminus to fold across the GA binding pocket, which exposes a
DELLA domain binding site (Murase et al., 2008; Shimada et al., 2008).
Assembly of the DELLA protein into a complex with GA and GID1 causes a
conformation change in the GRAS domain that allows an F-box protein called
GIBBERELLIN INSENSITIVE DWARF2 (GID2) in rice and SLEEPY1 (SLY1) in
Arabidopsis to bind (Ariizumi et al., 2011; Hirano et al., 2010). F-box proteins are
a large family of proteins that interact with specific proteins and recruit them to
the SCF E3 ubiquitin ligase complex. Following its recruitment to the SCF E3
ubiquitin ligase complex by SLY/GID2, the DELLA protein is polyubiquitinated,
which marks it for destruction by the 26S proteasome. While assembly into the
GID1/GA/DELLA complex is sufficient to inhibit DELLA activity (Ariizumi et al.,
2008), the process proceeds to the destruction of the DELLA protein. It is
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possible that destruction of the DELLA protein facilitates continued GA signaling
by freeing GID1 to interact with additional DELLA proteins.

DELLA proteins are co-activators of transcription
Although DELLA proteins do not have an identifiable DNA-binding domain,
chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments have shown that DELLA proteins are
associated with the promoters of genes (Zentella et al., 2007). Several
experimental approaches have shown that DELLA proteins induce the
transcription of genes (Gallego-Bartolomé et al., 2011; Zentella et al., 2007). In
addition, the DELLA domain has been shown to be a transcription-activation
domain (Hirano et al., 2012). These results suggest that DELLA proteins are
transcriptional co-activators that bind other chromatin proteins to induce the
expression of genes encoding products that suppress GA responses (Figure 3A).
This hypothesis is supported by a series of experiments using transgenic plants
expressing modified DELLA proteins (Hirano et al., 2012). The study found that
adding a strong transcriptional-activation domain to the DELLA protein increased
its growth repression activity while addition of a strong transcriptional-inhibition
domain reduced its growth repression activity. While the GRAS domain does not
activate transcription, it is required for DELLA activity. Recent work has clarified
the role of the GRAS domain and identified proteins that facilitate DELLA protein
binding to chromatin (Fukazawa et al., 2014; Yoshida et al., 2014). The GRAS
domain binds to a group of DNA binding proteins called indeterminate domain
proteins (IDDs). Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments showed that IDD
and DELLA proteins bind the same promoters. In addition, both the IDD and
DELLA proteins are required for activation of a synthetic reporter gene with an
IDD binding site. It will be interesting to learn if DELLA proteins co-activate
transcription exclusively through interactions with IDD proteins or if they bind
other DNA binding proteins.
Mutant DELLA proteins underlie the “Green Revolution”
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One innovation of the “Green Revolution” was using semi-dwarfing genes
to create higher-yielding cereals. Nitrogen fertilizer increases seed yield but also
promotes stem elongation, which weakens the stem and lowers harvestable yield
by making the plant more susceptible to lodging (falling over). Semi-dwarf
varieties are shorter and have a stronger stem and thus are less prone to lodging
when fertilized. The semi-dwarfing genes used in many varieties of wheat are
believed to encode a protein that lacks the DELLA domain due to translation
initiating downstream of the DELLA motif ((Hedden, 2003); Figure 2). Because
the DELLA motif is critical for interaction with GA-bound GID1, the mutant protein
is predicted to be less sensitive to destruction in response to GA signaling. In
contrast, since the DELLA and TVHYNP motif can act independently in activation
of transcription (Hirano et al., 2012), the mutant proteins should retain some
ability to repress GA responses.

DELLA proteins mediate cross talk with other signaling pathways
Acting via DELLA proteins, GA influences the activity of other signal
pathways and vice-versa. In addition to binding IDDs, DELLA proteins bind and
inhibit the activity of a number of other proteins including transcription factors,
proteins that regulate transcription factors, and co-chaperons (Table 1; Figure 4).
While these interactions affect many processes, we will focus on how the
interactions regulate growth.
DELLA proteins interact with phytochrome-interacting factor 3 (PIF3) and
PIF4 (de Lucas et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2008). PIF proteins are regulators of
light signaling that function as homodimers to induce elongation growth (for
review of light signaling see (Casal, 2013)). In dark-grown seedlings, PIFs are
abundant and promote skotomorphogenesis, the development pathway that
helps seedlings harvest light by directing resources to promotion of rapid
hypocotyl elongation. PIF proteins, in turn, are inhibited by light. When exposed
to light, the photoreceptor phytochrome converts to its active Pfr conformation
and interacts with PIF proteins. This leads to the phosphorylation and
degradation of PIF proteins by the 26S proteasome, which turns off
5

skotomorphogenesis, allowing resources to be directed away from elongation
growth into leaf development and harvesting of light energy. Since the amount of
phytochrome in the Pfr conformation is determined by both the amount of light as
well as the spectral qualities of light (light that has reflected from or passed
through vegetation is depleted of red wavelengths, the wavelengths most
effective in conversion of phytochrome to the Pfr conformation), PIFs also
regulate the growth of plants in the light. In shaded plants, PIFs induce stem
elongation, which helps plants that are adapted to growth in full sunlight avoid
being shaded by competitors. PIFs that are bound to DELLA proteins are unable
to function as transcription factors to promote growth. Therefore, more PIF
becomes available to promote growth after GA-induces DELLA destruction.
Conversely elevating PIF levels reduces the amount of DELLA protein available
to inhibit growth.
Jasmonic acid (JA) is a plant growth and defense hormone released in
response to herbivory and pathogen infection (for review of JA signaling see
(Song et al., 2014)). JASMONATE ZIM-domain (JAZ) proteins repress JA
signaling by sequestering and inhibiting the activity of transcription factors. JAZ
proteins are degraded by the 26S proteasome in the presence of JA. Upon JAZ
degradation, the transcription factors are freed and induce JA responses.
Induction of the defense response results in resources being directed away from
growth into defense. This tradeoff between defense and growth is illustrated by
the Arabidopsis mutant constitutively express the vegetative storage protein 1
(cev1), which has a constitutive JA response and a smaller rosette diameter but
is more resistant to herbivory and pathogens. Furthermore, the coronatine
insensitive1 (coi1) loss of function mutant, which is not responsive to JA, is taller
than wild type but more susceptible to herbivory and pathogens. The antagonistic
relationship between plant defense and growth involves DELLA proteins since
they interact with both JAZ and at least five of the JAZ-regulated transcription
factors: EIN3, MYC2, GLABROUS1 (GL1), GLABROUS3 (GL3) and ENHANCER
OF GL3 (EGL3) (An et al., 2012; G.-J. Hong et al., 2012; Hou et al., 2010; Qi et
al., 2014; Song et al., 2014). How these interactions function to effectively
6

coordinate growth and defense is unclear because DELLA interactions with JAZ
and the JAZ-regulated transcription factors may have opposite effects on JA
signaling. For example, when JA-induces degradation of JAZ, do the freed
DELLA proteins only repress growth or do some of them inhibit defense
responses by binding to JAZ-regulated transcription factors? Freeing DELLA
from JAZ is not the only mechanism by which JA inhibits growth because JA
inhibits growth of mutants lacking DELLA activity.
Ethylene is produced in response to various environmental stresses (for
review of ethylene signaling see (Merchante et al., 2013)). In etiolated darkgrown seedlings ethylene causes the “triple response”: formation of the apical
hook, and reduced hypocotyl and root growth. Ethylene induces the
accumulation of ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE 3 (EIN3), a transcription factor that
positively regulates ethylene signaling. In the absence of ethylene, EIN3 is
degraded by the 26S proteasome. Ethylene treatment does not induce a triple
response in Arabidopsis seedlings lacking EIN3. In contrast, overexpression of
EIN3 results in short hypocotyls and exaggerated apical hook curvature even
when ethylene is absent. DELLA proteins interact with EIN3 and repress
ethylene responses (An et al., 2012). Earlier studies showed that activation of
ethylene signaling also stabilizes DELLA proteins, which repress hypocotyl
growth (Achard et al., 2003). The mechanism by which ethylene causes DELLA
accumulation is unknown but one possibility is that DELLA is more stable when
complexed with EIN3. However, it has recently been shown that a small fraction
of the DELLA protein becomes covalently modified with the Small Ubiquitin-like
Modifier (SUMO) protein when plants are subjected to salt stress (Conti et al.,
2014). Since SUMO-conjugated DELLA stably binds GID1 and potently inhibits
the destruction of DELLA proteins, its accumulation causes reduced growth.
Therefore it is important to determine if ethylene and other signals stabilize
DELLA proteins by this mechanism.
Brassinosteroid (BR) promotes growth (for review of BR signaling see
(Kim and Wang, 2010)). BRASSINOZOLE-RESISTANT 1 and
BRASSINOSTEROID-INSENSITIVE 1 EMS-SUPPRESSOR1 (BZR1/BES1) are
7

positively acting transcription factors in the BR signaling pathway. BZR1/BES1
are degraded by the 26S proteasome in the absence of BR but are
phosphorylated, which stabilizes and allows them to accumulate in the nucleus,
in the presence of BR. Since DELLA proteins interact with them, BR-induced
accumulation of BZR1/BES1 both activates BR signaling and reduces growth
inhibition by DELLA proteins (Bai et al., 2012; Gallego-Bartolomé et al., 2012). In
addition, BR and GA signaling can have a synergistic relationship because GAinduced destruction of DELLA will free BZR1/BES1 to promote growth.
In addition to promoting growth, GA also affects developmental processes.
GA accelerates the timing of the juvenile to reproductive phase transition. DELLA
proteins delay the juvenile to reproductive phase transition by interacting with
SQUAMOSA PROMOTER BINDING PROTEIN-LIKE (SPL9), a transcription
factor that induces the expression of a microRNA that promotes the process (Wu
et al., 2009). Destruction of DELLA proteins in response to increased GA
signaling also frees transcription factors that promote fruit valve margin
formation, which is critical for proper fruit dehiscence and seed dispersal, and
development of leaf hairs (trichomes) (Arnaud et al., 2010).
DELLA proteins can also affect cell expansion by interacting with proteins
that are not transcription factors. Prefoldin 3 (PFD3) and PFD5 are co-chaperons
that function in the cytosol to coordinate microtubule organization and
polymerization during cell expansion (Locascio et al., 2013b). In elongating cells,
microtubules are oriented perpendicular to the axis of expansion. DELLA proteins
repress cell expansion by binding and sequestering PFD3 and PFD5 in the
nucleus. When sequestered in the nucleus, PFD3 and PFD5 are unable to assist
microtubules in adopting an orientation that supports elongation growth.

GA Signaling Homeostasis: GA signaling turns off GA signaling
GA signaling feeds back to turn off signaling. Direct regulation of GA
biosynthesis and GA signaling genes is central to this homeostatic regulation
(Hedden and Thomas, 2012). As GA signaling increases, expression of genes
encoding the terminal steps in the synthesis of bioactive GA and GID1 decreases
8

and expression of GA catabolic enzymes increases (Figure 1B). The net effect of
these changes is to reduce the amount of signaling by increasing DELLA protein
abundance. Interestingly, DELLA proteins play a direct role in this process.
Transcription of GID1 and the GA biosynthesis genes GA 20-oxidase (GA20ox)
and GA3ox is directly stimulated by DELLA proteins binding to their promoters
through the IDD protein GA-ASSOCIATED FACTOR1 (GAF1) (Fukazawa et al.,
2014). It is not clear if DELLA proteins directly repress catabolic gene
expression.
While it might seem counterproductive for signaling to be subject to
homeostatic regulation, turning off signaling is essential for continued signaling.
Since GA synthesis occurs in specific locations, feedback regulation potentially
affects the shape of the GA concentration gradient extending away from cells
where it is being produced

What is missing from the picture of GA signaling?
The current understanding of GA signaling is like viewing a painting with a
microscope, individual details are apparent but how they are connected is
unclear. The challenge going forward is to step back and see the whole picture.
Given the complexities of GA signaling and the large number of DELLAinteracting proteins, computational approaches will be needed for the full picture
to emerge. These approaches are beginning to be applied to this problem
(Middleton et al., 2012) but more information is needed for these approaches to
fully achieve their potential. The list of DELLA interacting proteins is likely
incomplete. Knowledge of the amount of bioactive GA, DELLA protein and
DELLA-interacting proteins in each cell type is needed. In addition, the binding
constants between the different proteins and how a change in the abundance of
a DELLA interactor affects the amount of DELLA available to negatively regulate
GA signaling are needed. In addition to being post-translationally modified with
SUMO, DELLA proteins can be phosphorylated and possibly modified with OGlcNAc (Claeys et al., 2014). Therefore the impact of posttranslational
modification on DELLA activity must also be determined.
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Key points:


DELLA proteins repress GA responses by stimulating transcription of
genes.



GA binding to its receptor triggers destruction of the DELLA protein by the
26S proteasome.



DELLA proteins interact with proteins from other signaling pathways.
These interactions reduce the activity of the interacting proteins.



GA signaling is subject to homeostatic regulation.



Mutant DELLA proteins were used to create the high yielding semi-dwarf
“Green Revolution” cereal varieties.
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Figure 1: Structure, synthesis and catabolism of bioactive gibberellins. A)
Structures of bioactive gibberellins. The structure in black is GA4 and the letters
indicate GAs with the double bond and/or hydroxyl group shown in red. B)
Simplified GA biosynthesis pathway. GA precursors are converted to active GA
by GA20ox and GA3ox and inactivated by GA2ox. Steps shown in green and red
are up-regulated and down-regulated by GA, respectively.
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Figure 2: DELLA protein diagram indicating the locations of the different
motifs and domains discussed in the text. The red line indicates the proposed
protein encoded by semi-dwarfing alleles of wheat.
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Figure 3: Diagram of GA signaling. A) DELLA proteins bind to a DNA binding
protein (Y) and activate transcription of genes encoding products that inhibit GA
responses. B) GA binding causes a conformational change in the receptor GID1
allowing it to bind DELLA proteins. The DELLA protein changes conformation
during assembly into a complex with GA and GID1. This change allows it to
assemble into the SCFSLY/GID2 ubiquitin ligase complex where it becomes
polyubiquitinated and subsequently degraded by the 26S proteasome.
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Figure 4: Diagram of DELLA mediated cross talk between the different
signaling pathways. In the JA pathway, the TFs are the transcription factors
MYC2, GL1, GL3, EIN3 and EGL3.
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Table 1: Known key DELLA interactors
Gene Name

Function

References

Fruit

(Arnaud et al.,

patterning

2010)

BOTRYTIS SUSCEPTIBLE1

Vegetative

(Park et al.,

INTERACTOR (BOI)

growth

2013)

ALCATRAZ (ALC)

(Bai et al., 2012;

BRASSINOZOLE-RESISTANT 1
(BZR1)

BR signaling

BRASINOSTEROID-INSENSITIVE1

GallegoBartolomé et al.,
2012)

EMS-SUPPRESSOR1 (BES1)

(An et al., 2012;
ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE 3 (EIN3)

ET signaling

RELATED TO APETALA2.3 (RAP2.3)

Marín-de la
Rosa et al.,
2014)

GA-ASSOCIATED FACTOR1 (GAF1)
INDETERMINATE DOMAIN1 (IDD1)
INDETERMINATE DOMAIN3 (IDD3)

GA

(Fukazawa et

biosynthesis

al., 2014)

Seed

(Feurtado et al.,

germination

2011)

Root growth

(Yoshida et al.,
2014)
(G.-J. Hong et

JASMONATE ZIM-domain1 (JAZ1)

JA signaling

MYC2

al., 2012; Hou et
al., 2010)

PREFOLDIN3 (PFD3)

Microtubule

(Locascio et al.,

PREFOLDIN5 (PFD5)

organization

2013b)

PHYTOCHROM-INTERACTING

(de Lucas et al.,

FACTOR3 (PIF3)

Light signaling 2008; Feng et

PHYTOCHROM-INTERACTING

al., 2008)

FACTOR3 (PIF4)
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PICKLE (PKL)

Chromatin

(Zhang et al.,

remodeling

2014)

Seed
SCARECROW-LIKE3 (SCL3)

germination
Root growth

SQUAMOSA PROMOTER BINDING

Phase

PROTEIN-LIKE (SPL9)

transition

SPATULA (SPT)

GL1
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(Yu et al., 2012)
(Gallego-

germination

Bartolomé et al.,

Vegetative

2010; Josse et

growth

al., 2011)

development

EGL3

2011)

Seed

Trichome

GL3

(Zhang et al.,

(Qi et al., 2014)

Chapter 1-II Introduction:

Gene manipulation:
One of the objectives of basic plant research is to understand how
genotype influences phenotype. This question can be answered using
approaches such as reverse genetics. In reverse genetics strategies, expression
of the gene of interest is reduced by strategies such as RNAi, mutations in a
gene created by targeted mutagenesis (genome editing), or plants carrying a
mutation in the gene of interest are identified in a randomly mutagenized
population. Targeting induced local lesions in genomes (TILLING) has become a
popular reverse genetics method for identifying plants carrying mutations
affecting a gene of interest from a ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) mutagenized
population (Stemple, 2004). The mutation can be identified from pooled DNA
samples using various methods including sequencing and be tracked back to a
specific plant (Minoia et al., 2010; Okabe and Ariizumi, 2016; Tsai et al., 2011).
Generation of TILLING mutants is simple but EMS mutagenesis is random
and may not induce mutations in the gene of interest. The screening process is
time consuming and the mutagenized population need to be maintained as
individual lines or small pools. Development of genetic tools like RNA
interference (RNAi) (Saurabh et al., 2014), zinc finger nuclease (ZFN)
(Cathomen and Joung, 2008), transcription activator-like effector nuclease
(TALEN) (Voytas, 2013) and clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic
repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated (Cas) (CRISPR/Cas) (Ran et al., 2013)
offer alternative strategies for investigators to study the function of a gene of
interest. These genetic tools are custom designed to target a gene of interest,
are high-throughput and eliminate the requirement of screening large
populations. In the following sections, I will review some of the new genetic tools
used to study gene function.

RNAi
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Small RNAs are 21-24 nucleotide long endogenous molecules capable of
repressing gene expression (Saurabh et al., 2014; Watson et al., 2005). Since its
initial discovery, small RNAs has been extensively characterized and adapted as
RNAi technology for gene expression knockdown. There are multiple subgroups
of small RNAs but only microRNAs (miRNAs) and trans-acting siRNA small
interfering RNAs (tasiRNAs) are described. miRNAs are encoded by genes
located in intergenic regions (Coruh et al., 2014) and are transcribed by RNA
polymerase II to produce a primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) (Figure 1A) (Xie et al.,
2005). Addition of a 5’ 7-methylguanosine cap and a 3’ polyadenylate tail
stabilizes the pri-miRNA (Debat and Ducasse, 2014; Xie et al., 2005). The primiRNA then folds upon itself to form a stem-looped hairpin structure termed
precursor miRNA (pre-miRNA). The pre-miRNA is recognized and processed by
an RNAse III endoribonuclease, DICER-LIKE (DCL) (Reinhart et al., 2002).
Plants have four DCLs (DCL1-4), DCL1 and DCL4 generate 21 nucleotide
miRNAs, DCL2 generate 22 nucleotide miRNAs and DCL3 generate 24
nucleotide miRNAs, but DCL1 is the primary enzyme involved in canonical
miRNA maturation (Budak and Akpinar, 2015; Xie et al., 2015). DCL1 recognizes
and cleaves the pre-miRNA to generate the miRNA guide and passenger
(miRNA*) duplex (miRNA/miRNA*). HUA ENHANCER1 (HEN1) methylates the 3’
ends (Park et al., 2002) to stabilize the miRNA duplex and HASTY transports the
duplex from the nucleus to the cytoplasm (Park et al., 2005). The duplex is
separated and the miRNA guide is loaded on ARGONAUTE1 (AGO1) to form the
miRNA-Induced Silencing Complex (miRISC) to regulate gene expression
(Bohmert et al., 1998; Morel et al., 2002; Vaucheret, 2008).
miRNAs is simple and inexpensive to synthesize and has been
successfully implemented for targeted gene knockdown in plants. However,
miRNAs have potential problems of off-targeting (i.e. knockdown of non-targeted
mRNA) because of imperfect complementation between the miRNA guide and
target sequence (Jackson et al., 2003; Ossowski et al., 2008; Schwab et al.,
2006).
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Recently, scientists have been taking advantage of a special class of
miRNAs called tasiRNAs (Figure 1B) (Allen et al., 2005; Borges and
Martienssen, 2015; Carbonell et al., 2014; Zhang, 2014). Only a handful of
miRNAs are known to induce production of tasiRNAs and Arabidopsis miR173 is
one of the best characterized (Allen et al., 2005). miR173 is processed by DCL2
to generate a 22 nucleotide long miRNA (Gasciolli et al., 2005). The miR173
RISC complex binds and cleaves target mRNAs. SUPPRESSOR OF GENE
SILENCING 3 (SGS3) binds cleaved miRNA to protect the target RNA from
degradation. RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 6 (RDR6) then interacts
with SGS3 and turns the single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) into a double-stranded
RNA (dsRNA) starting from the 3’ poly-adenylated tail (Kumakura et al., 2009;
Vazquez et al., 2004; Yoshikawa et al., 2005). The exact mechanism how RDR6
relocates from SGS3 to the 3’ poly-adenylated tail to initiate transcription is still
unknown (Bologna and Voinnet, 2014). dsRNA-BINDING 4 (DRB4) binds the
dsRNA and cues DCL4 binding (Fukudome et al., 2011; Nakazawa et al., 2007).
DCL4 initiates cleavage, starting count at the miR173 cleavage site, to produce a
series of in-phased 21 nucleotide long duplex to generate a population of 21
nucleotide tasiRNAs (Gasciolli et al., 2005). The tasiRNAs are loaded onto
AGO1s to repress gene expression (Vazquez et al., 2004).
Unlike canonical miRNA, tasiRNAs are derived from double stranded RNA
with perfect complementarity. Even though siRNA and miRNA uses the same
processing machineries to generate the duplexes; it requires perfect
complementation between the siRNA guide and target mRNA to trigger cleavage.
Thus, production of tasiRNAs enhances the efficiency of repressing gene
expression (Felippes et al., 2012; Felippes and Weigel, 2009). The requirement
for perfect complementation between the siRNA guide and target sequence also
reduces frequencies of off-targeting (Han et al., 2015; Watson et al., 2005;
Zhang, 2014). The tasiRNA system, termed miRNA-induced gene silencing
(MIGS) (Felippes et al., 2012), has been successfully adapted to knockdown
expression of various genes in Arabidopsis (Felippes et al., 2012), petunia (Han
et al., 2015), and medicago (Fei et al., 2015). In Arabidopsis, target genes were
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fused downstream of the miR173 target sequence and was demonstrated to
knockdown gene expression, phenocopying the loss-of-function mutants.

Genome-editing
The term “genome editing” has become commonly associated with the
concept of an engineered nuclease paired with molecules capable of recognizing
and binding to a specific stretch of DNA sequence (Gaj et al., 2013; Voytas,
2013). The nuclease cleaves the DNA triggering the DNA repair system to repair
the double-strand break (DSB) either by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or
homology directed repair (HDR) (Jasin and Rothstein, 2013). NHEJ often
imprecisely rejoin broken DNA together to introduce insertion and/or deletion
events that can disrupt the native gene function. In contrast, HDR uses a DNA
template with a similar sequence to repair the DSB (Steinert et al., 2016; Voytas,
2013). Most of the time DSBs are precisely repaired, but the few occasions of
mutations resulting from imprecise repair by NHEJ has become a valued
outcome for investigating gene function. Unlike miRNA, where efficiency and
level of gene knockdown can vary for a targeted gene, NHEJ is a permanent
disruption of the DNA sequence that can result in loss of gene function.
One of the first generation of genome editing technology used to generate
DNA DSBs are the zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) (Figure 2A) (Carroll, 2008;
Cathomen and Joung, 2008). Zinc fingers (ZFs) are Cystine2-Histidine2 DNA
binding proteins with a zinc metal core (Wright et al., 2005). ZFs have ββα fold
with a DNA recognition domain on the α helix capable of interacting with a
nucleotide triplet (Beerli and Barbas, 2002). ZFNs are synthetic chimeric
endonucleases that are commonly comprised of three arrays of zinc fingers and
the third zinc finger is fused to the catalytic domain of a type II restriction
enzyme, FokI (Kim et al., 1996). FokI functions as a dimer; thus, binding of two
ZFNs is required for FokI dimerization and cleavage of the DNA to induce a DSB
(Doyon et al., 2011). ZFNs have been demonstrated to be efficient gene
manipulation tool but can be difficult to synthesize because of context issues,
where the binding affinity of a zinc finger array is influenced by the adjacent array
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(Sander et al., 2011). Thus, screening for compatible zinc finger arrays is time
consuming but there are available libraries of zinc fingers arrays identified to
have minimal context effects (Maeder et al., 2008; Sander et al., 2011). However,
there are also concerns of off-targeting activity by ZFNs (Cathomen and Joung,
2008). Improvements were made to ZFNs by modifying the FokI nuclease
domain to function as a heterodimer (Doyon et al., 2011) or a nickase (Ramirez
et al., 2012), i.e., the nuclease only cleaves one strand of the DNA to reduce offtargeting activity.
The second generation of genome editing technology employs
transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) (Figure 2B) (Bogdanove
and Voytas, 2011; Christian et al., 2010; Moscou and Bogdanove, 2009). TALEs
are DNA-binding proteins derived from effector proteins used by the bacterial
plant pathogen Xanthomonas to induce expression of host genes to enhance
pathogen virulence (Gu et al., 2005; Kay et al., 2007). TALEs are comprised of
13-30 DNA-binding domain repeats that recognizes a single nucleotide per
repeat. The repeats consist of a conserved sequence typically 34 amino acid
long with two hypervariable residues, termed repeat-variable di-residues (RVD),
at positions 12 and 13 that are involved in recognition of specific nucleotide
bases. Discovery of the DNA binding cipher allowed for custom assembly of the
TALE repeats to bind a specific stretch of DNA sequence (Boch et al., 2009;
Moscou and Bogdanove, 2009). In contrast to ZFNs, the TALE RVD do not affect
the binding affinity of the adjacent RVD. Thus, it is possible to make a chimeric
endonuclease using FokI to target any sequence (Bogdanove and Voytas, 2011;
Christian et al., 2010; Voytas, 2013; Zhang et al., 2012).
One of the latest genome editing technologies is clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated (Cas)
protein nuclease (Figure 2C) (Cong et al., 2013; Gaj et al., 2013; Mali et al.,
2013; Voytas, 2013). CRISPR/Cas is an adaptive immune response prokaryotes
use to defend against viral infection by integrating short viral DNA fragments into
the host genome forming CRISPR loci. These loci are then transcribed and the
CRISPR RNA is incorporated into the Cas nuclease to function as a guide RNA
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to recognize and degrade viral DNA (Horvath and Barrangou, 2010; Wiedenheft
et al., 2012). Taking advantage of this immune response system, the
CRISPR/Cas protein 9 (CRISPR/Cas9) system from Streptococcus pyogenes
was adapted for targeted induction of DSBs in eukaryotes. Custom
CRISPR/Cas9 are generated by ligating a 20 base pair synthetic guide RNA
(gRNA), designed to complement the target DNA sequence of interests, with the
CRISPR guide RNA scaffold (Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013). When coexpressed together, the gRNA and Cas9 will form a complex and bind the DNA
to induce DSBs. However, the requirement of the “NGG” protospacer-adjacent
motif (PAM) on the host DNA following the guide RNA target site may limit the
target range of CRISPR/Cas9 (Deveau et al., 2008). Unlike ZFNs and TALENs
where it can be difficult and time consuming to synthesize multiple nucleases,
synthesizing multiple CRISPR/Cas9 to target a single gene is simple and quick.
Like ZFNs and TALENS, CRISPR/Cas9 also exhibit off-targeting activity and
nickases has been developed to reduce off-targeting activity (Fu et al., 2014; Ran
et al., 2013), but a recent study found that making modifications to non-specific
DNA contacting residues on the Cas nuclease greatly enhanced Cas nuclease
specificity (Kleinstiver et al., 2016). CRISPR/Cas9 has become the preferred
gene editing tool.

Closing remarks:
Discovery of RNAi, ZFNs, TALENs, CRISPR/Cas9 has greatly advanced
our ability to investigate how a genotype influences a phenotype. Optimization of
these technologies has opened the door of possibilities for scientists. Even
though each of the genetic tools has their own limitations, they offer different
methods of targeting a single gene to achieve the same phenotypic result.
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Figure 1: miRNA and siRNA biogenesis. A) RNA Polymerase II (Pol II) transcribes the
miRNA gene producing a single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) that is subsequently modified
with a 5’ 7-methylguanosine cap (m7G) and poly-adenine (An) tail to make the primary
miRNA (pri-mRNA). The pri-mRNA folds on itself to from the premature miRNA (premiRNA) which is recognized and cleaved by DCL1. Cleavage creates a 21 nucleotide
(nt) miRNA duplex, consisting of the miRNA guide (red) and passenger mRNA (*). HEN1
methylates the miRNA duplex and is transported to the cytoplasm by HASTY. The
duplex loaded onto AGO1 and passenger miRNA is separated away to form the miRISC
complex. The miRISC complex binds and cleaves target mRNA. B) The miR173 is
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transcribed and processed similar to canonical miRNA except DCL2 generates a 22nt
miRNA. The miRNA173 duplex remains in the nucleus and cleaves the miR173 target
sequence. SGS3 binds the 5’ end of the cleavage product and inhibits mRNA
degradation. RDR6 binds to SGS3 then relocates to the poly-A tail and initiates
transcription to make a dsRNA. DRB4 binds the dsRNA then DCL4 binds and cleaves
the dsRNA in to 21nt siRNAs. The population of siRNAs is transported to the cytoplasm
and is loaded onto AGO1 to repress target mRNA.
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Figure 2: Genome editing tools. A) Shaded ovals are individual ZFs that
recognizes three DNA base pairs. FokI is fused to the C-terminus of the third ZF.
When left and right ZFs bind the DNA, FokI dimerizes and cleaves the spacer
region between the ZF target sites. B) Each TALE repeat (ovals) recognizes a
single nucleotide. FokI is fused to the C-terminus of the last TALE and also
functions as a homodimer to cleave the DNA. C) Cas9 enzyme (blue oval)
recognizes the protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM). The guide RNA is designed
based on the sense sequence (gray line) and anneals to the anti-sense (a viceversa design is also possible). The Cas9 nuclease domain cleaves the DNA
three nucleotide downstream of the PAM site (yellow triangle).
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Chapter 2:
Targeted mutagenesis of tomato gene using TALENs1

Introduction:
We report the successful use of TALENs under the control of an estrogeninducible promoter for targeted mutagenesis in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum)
of the negative regulator of gibberellin signaling PROCERA (PRO). TALEN
expression was induced and plants were regenerated from cotyledons of
seedlings derived from stable transgenic lines. Six of 40 regenerated plants
carried pro alleles, and the mutations in the two lines examined were heritable.
Homozygous pro segregants exhibited phenotypes consistent with increased
gibberellin response.
Tomato is an important agricultural crop in which significant resources are
invested for breeding traits such as disease resistance and fruit shape and color
(Foolad and Panthee, 2012). Mutations affecting these traits can be generated
using random mutagens such as EMS and T-DNA integration (Mathews et al.,
2003; Menda et al., 2004); however, screening for the desired mutation is
laborious and time-consuming. A potentially more efficient method of gene
disruption is targeted mutagenesis using sequence-specific nucleases, which
create a double strand break (DSB) in the target sequence. These breaks are
then repaired either by the homologous recombination or non-homologous endjoining (NHEJ) pathways (Jasin and Rothstein, 2013). NHEJ is sometimes
imprecise, resulting in deletions or insertions at the DSB site.

1
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TALENs are composed of a sequence-specific DNA binding domain fused
to the FokI nuclease domain (Christian et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010). Binding
of TALEN monomers to the targeted gene allows the FokI nuclease domain to
dimerize and cleave the DNA (Chen and Gao, 2013; Voytas, 2013). TALENs
have been successfully used to make sequence-specific mutations in a variety of
plant species, including Arabidopsis, tobacco, rice, brachypodium and barley
(Cermak et al., 2011; Christian et al., 2013; Li et al., 2012; Shan et al., 2013a;
Wendt et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013). More recently, the CRISPR/Cas9 system
has also been demonstrated to be a promising genome editing tool (Jiang et al.,
2013; Li et al., 2013; Nekrasov et al., 2013; Shan et al., 2013b; Upadhyay et al.,
2013). The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been shown to be an effective tool for
targeted mutagenesis in transgenic tomato “hairy roots” (Ron et al., 2014). In an
accompanying paper, CRISPR/Cas9 is shown to be useful for generating
heritable mutations (Brooks et al., 2014).
DELLA proteins are negative regulators of gibberellin (GA) signaling
(Hauvermale et al., 2012). The loss of DELLA function results in increased GA
response, which causes the mutants to be tall and slender with light green
vegetation. Tomato has one DELLA gene called PROCERA (PRO). A pro mutant
caused by a missense mutation has been characterized (Bassel et al., 2008;
Carrera et al., 2012; Jasinski et al., 2008; Jones, 1987). Although the mutant has
phenotypes corresponding to increased GA response, it is partially responsive to
gibberellin, suggesting the mutant protein retains partial activity (Van Tuinen et
al., 1999). We used TALENs to create new pro alleles that can be used to
determine the role of PRO in GA signaling.

Results and Discussion:
TALEN pairs pTAL423/4 and pTAL425/6 were designed to target the PRO
gene using TALE-NT (Figure 3, Table 1) (Doyle et al., 2012). Due to concerns
about the potential TALEN cytotoxicity (Christian et al., 2013), we generated
transgenic tomato plants that express the TALEN pairs under the control of the
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estrogen-inducible XVE promoter (Zuo et al., 2000). One primary transgenic
plant with TALEN pair pTAL423/4 (pTAL423/4 T0) and four with TALEN pair
pTAL425/6 (pTAL425/6 T0) were generated.
Leaves of T0 plants were assayed for evidence of TALEN activity seven
days after spraying plants with β-estradiol. For this assay, PRO genomic DNA
was PCR-amplified and tested to determine if the Sm1I restriction site located at
the TALEN cleavage site was mutated (Zhang et al., 2010). However, no Sm1Iresistant PRO amplicons were detected suggesting that the TALENs were not
active or that the mutation frequency was too low for detection without
enrichment. Therefore, Sm1I-digested PRO amplicons were used as the
template for a second round of PCR amplification, and one T0 plant (designated
as pTAL425/6_1 T0) had Sm1I-resistant PRO amplicons. Mutations ranging in
size from 2bp to 168bp were identified when these amplicons were sequenced
(Figure 4).
We attempted to produce heritable TALEN-induced mutations by spraying
the shoot apex of pTAL425/6_1 T0 plants with β-estradiol daily for one week, but
no TALEN-induced mutations were detected in the pTAL425/6_1 T1 seedlings.
We then sprayed unopened and opened flowers with β-estradiol daily and
injected immature and mature fruits with β-estradiol, but mutations were not
detected in seedlings from the treated plants. In addition, when pTAL425/6_1 T1
seeds were germinated in the presence of β-estradiol, no mutations were
detected in the T2 seedlings.
Since the TALENs were active in somatic tissue, we attempted to
regenerate plants bearing mutations from cotyledons (Figure 5). pTAL425/6_1 T1
cotyledons were immersed in β-estradiol solution weekly, and plants (βEpTAL425/6 M0) were regenerated. Six and three plants were regenerated from
tissue that received either one or two β-estradiol treatments, respectively, but
none carried TALEN-induced mutations. Forty βE-pTAL425/6 M0 plants were
regenerated from tissue that had received three treatments and seven of these
plants (designated as pro_1 to 7 M0) carried mutations (Figure 1A). Since
restriction enzyme assays do not detect all TALEN-induced mutations (Suzuki et
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al., 2014; Veres et al., 2014), additional plants may have carried mutations. While
pro_1 to 6 each carried one mutant allele, pro_7 carried two different mutant
alleles and exhibited characteristic pro mutant phenotypes, including long
internode length and smooth leaf margins. Sequencing indicated that each allele
was unique (Figure 1B). The mutations in pro_2-7 were deletions ranging in size
from 1bp to 88bp; pro_1 has a 39bp insertion and 4bp deletion (Figure 6). Seven
of the deletions cause frame-shifts that would result in the production of a
truncated PRO protein.
We then determined if the mutant alleles in the pro_2 and pro_1 lines
(proTALEN_2 and proTALEN_1, respectively) are heritable. The previously described
pro allele is recessive (Jones, 1987), and thus, if proTALEN_2 and proTALEN_1 are
heritable, we expected a quarter of the seedlings derived from the heterozygous
pro_2 and pro_1 plants to exhibit a mutant phenotype. Consistent with the
mutations being heritable, four of twenty pro_2 seedlings (Figure 2) and three of
twenty pro_1 seedlings (Figure 7) were tall, and genotyping indicated that they
were homozygous mutant. In further experiments, 55 of 293 pro_2 M1 seedlings
were tall, and the resulting Chi-square p-value for a 3:1 segregation ratio was
0.014, which is consistent with Mendelian inheritance of the proTALEN_2 allele. In
addition, we tested if the transgene encoding the TALEN nuclease segregated
away from the TALEN-induced pro mutation and found that proTALEN_2-2 and
proTALEN_2-4 M1 mutants did not have the T-DNA insertion (data not shown).
Homozygous proTALEN_2 plants are phenocopies of wild-type plants
sprayed with GA3 (Figure 2C and D). In contrast to control wild-type plants, wildtype tomato plants sprayed with 50 μM GA3 daily and homozygous proTALEN_2
plants were taller and had lighter green leaves with smoother margins. These
phenotypes are similar to the previously characterized pro mutant (Bassel et al.,
2008; Carrera et al., 2012; Jasinski et al., 2008; Jones, 1987). The new pro
alleles described here, and others that can be created through targeted
mutagenesis, should prove useful in dissecting the role of PRO in GA signaling.
This report and the accompanying report by Brooks et al. demonstrate that
both TALENs and CRISPR/Cas9 are effective tools for creating heritable
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mutations in tomato. The greater ease of synthesizing CRISPR/Cas9 and its
higher mutagenesis frequency relative to TALEN might arguably make it the
preferred technology. However, CRISPR/Cas9 has been reported to have a
higher frequency of off-target cleavage than TALENs (Fu et al., 2013; Suzuki et
al., 2014; Veres et al., 2014), but progress is being made in addressing this
deficiency (Fu et al., 2014).

Materials and Methods:
TALEN design and synthesis
TALEN target sites within the tomato PRO gene (Solyc11g011260.1) were
identified using TAL Effector Nucleotide Targeter (TALE-NT) 2.0 program (Doyle
et al., 2012). Two TALEN target sites were selected, and TAL effector arrays
were constructed using the Golden Gate method (Cermak et al. 2011; Zhang et
al. 2013). All information about TAL effector sequences and binding sites are
listed in Table S1. Fully assembled TALEN monomers were cloned into the
Gateway compatible entry clone pZHY013 using XbaI and BamHI or NheI and
BglII sites. pZHY013 contains two heterodimeric FokI nuclease domains
separated by a T2A translational skipping sequence to allow the left and right
TALEN to be expressed from a single transcript (Halpin et al., 1999). A Gateway
LR reaction (Invitrogen) was performed to recombine the entry clone with the
pFZ19 expression vector to generate the TALEN expression vectors
pTAL423/4_FZ19 and pTAL425/6_FZ19. These vectors place TALEN expression
in planta under the control of the XVE promoter (Zuo et al., 2000).

Agrobacterium-mediated tomato transformation
pTAL423/4_FZ19 (NEO strain: 1410) and pTAL425/6_FZ19 (NEO strain:
1411) expression vectors were transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens
strain AGL1. Stable transgenic tomato (cv. M82) plants were generated using a
modification of the Agrobacterium-mediated tomato transformation method of
McCormick (1991). Briefly, tomato seeds were surface sterilized in 10% sodium
hypochlorite and germinated on 1X Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium. The
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medium had macronutrients, micronutrients and vitamins according to Murashige
and Skoog (1962); the pH was adjusted to 5.6 and solidified with 0.5% Phytoagar
(referred hereafter as solid 1X MS). Plates with seeds were placed in a growth
chamber under 16 hr light/8 hr dark at 24°C. Cotyledons were excised (cutting
away the blade tip and petiole) from one-week-old seedlings and pre-cultured for
two days on co-cultivation medium (pH 5.6) containing 3% sucrose, 1X MS, 1X
Nitsch and Nitsch, 2mg/L zeatin-riboside, 2mg/L indol-butyric acid and 0.5%
Phytoagar in a 15X100mm petri plate. Agrobacterium was grown in 50mL LuriaBertani (LB) medium with 50µg/L of kanamycin for two days at 28°C and then
diluted with sterile LB to 0.6 OD600nm. The cells were recovered from 50mL of the
diluted culture by centrifugation in a Beckman JA-20 rotor at 4000 rpm and resuspended in 50mL of sterile 1X MS solution pH 5.6 with 50μM acetosyringone.
Explants were co-cultivated for 30 min. with slow agitation and then placed back
onto co-cultivation media. After two days, the explants were transferred to
shooting media (co-cultivation media with 400mg/L cefotaxime and 25mg/L
hygromycin-B) in a 25X100mm petri plate. Explants were transferred to fresh
shooting medium every three weeks or as needed until shoots formed. The
shoots were excised and transferred to magenta boxes containing solid 1X MS.
Once roots were visible, the plants were transferred to BM2 soil (Berger) and
were designated as primary transformants (pTAL423/4 T0 or pTAL425/6 T0;
Figure 5A). Primary transformants were grown in a growth chamber under 16 hr
light/8 hr dark at 24°C and transferred to a greenhouse after three weeks. Seeds
were extracted from ripe fruits, washed with 2.0% HCl for 45 min and air-dried
overnight at room temperature.

PCR screening for TALEN activity in primary transgenic plants
PCR/restriction enzyme digestions assays were performed to test if
TALENS were active in T0 plants (Zhang et al. 2010). Five T0 plants were
sprayed with 100μM of β-estradiol, and leaf DNA was extracted 7 days later
using the DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). The region encompassing the TALEN
target site on the PRO gene was amplified by PCR using the forward primer (5’
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CCAATCTTGAACCCCATCTC 3’) and reverse primer (5’
GCGAATTTGAGATAAGGGCAAG 3’). Each PCR reaction used 50ng of
genomic DNA template in a 50μL volume using Takara ExTaq polymerase
(Clonetech). Thermocycler conditions were set according to manufacturer
recommendations with the annealing temperature at 55°C and elongation time
set for 1 min. PRO PCR amplicons were digested with Sm1I, which cuts the
spacer region between the TALEN binding sites, and 10μL was run on a 0.8%
agarose gel. A second round of PCR using 10μL of the digested PRO amplicons
as template was performed to enrich for Sm1I-resistant PRO amplicons. Then
the amplicons were digested with Sm1I and separated on a 0.8% agarose gel.
Presence of Sm1I-resistant PRO amplicons indicates that the TALENs are active
in planta and have induced DSBs at the target site. Sm1I-resistant PRO
amplicons were gel extracted, TA cloned into pCR2.8 TOPO vector (Invitrogen),
and the presence of TALEN-induced mutations was confirmed by DNA
sequencing.

Production of heritable TALEN-induced mutations
Seeds from the primary TALEN transformant were surface sterilized and
germinated on solid 1X MS plates. Fifty cotyledons were excised from 7-10 day
old seedlings for a second round of tissue culture with hygromycin-B as the
selective agent. Because the seedlings are a segregating population,
hygromycin-B is needed to select for explants with the TALEN transgene.
Following tissue excision, explants were immersed in 100μM β-estradiol/1X MS
solution with slow agitation for 30 min. and placed on shooting media. This
process was repeated every seven days for a total of three weeks. Plants were
regenerated from the explants as described above and the regenerated plants
were designated βE-pTAL425/6 M0 (Figure 5B). βE-pTAL425/6 M0 plants were
screened by the PCR/restriction enzyme assay as described above to identify
lines with TALEN-induced mutations in the PRO gene. Primers (forward: 5’
GCTTTCAGCTTCGATGTAGG 3’ and reverse: 5’
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GGCGAGTACTTCTACACAGC 3’) were designed to amplify the hygromycin-B
resistance gene to test if the transgene segregated away from the pro mutation.

Statistical Analysis
Phenotypes were recorded for 293 segregating pro_2 M1 plants. A
Pearson’s Chi square test was conducted in R using chisq.test to test if the
mutant allele is inherited in a Mendelian manner.
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Figure 1. Characterization of TALEN-induced mutations. A) PCR screen for
TALEN-induced mutations in βE-pTAL425/6 M0 plants. Wild-Type (WT) PRO
amplicons were cleaved by Sm1I, producing a 647bp and 225bp product, but the
mutant amplicons in lines 1-5, 7 and 8 are not cleaved. Note line 9 failed to
amplify. The mutant line designations below the image correspond to the DNA
sequences in B. (M) indicates the marker lane and (C) indicates the no template
control. B) DNA sequence alignment of TALEN-induced mutations. Left and right
TALEN binding sequence are underlined in WT. The sizes of deletions ( - ) or
insertions ( + ) are indicated to the right of sequences. The red dashes indicates
the location of a 39bp insertion in pro_1.
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Figure 2. A) Three-week-old seedlings segregating for the proTALEN_2 allele.
Homozygous proTALEN_2 mutants are indicated by the asterisks. B) Genotyping of
the homozygous proTALEN_2 seedlings marked in A by PCR amplification and
digestion with Sm1l. (C) indicates the no template control. C) Comparison of
eight-week-old WT and WT+GA3 to homozygous proTALEN_2 plants. D) Third
youngest fully expanded leaves of the plants shown in C.
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Figure 3. Location of TALEN target sites. Arrow depicts PROCERA
(Solyc11g011260.1) gene model. Underlined sequences are the binding sites
recognized by the TALEN pairs
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Figure 4. Sequences of TALEN-induced mutations generated in somatic
cells. Left and right TALEN pair pTAL425/6 binding sites are underlined in wildtype sequence. Deletion sizes ( - ) are indicated to the right of sequences.
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Figure 5. Strategy for regenerating pTAL425/6 TALEN-induced mutants.
A) Transgenic plants expressing the pTAL425/6 TALEN are produced in the first round
of tissue culture in the absence of β-estradiol to avoid TALEN cytotoxicity. B) pTAL425/6
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T1 seeds are collected from primary transformants in A and sterilely germinated for a
second round of tissue culture. Cotyledons are excised and incubated with β-estradiol to
induce TALEN expression, and plants, designated as βE-pTAL425/6 M0, are
regenerated and screened by PCR to identify lines with TALEN-induced mutations. βEpTAL425/6 M0 plants with TALEN-induced mutations are grown to maturity and proTALEN
M1 seeds are harvested from them.
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Figure 6. The coding region of PRO showing the sequences of the
proTALEN_1 and one of the pro_7 alleles. The 88bp that are deleted in one of the
pro_7 alleles (Figure 1B) are highlighted. The insertion sequence of proTALEN_1 allele is
shown.
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Figure 7. A) Six-week-old seedling segregating for the proTALEN_1 allele. B) PCR–
based genotyping confirmed the tall seedlings in A are homozygous for proTALEN_1. The
no template control (C) is the negative control.
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Table 1. TALEN RVD sequences and TALEN target sequences
Repeat Spacer
Repeat Variable Diresidues
TALEN ID Number Length
(RVDs)
Target Sequence (5’ 3’)
NI NG NI NI NI NN NG NN
NI NI NN NG HD NN NG HD ATAAAGTGAAGTCGTCT
NG
pTAL423 left
17
GATATGGCGGATGTTGCTC
19
NI NN HD HD NI NG HD NG
HD NI NI NN HD NG NN NG
AAAAACTTGAACAGCTTGAGATGGCT
NG HD NI NI NN NG NG NG
NG NG
pTAL424 right 26

pTAL425 left

HD
NN
NG
NI

29

NG
HD
NN
NI

NN
NN
HD
HD

NI
NN
NG
NG

NG NI NG NN
NI NG NN NG
HD NI NI NI
NG

18
pTAL426 right

16

CTGATATGGCGGATGTTGCTCAAAAA
CTT
GAACAGCTTGAGATGGCT

HD HD NI NG HD NN NG NG
NN NG NI HD HD HD NI NG
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ATGGGTACAACGATGG

Chapter 3:
Uncovering DELLA-independent gibberellin responses by characterizing new
tomato procera mutants
Summary:
Gibberellin (GA) regulates plant development primarily by triggering the
degradation/deactivation of the DELLA proteins. However, it remains unclear
whether all GA responses are regulated by DELLAs. Tomato (Solanum
lycopersicum) has a single DELLA gene named PROCERA (PRO), and its
recessive pro allele exhibits constitutive GA activity but retains responsiveness to
external GA. In the loss-of-function mutant proΔGRAS, all examined GA
developmental responses were considerably enhanced relative to pro and a
defect in seed desiccation tolerance was uncovered. As pro, but not proΔGRAS,
elongation was promoted by GA treatment, pro may retain residual DELLA
activity. In agreement with homeostatic feedback regulation of the GA
biosynthetic pathway, we found that GA20oxidase1 expression was suppressed
in proΔGRAS and was not affected by exogenous GA3. In contrast, expression of
GA2oxidase4 was not affected by the elevated GA signaling in proΔGRAS but was
strongly induced by exogenous GA3. Since a similar response was found in
Arabidopsis thaliana plants with impaired activity of all five DELLA genes, we
suggest that homeostatic GA responses are regulated by both DELLA-dependent
and -independent pathways. Transcriptome analysis of GA-treated proΔGRAS
leaves suggests that 5% of all GA-regulated genes in tomato are DELLA
independent.
1
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Introduction:
The phytohormone gibberellin (GA) regulates numerous developmental
processes throughout the plant life cycle, including seed germination, stem
elongation, flowering, and fruit set (Yamaguchi, 2008). The signaling pathway
from GA perception to transcriptional activation has been intensively studied over
the past two decades and its major components have been identified. The
nuclear DELLA proteins, a subgroup of the GRAS transcription factors family,
suppress GA signaling (Locascio et al., 2013a). GA binding to the soluble
GIBBERELLIN INSENSITIVE DWARF1 (GID1) receptor triggers GID1 interaction
with the DELLA proteins (Griffiths et al., 2006; Nakajima et al., 2006; UeguchiTanaka et al., 2005), which then stimulates assembly of the DELLA proteins into
an SCF E3 ubiquitin ligase complex via the GID2/SLEEPY1 F-box proteins. The
SCF complex polyubiquitinates the DELLA proteins, targeting them for
destruction by the 26S proteasome (Dill et al., 2004; Griffiths et al., 2006;
Harberd et al., 2009; Hauvermale et al., 2012; Sasaki et al., 2003). GA, via GID1,
can also reduce DELLA activity through a degradation-independent mechanism
(Ariizumi et al., 2013, 2008; Ueguchi-Tanaka et al., 2008)
Despite the central role of DELLAs in GA signaling, the mechanism
underlying this regulation is not fully understood. Several studies have shown
that protein-protein interactions play a major role in DELLA function. DELLAs
bind to various transcription factors and proteins affecting transcription, including
PHYTOCHROME-INTERACTING FACTORs (PIFs), ALCATRAZ, MYC2,
JASMONATE-ZIM-DOMAIN PROTEIN9, SCARECROW LIKE3 (SCL3), and TCP
transcription factors (Arnaud et al., 2010; Daviere et al., 2014; de Lucas et al.,
2008; Feng et al., 2008; Gallego-Bartolomé et al., 2010; Y. F. Hong et al., 2012;
Hou et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2011). The interaction between
DELLA and PIFs, for example, suppresses the binding of the latter to target
promoters and thus inhibits their activity. Although DELLAs lack a DNA binding
domain, they possess transactivation properties (Hirano et al., 2012) and several
studies have shown that DELLAs can act as coregulators when interacting with
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transcription factors and directly regulate gene expression (Hirano et al., 2012;
Yoshida et al., 2014; Zentella et al., 2007)
The DELLA N-terminal region consists of the conserved DELLA and
VHYNP motifs (Locascio et al., 2013a). These motifs interact with the GID1 Nterminal arm to form the GID1-GA-DELLA complex (Murase et al., 2008). The Cterminal region of DELLAs consists of several distinct motifs comprising the
GRAS domain. These motifs include two leucine heptad repeats (LHRI and
LHRII) with putative nuclear localization signals, flanking a VHIID motif, forming
the LHRI-VHIID-LHRII domain said to be involved in protein-protein interactions
(Sun et al., 2012). Hirano et al. (2010) have shown that the SLENDER RICE1
(SLR1; the rice [Oryza sativa] DELLA protein) GRAS domain is also required for
a stable interaction between DELLA and GID1. Recently, Sato et al. (2014)
confirmed this observation and demonstrated an interaction between the purified
SLR1 GRAS domain and GID1.
Arabidopsis thaliana has five DELLA proteins (Repressor of ga1-3 [RGA],
GA-INSENSITIVE [GAI], RGA-LIKE1 [RGL1], RGL2, and RGL3), whereas rice,
barley (Hordeum vulgare), and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) each have only
one, called SLR1, SLENDER1, and PROCERA (PRO), respectively (Chandler et
al., 2002; Harberd et al., 2009; Ikeda et al., 2001; Jasinski et al., 2008). The one
well-studied recessive tomato pro allele contains a point mutation within the
VHIID domain (Val [V] to Glu [E] at position 273; (Bassel et al., 2008)). Creating a
similar mutation in gai, an Arabidopsis gain-of-function DELLA allele, completely
abolished its growth-suppressing activity (Jasinski et al., 2008), suggesting a
loss-of-function allele. The pro phenotype resembles wild-type plants treated with
GA and includes elongated internodes, thinner leaves, and reduced lobing of the
main leaflets (Bassel et al., 2008; Jasinski et al., 2008; Jones, 1987; Van Tuinen
et al., 1999). Antisense suppression of PRO also promoted GA responses,
including pollination-independent ovary growth, resulting in parthenocarpic fruit
formation (Martí et al., 2007).
In striking contrast with other plants with a single DELLA, such as barley
and rice, pro plants respond to GA treatment and the pro mutation does not
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completely suppress chemicals or mutations that inhibit GA biosynthesis (Bassel
et al., 2008; Fleishon et al., 2011a; Jasinski et al., 2008; Jones, 1987; Jupe et al.,
1988; Van Tuinen et al., 1999). The responsiveness of pro to GA might be due to
an incomplete loss of DELLA function (Van Tuinen et al., 1999) or due to the
activity of a DELLA-independent response pathway (Fleishon et al., 2011a).
While the central role of DELLA in the regulation of GA responses is
indisputable, it is not yet clear if DELLA mediates all GA responses. Recently,
Yano et al. (2015) have shown that GID1-DELLA is the sole mechanism for GA
regulation of gene expression in rice aleurone cells. On the other hand, results
from a number of studies support the existence of a DELLA-independent GA
signaling pathway. Our earlier work in Arabidopsis has suggested the existence
of a cytosolic, SPINDLY-dependent, DELLA-independent GA response pathway
(Maymon et al., 2009). These findings stood in line with those reported by Cao et
al. (2006), who demonstrated that some GA-regulated genes are not regulated
by DELLA. Moreover, GA-induced increases in cytosolic calcium concentrations,
detectable within ∼2 min of exposure to GA (Bush, 1996), have been suggested
to occur too rapidly to be regulated by DELLA proteins, whose levels are only
significantly reduced 5 to 10 min after GA treatment (Gubler et al., 2002).
Furthermore, cytosolic activity of DELLA has never been detected, thereby
challenging attempts to ascribe it a regulatory role in cytosol-emanating
responses. Finally, application of GA to emasculated pistils of global (an
Arabidopsis mutant that lacks the activities of all five DELLA proteins) resulted in
significant promotion of their growth (Fuentes et al., 2012). This DELLAindependent response is mediated by the basic helix-loop-helix transcription
factor SPATULA, which suppresses fruit growth. Despite these findings and other
evidence of the existence of a DELLA-independent, GA response pathway, its
significance remains unclear.
Here, we present a pro loss-of-function mutant tomato line named proΔGRAS.
All examined GA-dependent developmental responses were much stronger in
proΔGRAS than in pro. In addition, roles of PRO in seed desiccation tolerance and
pollen tube elongation were uncovered. The presented results suggest that while
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GA regulation of tomato plant development is primarily DELLA dependent, ∼5%
of all identified GA-regulated genes are DELLA independent. Our results indicate
that feedback regulation of GA catabolism is at least partially DELLA
independent.

Results:
Identification and characterization of a pro mutant
In a visual screen of a tomato activation tagging population, a slender
elongated mutant was identified. This mutant population was produced in the
dwarf Micro-Tom tomato background by a maize Ds transposon element
containing an enhancer sequence (see Methods). Backcross analysis of the
newly identified mutant showed a recessive mode of inheritance, suggesting a
loss-of-function mutation. After introgressing the mutant into the M82 (SP+)
background by four successive backcrosses, the homozygous progeny exhibited
similar slender-elongated growth. Since the mutant phenotype resembled that of
pro, we sequenced the PRO gene and found a mutation likely to be caused by
excision of a transposon used for activation tagging. The mutation created a stop
codon downstream to the VHIID domain (position 339, Glu to stop); thus, the
allele was predicted to encode a truncated protein lacking most of the GRAS
domain (Figure 1A; Figure 9). These pro∆GRAS plants were extremely slender and
tall compared with M82 and the pro mutant. Four-week-old pro∆GRAS plants were
∼3 times taller than M82 plants and twice as tall as M82 with pro introgressed
into it (Figures 1B and 1C). The leaf phenotype of pro∆GRAS was also stronger
than that of pro, with larger, smoother, and curlier leaflets that featured longer
petioles lacking intercalary leaflets (Figure 2A). In addition, flowering time was
delayed and first inflorescence emerged after the production of 8 to 10 leaves
rather than 5 to 7 and 7 to 8 leaves in M82 and pro, respectively (Figure 2B). The
stigmas of the pro∆GRAS pistils protruded above the staminal cone due to the long
style (Figure 2C), and when fruits were made, they were all seedless, small, and
oval (Figure 2D). Notably, the development of parthenocarpic fruits in tomato can
be triggered by constitutive GA signaling (Carrera et al., 2012).
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Recently, new pro alleles were produced using a transcription activator-like
effector nuclease (TALEN) (Lor et al., 2014). proTALEN_2 plants were similar to
pro∆GRAS and had stronger defects than pro ( Figures 10A and 10B). This
includes longer stem, simpler leaves with smoother leaflets, long styles, and
production of small parthenocarpic fruits. When pro, proTALEN_2, pro∆GRAS, and
proTALEN_2/pro∆GRAS plants (Figure 10) were grown side by side for 4 weeks and
their phenotypes were compared, proTALEN_2/pro∆GRAS plants were
indistinguishable from homozygous proTALEN_2 and pro∆GRAS plants (Figure 10B),
indicating that both are strong alleles that are likely null.

Loss of PRO activity affects fertilization and seed Set
As lack of fertilization in pro∆GRAS and proTALEN_2 flowers could stem from the
long styles that prevent self-pollination (Figure 2C), pro∆GRAS flowers were handpollinated with pro∆GRAS pollen. Fertilization was rarely observed, suggesting a
physiological barrier that prevents the fertilization process. This differs from the
pro mutant that exhibits facultative parthenocarpy (Carrera et al., 2012).
Pollination of pro∆GRAS flowers with M82 pollen grains resulted in partial seed set
(Figure 12), suggesting that female gametophytes are fertile. Similar male sterility
and female fertility were found in proTALEN_2 (Figure 12 and 4). Scanning electron
microscopy images revealed that pro∆GRAS anthers were thinner and smaller and
contained fewer pollen grains compared with M82 and pro (Figure 3A). An in vitro
pollen germination assay showed that pollen of M82, pro, and pro∆GRAS
germinated; however, while M82 and pro pollen tubes continued to elongate
during the 6 h of the experiment, pro∆GRAS pollen tubes stopped elongating
shortly after germination (Figure 3B). This growth suppression of pro∆GRAS pollen
tubes may explain the obligatory parthenocarpy observed in this mutant.
Seed viability and segregation distortion in progenies of proΔGRAS/+ plants
Since homozygous pro∆GRAS did not produce seeds, we had to use
progenies of heterozygous plants to obtain homozygous plants. When sowing
these seeds after a short period of storage (2 to 5 weeks of dry storage), ∼2 to
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8% of the seedlings were homozygous, and not the 25% expected by the
Mendelian segregation ratio (Figure 13A). To test if PRO activity is required for
embryo vitality or for embryo survival under dry storage conditions, we extracted
seeds from red fruits and sowed them either immediately or after longer periods
of dry storage. The expected ratio of 25% seedlings with a pro∆GRAS phenotype
was obtained for fresh seeds. In contrast, only 8% of the seedlings from seeds
that were stored for 10 d exhibited the pro∆GRAS phenotype, while ∼18% of the
seeds did not germinate (Figure 4A). After 2 months of dry storage, only 5% of
the seedlings exhibited the pro∆GRAS phenotype. These results led us to speculate
that pro∆GRAS seeds are intolerant to desiccation. However, it should be
mentioned that when seeds were sown, pro∆GRAS seedlings were the first to
germinate, pointing at a promoting effect of the constitutive GA signaling on
germination (Figure 13B). To further examine this phenomenon, we conducted
the same experiment with pro and proTALEN_2 seeds. Dry storage of pro seeds (5
months) did not affect their germination (Figure 14A), while proTALEN_2 seeds,
similar to pro∆GRAS, exhibited reduced germination after short periods of dry
storage (Figure 14B).
Abscisic acid responses in proΔGRAS seeds
To understand how PRO promotes desiccation tolerance, we followed the
expression of desiccation-related genes by quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR)
analysis of RNA extracted from both M82 and the scarce fresh homozygous
pro∆GRAS seeds. To this end, we collected pollen from a large number of pro∆GRAS
anthers and pollinated many pro∆GRAS flowers that eventually produced a few
homozygous seeds. We analyzed the expression of the tomato ABA
INSENSITIVE3(ABI3), LATE EMBRYOGENESIS25 (LE25), and GALACTINOL
SYNTHASE1 (GOLS1) genes, all of which are known to be regulated by abscisic
acid (ABA) and to be involved in the acquisition of seed desiccation tolerance
(Bassel et al., 2006; Cohen and Bray, 1992; Downie et al., 2003; To et al., 2006).
In addition, we analyzed the expression of the tomato FUSCA3-like (FUS3-like)
homolog, a major player in the acquisition of desiccation tolerance (To et al.,
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2006). All four genes exhibited significantly lower levels of expression in pro∆GRAS
compared with M82 seeds (Figure 4B), suggesting that the machinery to induce
desiccation tolerance is suppressed in pro∆GRAS seeds. Since ABA has a major
role in the acquisition of desiccation tolerance during seed maturation
(Finkelstein et al., 2008; Koornneef et al., 2002; Ooms et al., 1993), and DELLA
positively regulates ABA accumulation via the transcriptional activation of
XERICO, a RING-E3 ligase (Ariizumi et al., 2013; Zentella et al., 2007), we
analyzed the expression of the tomato XERICO homolog in fresh pro∆GRAS seeds.
XERICO-like expression was lower in pro∆GRAS compared with M82 seeds (Figure
15), implying that the lack of desiccation tolerance in pro∆GRAS seeds may result
from reduced ABA levels.

DELLA-independent GA responses
Our data suggest that the pro∆GRAS allele is much stronger than pro and may
represent a null allele. Thus, we next tested whether the well-documented
responsiveness of pro to GA (Van Tuinen et al., 1999) is due to a partial loss of
DELLA function or due to the activity of a DELLA-independent GA signaling
pathway (Fleishon et al., 2011b). To this end, we first treated M82, pro, and
pro∆GRAS seedlings with the GA biosynthesis inhibitor paclobutrazol (PAC),
followed by application of GA3. PAC treatment of M82 and of the pro mutant
suppressed stem elongation (Figures 5A and 5B), an effect that was reversed by
application of GA3. However, PAC, GA3, or their sequential application did not
alter elongation of pro∆GRAS or proTALEN_2 stems (Figure 16). Likewise, chlorophyll
content was elevated by PAC and reduced by GA3 in M82 and pro but not in
pro∆GRAS leaves (Figure 5C). These results suggest that pro∆GRAS and proTALEN_2
plants are largely insensitive to GA, while pro plants retain some DELLA activity.
To examine the molecular responses of pro∆GRAS to GA, we compared the
regulation of GA metabolism and catabolism genes by GA. GA homeostasis is
regulated by a negative feedback loop, where high GA levels/signals suppress
GA production via the inhibition of the GA biosynthetic gene GA20oxidase
(GA20ox) and promote GA deactivation by the induction of the GA deactivation
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gene,GA2oxidase (GA2ox) (Yamaguchi, 2008). M82 and pro∆GRAS seedlings
were treated with PAC for 3 d and then treated with 0, 1, or 100 μM GA3. Three
hours after the GA treatment, RNA was extracted from young leaves and the
expression levels ofGA20ox1 and GA2ox4 were analyzed by qRT-PCR. We
would like to emphasis that the names of these and other tomato GA metabolism
and catabolism genes do not necessarily reflect their relatedness to the
Arabidopsis genes. The accession numbers of all the tomato genes used in this
study can be found in Methods. As expected, GA20ox1 expression was
promoted by PAC and suppressed by GA3 in M82 leaves. In agreement with the
constitutive GA signaling and insensitivity to GA, GA20ox1 expression was
extremely low in pro∆GRAS and neither affected by PAC nor by GA3 treatment
(Figure 6A). GA2ox4 expression was low in mock-treated M82 and induced by
GA3 treatment. However, the GA2ox4 expression level in pro∆GRAS remained low,
similar to the level found in M82 leaves, indicating that it was not affected by the
endogenous constitutive GA signal. Moreover, expression of this gene in
pro∆GRAS was strongly induced by exogenous GA3 (Figure 6B). As these results
were unexpected, the experiment was repeated six times and similar results
were obtained (Figure 17). However, it should be noted that in some
experiments, the GA induction of GA2ox4 was stronger in pro∆GRAS than is M82,
but not in others (Figure 6B versus Figure 17). We next examined the impact of
GA3 treatment of pro leaves on the expression of these two genes. GA20ox1
expression was low in mock-treated pro (due to the constitutive GA responses)
but was further inhibited by treatment with 10 μM GA3 (Figure 18), indicating
partial PRO activity. GA2ox4 expression, on the other hand, was not affected by
the constitutive GA signaling in pro but was induced by exogenous GA3
treatment. We next analyzed the expression levels of other GA2ox genes,
GA2ox2 and GA2ox5. GA2ox2 expression was not altered by GA application to
the wild-type M82; therefore, its expression was not examined in pro∆GRAS
seedlings (Figure 19A). The expression profile of GA2ox5, on the other hand, in
response to GA was similar to that of GA2ox4, i.e., induced by exogenous GA3 in
pro∆GRAS (Figure 19B).
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The strong induction of GA2ox4 by exogenous GA3 in pro∆GRAS combined
with the lack of effect of the constitutive endogenous GA signaling in this mutant
suggest a GA response that is DELLA independent. However, it should be noted
that GA2ox4 did not respond to application of GA3 in M82 and proΔGRAS, without
prior exposure to PAC, and the PAC treatment itself, typically weakly promoted
expression. Similar results were found previously in rice (Huang et al., 2010).
To further investigate this possible DELLA-independent GA response, we
generated transgenic rga∆17 tomato plants (M82 background) overexpressing
the Arabidopsis DELLA RGA lacking the DELLA domain (Dill et al., 2001). The
17-amino acid deletion in RGA inhibits the degradation of the protein in response
to GA and, therefore, when overexpressed, constitutively suppresses GA
responses (Dill et al., 2001). We used the Arabidopsis gene to bypass possible
cosuppression. 35S:rga∆17 tomato lines with high rga∆17 expression levels
(Figure 7A) and a severe dwarfism were self-pollinated and homozygous lines
were generated. These lines also had small dark-green leaves, typical of tomato
plants with reduced GA activity (Nir et al., 2014). Application of exogenous GA3
(100 μM) strongly promoted elongation of M82 plants, but had no effect on the
elongation of rga∆17 plants, suggesting insensitivity to GA (Figure 7B).
We analyzed the expression of GA20ox1 and GA2ox4 in rga∆17 tomato
plants, following PAC and GA treatments, as described above. As expected in
cases of feedback regulation, GA20ox1 expression was high in the untreated
RGA∆17 plants (Figure 7C). The expression of this gene was suppressed by GA3
treatment in M82 plants but was not affected in leaves of the transgenic line. On
the other hand, GA2ox4 expression was induced by GA3 in both M82 and rga∆17
leaves (Figure 7D), again suggesting that GA regulates the tomato GA2ox4 via a
DELLA-independent pathway. Notably, while in some experiments the induction
of GA2ox4 by GA3 in rga∆17 leaves was stronger than that in M82 (Figure 7D), in
other experiments, we found similar response to GA3 in the different lines (Figure
20).
To examine whether feedback regulation of GA2ox by GA is DELLA
independent in other species, we examined the Arabidopsis della pentuple
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mutant (dellaP) (Park et al., 2013). The dellaP (rga-28, gai-t6, rgl1-SK62, rgl2SK54, and rgl3-3) in the Columbia-0 (Col-0) background has impaired activity of
all five DELLA genes and, therefore, as in pro∆GRAS, exhibits constitutive GA
signaling. Wild-type Col-0 and dellaP seedlings were treated with PAC (5 mg/L)
once a day for 3 d followed by a single GA3 application (10 μM). Three hours
after the GA treatment, RNA was extracted from seedling shoots and analyzed
for At-GA20ox2 and At-GA2ox4 expression. At-GA20ox2 exhibited normal
feedback regulation in the wild type but expression was unaffected by PAC or GA
in dellaP (Figure 8A). At-GA2ox4 was induced by GA3 in both the wild type and
dellaP (Figure 8B). We also tested the response of these two genes to GA3 in
flowers. To this end, seedlings were treated with PAC (5 mg/L) twice a week until
flowering and then treated once with 10 μM GA3. Three hours after the GA
treatment, RNA was extracted from the flowers and analyzed for At-GA20ox2
and At-GA2ox4 expression. While At-GA20ox2 exhibited normal feedback
regulation in the wild type, in dellaP its basal expression was low and was
unaffected by either PAC or GA (Figure 8C). At-GA2ox4 was not affected by the
endogenous constitutive GA signaling in dellaP but was induced by GA3 in both
the wild type and dellaP (Figure 8D). These results suggest that in Arabidopsis,
the regulation of At-GA2ox4 by GA is also DELLA independent.
To further explore DELLA-independent GA responses in Arabidopsis, we
examined the expression of At-GA2ox1 in the flowers. At-GA2ox1 behaved as
expected of a DELLA-regulated gene, i.e., high expression in dellaP and lack of
response to GA3 (Figure 8E). To examine whether the activation of At-GA2ox4 by
GA is initiated by the GA receptor GID1, we treated wild-type and gid1ac (loss of
two out of the three GID1 receptor genes) (Griffiths et al., 2006) seedlings with
PAC (5 mg/L) once a day for 3 d followed by a single GA3 application (10 µM).
Three hours after the GA treatment, RNA was extracted and analyzed for AtGA2ox4 expression. The lack of GID1a and GID1c activity significantly reduced
the response of At-GA2ox4 to GA3 (Figure 8F), suggesting that this DELLAindependent GA response is initiated by GA binding to the GID1 receptors. The
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observed weak response of At-GA2ox4 to GA3 in gid1ac was probably mediated
by GID1b.

Global analysis of DELLA-independent GA responses
To understand the scope of DELLA-independent GA-regulated genes, deep
sequencing (RNA-seq) was performed to RNA samples extracted from GAtreated M82 and pro∆GRAS plants. M82 and pro∆GRAS seedlings were treated with
PAC (10 mg/L) once a day for 3 d followed by a single GA3 application (100 μM).
Three hours after the GA treatment, young leaves were collected, RNA was
extracted, and cDNA libraries were sequenced by Illumina HiSequation 2500. A
total of eight samples were analyzed, and each treatment had two biological
replicates. TopHat was used to align the reads to the tomato genome SL2.50
(Trapnell et al., 2009). Counts of aligned reads per gene were obtained using
HTSeq-count (Anders et al., 2015), and the DESeq2 package was used to
identify genes that were differentially expressed between PAC and PAC + GA3
treated leaves. Using a 2-fold increase or decrease cutoff (adjusted P value for
multiple comparisons ≤0.05), we identified 81 GA-upregulated and 15 GAdownregulated genes (Tables 1, 2, and 5). The majority of these genes were
DELLA dependent, i.e., their expression was unaffected by GA3 in pro∆GRAS.
These include some well-characterized GA-regulated genes, such as GA20ox,
GID1, SCL, GAST1, and EXPANSINS (Chen et al., 2001; Shi et al., 1992;
Zentella et al., 2007) (four upregulated and one downregulated) were DELLAindependent, i.e., they were similarly induced or suppressed by GA3 in M82 and
pro∆GRAS (Table 3). It should be noted that in this experiment, all GA2ox genes
were expressed at low levels and none of them was affected significantly by GA3
in M82 or pro∆GRAS. To confirm the results, we analyzed the expression of the
identified GA-regulated DELLA-independent genes, Solyc07g064600.2
(encoding Endoribonuclease) and Solyc09g008670.2 (encoding Thr ammonia
lyase) by qRT-PCR. The results confirm those of the RNA-seq and show that GA
induces both in a DELLA-independent manner (Figure 21).
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Discussion:
The tomato genome contains a single DELLA gene, named PRO, and a pro
mutant has been extensively characterized (Bassel et al., 2008; Carrera et al.,
2012; Jasinski et al., 2008; Jones, 1987; Jupe et al., 1988; Van Tuinen et al.,
1999). pro exhibits constitutive GA activity but retains some responsiveness to
the hormone, either due to incomplete loss of DELLA activity (Van Tuinen et al.,
1999) or due to activity of a DELLA-independent GA response pathway (Fleishon
et al., 2011b). Here, we describe pro mutants, proΔGRAS and proTALEN_2 (Lor et al.,
2014) that are likely null or close to null alleles. Our study suggests that the
responsiveness of the “classic” pro mutant to GA is due to residual DELLA
activity but also uncovers DELLA-independent GA responses.
The phenotype of proΔGRAS and proTALEN_2 plants resembles that of tomato
plants treated with high doses of GA. In tomato, exogenous GA application has a
dramatic effect on stem elongation. In Arabidopsis, on the other hand, application
of GA or lack of DELLA activity has only a mild effect on final stem length (King
et al., 2001). A strong effect is found only when the hormone is applied to GAdeficient mutants. This difference between Arabidopsis and tomato may be due
to differences in basal levels of endogenous active GAs. A rapid stem elongation
(bolting) in Arabidopsis occurs after the floral transition and is associated with a
dramatic increase in GA level (Eriksson et al., 2006). Thus, GA activity may be
saturated and the loss of DELLA or addition of exogenous GA has only a mild
effect. On the other hand, the tomato stem elongates slowly but continuously
throughout the life of the plant. It is possible that this slow elongation requires
intermediate GA levels, below saturation; therefore, loss of PRO activity or
application of high GA doses has a dramatic effect on stem elongation.
All analyzed GA-related phenotypes were more severe in proΔGRAS and
proTALEN_2 plants than in pro, suggesting that pro is a “leaky” mutant, as
previously proposed (Van Tuinen et al., 1999). While pro exhibits facultative
parthenocarpy (Carrera et al., 2012), proΔGRAS and proTALEN_2 did not produce
seeds even after hand-pollination, suggesting obligatory parthenocarpy. Previous
studies suggested that the facultative parthenocarpy of pro is due to the longer
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style, which prevents self-pollination (Bassel et al., 2008; Carrera et al., 2012).
While the proΔGRAS and proTALEN_2 styles are longer than that of pro, it cannot
explain the obligatory parthenocarpy. Since pollination of proΔGRAS and proTALEN_2
flowers with M82 pollen resulted in an almost normal seed set, the lack of
fertilization in homozygous proΔGRAS or proTALEN_2 flowers is probably due to male
sterility. An in vitro pollen germination assay showed that the elongation of
proΔGRAS pollen tube, but not that of pro, is arrested shortly after germination.
Previous studies in Arabidopsis and rice suggested that while GA is required for
pollen tube elongation, GA concentrations higher than optimal inhibit this process
(Chhun et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2002). This can explain why proΔGRAS but not
pro, inhibited pollen tube elongation. The suppression of pollen tube elongation in
proΔGRAS is probably not a cell-autonomous effect. If it was, homozygous seeds
would not be obtained by self-pollination of heterozygous plants, since haploid
proΔGRAS pollen would not elongate to fertilize the proΔGRAS egg cells. Thus, it is
possible that the effect of proΔGRAS on the ability of the pollen cells to elongate is
via the supporting tissues, the connective and tapetum cell layers. Indeed,
scanning electron microscopy analysis showed malformation of these tissues in
proΔGRAS.
Tomato seeds can be considered “orthodox” seeds (Angelovici et al., 2010),
since they can tolerate desiccation and can be stored in a dry state for years
(Priestley et al., 1985). Our results show that homozygous proΔGRAS and
proTALEN_2 seeds lose their ability to germinate shortly after harvest and cannot
survive even short periods (days) of dry storage. Analysis of desiccation
tolerance-related genes (ABI3, FUS3, LE25, and GOLS) in proΔGRAS seeds
revealed reduced expression levels, suggesting that PRO is required for
activation of the machinery that acquire tolerance. The germination of pro seeds,
on the other hand, was not affected by long dry storage, suggesting that residual
DELLA activity is sufficient to acquire desiccation tolerance.
ABA plays a major role in the acquisition of desiccation tolerance as well in
the induction of dormancy during the late stages of seed maturation (Finkelstein
et al., 2008; Koornneef et al., 2002; Ooms et al., 1993). Previous studies have
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shown that DELLA regulates ABA synthesis in seeds via the transcriptional
activation of the RING ubiquitin E3 ligase XERICO, an inducer of ABA synthesis
(Ariizumi et al., 2013; Piskurewicz et al., 2008; Zentella et al., 2007). We found
reduced expression of the putative tomato homolog of XERICO in proΔGRAS
seeds, suggesting that PRO increases desiccation tolerance by promoting ABA
synthesis. Although desiccation tolerance is tightly associated with dormancy and
both are regulated by ABA, previous studies linked DELLA activity in seeds with
dormancy only (Ariizumi et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2010). Our results suggest that
the loss of PRO activity suppresses both processes; while homozygous proΔGRAS
seeds had reduced desiccation tolerance, they germinated much faster than M82
seeds, suggesting weaker dormancy.
It is possible that the loss of seed viability during dry storage prevented the
identification of strong pro alleles in all previous tomato mutant screenings. It is
also possible that the Micro-Tom background, which has a mutation in the
DWARF (D) gene, allowed the identification of this allele in our screening. D
encodes a P450 protein involved in brassinosteroid biosynthesis (Bishop et al.,
1999). Since GA and brassinosteroids act synergistically (Bai et al., 2012), and
the response to GA in Micro-Tom partially depends on brassinosteroids (Martí et
al., 2006), it is possible the GA responses are partially suppressed in Micro-Tom,
improving seed tolerance to desiccation.
Our results suggest that the reported, relatively strong response of pro to
GA (Van Tuinen et al., 1999) is due to the “leaky” nature of the pro allele and not
due to the activity of an alternative GA signaling pathway. In parallel, while the
null mutants proΔGRAS and proTALEN_2 exhibited insensitivity of growth to GA and
PAC, a DELLA-independent GA response in proΔGRAS plants, namely, the
feedback regulation of GA catabolism, was discovered. As expected, the
expression level ofGA20ox1 was lower in proΔGRAS than in M82 and was not
affected by GA or PAC treatments. On the other hand, the expression of GA2ox4
and GA2ox5 was unexpectedly low in proΔGRAS and was strongly induced by GA3.
These findings suggest that GA2ox4 and GA2ox5 do not respond to the
endogenous constitutive GA signaling produced by the loss of PRO, but rather,
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are induced by exogenous GA treatment. In addition, although transgenic tomato
plants overexpressing the Arabidopsis gain-of-function DELLA protein RGA∆17
were insensitive to GA in terms of growth, GA2ox4 was strongly induced by GA3
treatment in these plants. In summary, these findings suggest that expression of
tomato GA2ox4 is activated by GA via a DELLA-independent pathway. Similar
results were found in the Arabidopsis dellaP mutant. While At-GA2ox1 behaved
as expected, i.e., exhibited high levels of expression in dellaP and insensitivity to
GA3 treatment, the expression of At-GA2ox4 was strongly induced by exogenous
GA3 in this mutant. While numerous studies have shown that the expression of
GA20ox is suppressed, and that of GA2ox, is promoted by GA (Yamaguchi,
2008), Zentella et al. (2007) suggested that At-GA20ox genes, but not At-GA2ox,
are regulated directly by DELLA. The mechanism by which GA promotes GA2ox
expression in a DELLA-independent manner is yet unknown, but our results
imply that GA binding to the GID1 receptor is required. High GA activity
increases plant susceptibility to various biotic and abiotic stresses (Achard et al.,
2006; Navarro et al., 2008; Nir et al., 2014) and therefore can be destructive to
plants. Thus, it is possible that both DELLA-dependent and -independent
induction of GA catabolism by increased GA signal evolved to ensure efficient
regulation of GA homeostasis.
Our results suggest that ∼5% of all tomato GA-regulated genes are DELLAindependent (Tables 1 to 3). Similarly, Cao et al. (2006) suggested that only a
portion of the GA-regulated genes in Arabidopsis are DELLA dependent. In
tomato, the strongest DELLA-independent induction by GA was on a
ribonuclease (RNase) gene (Solyc05g007950.2, 15-fold change). A previous
study in barley aleurone identified RNase as a GA-induced gene (Rogers and
Rogers, 1999). Tomato GA-regulated genes include homologs of wellcharacterized Arabidopsis genes: GA down regulated, such as GA20ox, GID1,
and SCL, and GA upregulated genes, such as GASA-like (GAST1) and
EXPANSIN (Chen et al., 2001; Shi et al., 1992; Zentella et al., 2007). Thus, while
many “classic” GA-associated genes are common to distantly related plants,
others, e.g., bZIP transcription factor (Solyc12g010800.1, 10-fold induction), may
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represent tomato-specific GA responses. For the five DELLA-independent genes,
we were not able to find a common theme that characterizes their specific
regulation.
In summary, this work presents new tomato DELLA loss-of-function
mutants. Phenotypic, physiological, and molecular analyses of these pro mutants
uncovered DELLA-regulated processes and identified GA-regulated, DELLAindependent responses, providing a powerful tool to study GA physiology and the
role of DELLA in plant biology.

Materials and Methods:
Plant materials and growth conditions
Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) plants were in the M82 background (SP+).
The recessive pro∆GRAS allele was isolated from an activation-tagging population
of Micro-Tom, mutagenized with an Ac/Ds system carrying a 4×35S enhancer
element in the Ds transposon (MacAlister et al., 2012). The pro∆GRAS line used in
this study was backcrossed with M82 (SP+) plants four times. pro (Bassel et al.,
2008) and proTALEN (Lor et al., 2014) were in the M82 (SP+) background. Plants
were grown in a greenhouse under 24/20°C (day/night) at natural day length
conditions. Arabidopsis thaliana plants were grown in a growth room under
controlled temperature (22°C) and long-day (16 h light/8 h dark) conditions. The
Arabidopsis DELLA pentuple mutant (dellaP) (Park et al., 2013) and gid1ac
double mutant (Griffiths et al., 2006) were in the Col-0 background. Tomato
seeds were harvested from ripe fruits, incubated with 10% sucrose overnight at
37°C, and then treated with 1% sodium hypochlorite followed by 1% Na3PO4.
Seeds were stored dry at room temperature.

Molecular cloning/constructs and plant transformation
The RGA∆17 coding sequence (Zentella et al., 2007) was fused to the 5′ of
the enhanced GFP coding sequence, in a KpnI site. The GFP-RGA∆17 fusion
was inserted to a pART7 plasmid downstream of the 35S promoter, into XhoI and
BamHI sites, to create 35S:GFP-RGA∆17. The construct was subcloned into the
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pART27 binary vector and was introduced into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain
GV3101 by electroporation. The construct was transferred to S. lycopersicum
variety M82 cotyledons, using the transformation and regeneration methods
described by McCormick (1991). Kanamycin-resistant T0 plants were grown in
the greenhouse, and three independent transgenic lines were selected and selfpollinated to generate homozygous transgenic lines. All primer sequences are
presented in Table 6.

Hormone treatments
Tomato seedlings with two true leaves were sprayed with PAC (10 mg/L)
three times a week for 2 weeks, followed by GA3 (Sigma-Aldrich) application (100
μM), throughout the experiment. For the analysis of GA biosynthesis gene
expression, young tomato seedlings were sprayed for 3 d with PAC (10 mg/L)
and on the fourth day, immersed in 10 or 100 μM GA3 for 30 min. Leaves were
collected after 3 h and RNA was extracted. Arabidopsis seedlings were treated
with PAC (5 mg/L) once a day for 3 d followed by a single GA3 application (10
μM) or twice a week with PAC (5 mg/L) until flowering and then immersed in 10
μM GA3 for 30 min. Seedlings or flowers were collected 3 h after the GA
treatments and RNA was extracted.

Chlorophyll measurements
Chlorophyll was extracted from fresh leaves in acetone (100%) and
spectrophotometrically measured at 645 and 663 nm (Arnon, 1949). Chlorophyll
concentrations were calculated using the formula: (20.2 × A645 + 8.02 ×A663)/cm2.

RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis
Total RNA was isolated using the GHC-phenol chloroform method: Frozen
tissues were ground and resuspended in guanidine HCl and then
phenol/chloroform was added. Samples were mixed by vortexing for 30 s and
after 30 min were centrifuged at 4°C for 45 min. Ethanol (100%) and 1 M acetic
acid were added, and the samples were mixed and stored overnight at −80°C.
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NaAc (3 M) was added and samples were washed with cold 70% ethanol. For
the synthesis of cDNA, we used SuperScript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen)
and 3 μg of total RNA, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

qRT-PCR analyses
qRT-PCR analysis was performed using the Absolute Blue qPCR SYBR
Green ROX Mix (AB-4162/B) kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Reactions were
performed using a Rotor-Gene 6000 cycler (Corbett Research). A standard curve
was obtained for each gene using dilutions of a cDNA sample. Each gene was
quantified using Corbett Research Rotor-Gene software. At least three
independent technical repeats were performed for each cDNA sample. Relative
expression of each sample was calculated by dividing the expression level of the
analyzed gene by that of TUBULIN. Gene-to-TUBULIN ratios were then
averaged. All primer sequences are presented in Table 6.

Library construction and sequencing
Total RNA (0.5 μg) was processed using the TruSeq RNA Sample
Preparation Kit v2 protocol (Illumina). Libraries were evaluated by Qubit and
TapeStation. Sequencing libraries were constructed with barcodes to allow
multiplexing of eight samples on one lane. Twenty to twenty-five million singleend 60-bp reads were sequenced per sample on an Illumina HiSequation 2500
V4 instrument.

Sequence data analysis
TopHat (v2.0.10) was used to align the reads to the tomato genome
sequence SL2.50 (downloaded from the Sol genomics
networkhttp://solgenomics.net/organism/Solanum_lycopersicum/genome)
(Trapnell et al., 2009). The percentage of the reads that were aligned uniquely to
the genome was between 85 and 91%. Counting reads on ITAG2.4 genes
(downloaded from Sol genomics network) was done with HTSeq-count (version
0.6.1p1) (Anders et al., 2015). Differential analysis was performed using DESeq2
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(1.6.3) (Anders and Huber, 2010). Raw P values were adjusted for multiple
testing using the procedure of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). Genes with a
false discovery rate of <0.05 and fold changes >2 were regarded as differentially
expressed genes.

Expression data were submitted to the Gene Expression Omnibus
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.ezp1.lib.umn.edu/geo/; accession number
GSE68018).
Genotyping proTALEN_2/proΔGRAS Seedlings
DNA was extracted from cotyledons of progenies of the proTALEN_2 ×
pro∆GRAS crosses that exhibited elongated hypocotyls using the DNeasy Plant
Mini Kit (Qiagen). To identify the proTALEN_2 allele, the forward primer
proTALEN_tF1 and reverse primer proTAELN_tR1 (Table 6) were used to amplify the
region encompassing the proTALEN_2 deletion site (Lor et al., 2014). Each PCR
reaction used 50 ng of genomic DNA template in a 50-μL volume using ExTaq
polymerase (Clonetech). Thermocycler conditions were set according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations with the annealing temperature set for 55°C
and elongation time set for 1 min. proTALEN_2 PCR amplicons were digested with
Sm1I, which cuts the wild-type sequence but not the proTALEN_2 mutant sequence,
and 10 μL of the digestion was run on a 0.8% agarose gel. To identify the
pro∆GRAS allele, we designed derived cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence
(Neff et al., 1998) primers pro∆GRAS_dF1 and pro∆GRAS_dR1 using dCAPs Finder
2.0 (http://helix.wustl.edu/dcaps). The resulting primers produce a wild-type PRO
amplicon that is digested with PvuII to produce 302- and 27-bp products, while
the pro∆GRAS amplicon is resistant to digestion. PCR reaction mixes and
conditions are similar to the proTALEN_2 PCR conditions except for the anneal
temperature that was set at 65°C. pro∆GRAS PCR amplicons were digested with
PvuII and separated on 1.5% agarose gel.

Microscopy
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Samples for scanning electron microscopy were immersed in increasing
concentrations of ethanol (25% up to 100%) and critical-point dried with liquid
carbon dioxide in a CPD 750 (Bio-Rad), sputter-coated with gold, and
photographed with a Jeol scanning electron microscope (JSM-5410 LV).

In vitro pollen germination assay
Flowers were detached at anthesis and shaken with a pollen buzzer into a
microfuge tube containing germination solution (100 g L−1 sucrose, 40%
polyethylene glycol 4000, 0.01 M HEPES, pH 6, 2 mM boric acid, 2 mM calcium
nitrate, 2 mM magnesium sulfate, and 1 mM potassium nitrate); tubes were
shaken well to release the pollen grains. The final solution with the pollen grains
was transferred to a slide covered with glass slip and sealed with grease.
Germination and tube elongation were monitored for 6 h under a light
microscope.

Accession numbers
Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL
libraries under the following accession numbers: PROCERA, Solyc11g011260;
ABI3, Solyc06g083590; GOLS1, Solyc01g100830.1.1; LE25,
Solyc10g078770.1.1; FUS3-like, Solyc02g094460.1.1; XERICO-like,
Solyc07g045190.1.1; GA2ox2, Solyc07g056670.2.1; GA2OX4,
Solyc07g061720.2.1; GA2OX5, Solyc07g061730.2.1; GA20OX1,
Solyc03g006880.2.1; At-GA20OX2, AT5G51810.1; At-GA2OX1, AT1G78440.1;
At-GA2OX4, AT1G47990.1; At-RGA, AT2G01570.1; ENDORIBONUCLEASE,
Solyc07g064600.2; THREONINE AMMONIA LYASE, Solyc09g008670.2. In
addition, sequence data and their sources are provided in Tables 1 to 3 and
Table 5.
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Figure 1. The pro∆GRAS mutant. A) Schematic presentation of the PRO protein
structure. The arrow indicates the position of the mutation in pro∆GRAS converting
the amino acid Glu to a stop codon. B) Five-week-old M82, pro, and pro∆GRAS
plants. (C) The mean length (n = 12) ± SE of the main stem of 4-week-old M82,
pro, and pro∆GRAS plants.
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Figure 2. Phenotypic characterization of pro∆GRAS. A) First leaflet of the fifth
leaf in 5-week-old plants. B) Mean number of leaves to first inflorescence (n = 11
plants) ± SE. Letters indicate significant differences, as determined by t test P <
0.05. C) M82, pro, and pro∆GRAS flowers before anthesis. D) M82, pro, and
pro∆GRAS fruits.
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Figure 3. The effect of pro∆GRAS and pro on anther development, pollen
production, and pollen tube elongation. A) Scanning electron microscopy
images of M82, pro, and pro∆GRAS anther cones and single anthers. Flowers were
detached prior to anthesis and cut widthwise. Bars in the upper panels = 500 μm;
bars in the lower panels = 250 μm. B) Real-time observation of in vitro
germination of M82, pro, and pro∆GRAS pollen. Flowers were detached at anthesis
and pollen was incubated in germination solution. Germination and tube
elongation were monitored for 6 h using a light microscope. Bar = 50 μm.
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Figure 4. pro∆GRAS seeds are sensitive to desiccation. A) Seeds were
harvested from heterozygous pro∆GRAS fruits (after self-pollination) and sown
immediately thereafter, or after different periods of dry storage. Values represent
the percentages of germinating seedlings with M82 (M82 and heterozygous
pro∆GRAS seedlings) or pro∆GRAS (homozygous pro∆GRAS seedlings) phenotypes
from total number of seeds. Values are the average of three replicates; each
contains 50 seeds ± SE. B) qRT-PCR analyses of ABI3, FUS3-like, LE25, and
GOLS expression in M82 and pro∆GRAS seeds. RNA was extracted from fresh
M82 and pro∆GRAS homozygous seeds. Values are the average of three biological
replicas ± SE.
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Figure 5. pro∆GRAS is insensitive to PAC and GA. A) Six-week-old M82, pro,
and pro∆GRAS plants were treated with 10 mg/L PAC three times a week, for 2
weeks (starting at two true leaves), followed by 2 weeks of GA3 application (100
μM, three times a week). B) Mean length ± SE of the main stems of the plants
treated as in (A) (n = 8 to 11 plants). C) Mean chlorophyll content ± SE in the first
leaflet of the forth leaf taken from 6-week-old plant treated as in (A) (n = 8).
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Figure 6. Regulation of GA20ox andGA2ox expression by GA in pro∆GRAS.
qRT-PCR analysis of GA20ox1 (A) and GA2ox4 (B) expression. Seedlings were
treated with 10 mg/L PAC for 3 d, followed by one application of GA3 (1 or 100
μM). RNA was extracted from young leaves and analyzed. Values (gene-toTUBULIN ratios) are means of three biological replicates ± SE.
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Figure 7. Regulation of growth and gene (GA20ox and GA2ox) expression
by GA in the transgenic tomato overexpressing the Arabidopsis RGA∆17
mutant gene. A) qRT-PCR analysis ofRGA∆17 expression in M82 and
transgenic tomato plants. RNA was extracted from young leaves of the T2
generation. Values (gene-to-TUBULIN ratios) are means of three biological
replicates ± SE. B) M82 and transgenic RGA∆17 plants treated with 100 μM GA3
three times a week for 2 weeks. (C) and (D) qRT-PCR analyses of GA20ox1 (C)
and GA2ox4 (D) expression in tomato leaves treated with 10 mg/L PAC for 3 d or
PAC for 3 d followed by one application of 100 μM GA3. Values (gene-toTUBULIN ratios) are means of three biological replicates ± SE.
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Figure 8. Regulation of Arabidopsis GA20ox2, GA2ox4, and GA2ox1
expression by GA in Arabidopsis. (A) and (B) Seedlings of wild-type Col-0 and
dellaP mutant Arabidopsis plants were treated with PAC (5 mg/L) once a day for
3 d followed by a single GA3 application (10 μM). Three hours after the GA
treatment, RNA was extracted from the seedlings and analyzed by qRT-PCR for
At-GA20ox2 (A) and At-GA2ox4 (B) expression. (C) to (E) Plants (wild-type Col-0
and dellaP) were treated with PAC (5 mg/L) twice a week until flowering and then
treated once with 10 μM GA3. Three hours after the GA treatment, RNA was
extracted from the flowers and analyzed by qRT-PCR for At-GA20ox2 (C), At71

GA2ox4 (D), and At-GA2ox1 (E). F) Wild type (Col-0) and gid1ac seedlings were
treated with PAC (5 mg/L) once a day for 3 d followed by a single GA3 application
(10 μM). Three hours after the GA treatment, RNA was extracted and analyzed
(qRT-PCR) for At-GA2ox4 expression. Values (gene-to-TUBULIN ratios) in (A) to
(F) are means of three biological replicates ± SE.
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Table 1. GA upregulated, DELLA-dependent genes (Fold Change > 4)
Mean
Mean
Fold
Adj. P
Description
Paca
Pac+GAa
Changeb
Valuec
Ribonuclease T2
68
1068
15.78
5.62E-08
BZIP transcription
Solyc12g010800.1
10
106
10.29
7.15E-06
factor
Solyc03g025380.2
Peroxidase
24
243
9.98
0.000267
3-Ketoacyl-CoA
Solyc03g005320.2
60
379
6.36
1.64E-06
synthase
Auxin-induced SAURSolyc01g110630.2
18
108
5.95
0.000945
like
Solyc04g017720.2
GAST1
55
312
5.71
1.22E-07
Glutathione SSolyc12g056250.1
341
1917
5.62
2.76E-06
transferase
BZIP transcription
Solyc07g062710.2
64
342
5.38
6.02E-08
factor
Solyc04g081790.2
GDSL esterase/lipase
54
290
5.38
6.02E-08
Solyc04g016190.1
Glucosyltransferase
87
465
5.33
0.001001
Cinnamoyl-CoA
Solyc03g097170.2
140
739
5.29
8.31E-07
reductase
Solyc03g078090.2
Pectinesterase
19
89
4.80
0.033812
Methyladenine
Solyc10g005210.2
42
195
4.60
1.64E-06
glycosylase
Arabinogalactan
Solyc10g011730.2
49
219
4.49
3.75E-05
peptide
Receptor-like kinase,
Solyc03g006100.2
144
633
4.41
0.000322
RLK
Acyltransferase-like
Solyc08g075210.1
60
259
4.31
0.011786
protein
Solyc03g114710.2
Glucosyltransferase
33
141
4.30
0.00217
Auxin-responsive
Solyc10g052530.1
544
2301
4.28
0.00546
protein
Receptor-like kinase,
Solyc11g069960.1
32
137
4.22
0.000267
RLK
Solyc04g081870.2
Expansin
467
1964
4.20
1.98E-07
Solyc02g088100.2
Expansin
297
1232
4.15
0.000293
Purple acid
Solyc07g008560.2
25
103
4.04
0.010653
phosphatase
 aMean value of two biological replicates.
 bFold change is the ratio mean Pac + GA/mean Pac.
 cCorrected P values were calculated using the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) false
discovery rate approach.
SolyC Locus
Solyc05g007950.2
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Table 2. GA-downregulated, DELLA-dependent genes
SolyC Locus
Solyc06g035530.2
Solyc03g006880.2
Solyc01g008910.2
Solyc03g119530.2
Solyc12g099900.1
Solyc09g009520.2
Solyc09g009220.2
Solyc12g095750.1
Solyc06g008870.2
Solyc06g067950.2
Solyc01g095580.2
Solyc02g080510.1
Solyc09g075590.1
Solyc05g006420.2





Description
Gibberellin 20oxidase-2
Gibberellin 20oxidase-1
Scarecrow-like
LOB domain protein
42
GRAS family
Hydrolase α/β fold
Unknown protein
Auxin efflux carrier
GID1-like GA
receptor
Acyl-protein
thioesterase
GH3 family protein
Unknown protein
Unknown protein
ARR3

Mean
Paca

Mean
Pac+GAa

Fold
Changeb

Adj. P
Valuec

79

7

−11.18

2.67E-05

1244

122

−10.18

0.003222

123

15

−8.31

4.17E-05

88

20

−4.45

0.001399

298
110
128
116

68
26
30
29

−4.38
−4.32
−4.20
−3.99

6.06E-06
0.00961
0.005171
0.015785

661

174

−3.81

8.98E-05

135

39

−3.50

0.048555

1357
340
339
2685

432
117
130
1182

−3.14
−2.91
−2.61
−2.27

0.000576
0.017273
0.045166
0.013313

aMean

value of two biological replicates.
change is the ratio mean Pac + GA/mean Pac [value is presented as: −1(Pac +
GA/Pac)].
cCorrected P values were calculated using the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) false
discovery rate approach.
bFold
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Table 3. GA-regulated, DELLA-independent genes
Fold
SolyC Locus
Description
Changea

Adj. P
Valueb
M82

Solyc07g064600.2

Fold
Adj. P
Changea
Valueb
pro∆GRAS

Endoribonuclease L3.20
0.013414
11.88
7.53E-13
PSP
Solyc09g083440.2 Proteinase inhibitor I
4.22
0.00546
5.73
0.000413
Solyc09g008670.2 Threonine ammonia4.14
0.000293
4.03
0.001424
lyase
Solyc03g121270.2 IAA-amino acid
2.54
0.015785
3.37
0.00038
hydrolase
Solyc03g117280.2 Unknown protein
−2.21
0.014012
−2.40
0.01025
a

Fold change is the ratio mean Pac + GA/mean Pac [for fold change <1, the value is
presented as: −1(Pac + GA/Pac)].
 bCorrected P values were calculated using the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) false
discovery rate approach.
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Figure 9. Predicated amino acid sequence of PRO from M82, pro and proΔGRAS. Dark blue indicates predicted amino
acid sequence present in M82, pro and proΔGRAS. Light blue indicates amino acid sequence present in some but not all
genetic backgrounds. The entire C' terminal region of PRO is missing from proΔGRAS.
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Figure 10. Phenotypic characterization of proTALEN_2 and pro∆GRAS/proTALEN_2
plants. A) Leaves, flowers and fruits of M82 and proTALEN_2. B) Four week old
M82, pro, proΔGRAS, proTALEN_2 and proTALEN_2/proΔGRAS plants. proΔGRAS, proTALEN
and proTALEN_2/proΔGRAS plants.
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Figure 11. Genotyping of pro∆GRAS/proTALEN_2 plants shown in Figure 10B. A)
Genotyping for the proTALEN_2allele. The regions of the TALEN-induced mutation
was PCR amplified and digested with Sm1I. Sm1I cleaves M82 (WT) amplicons
producing 647bp and 225bp products. The proTALEN_2allele is resistant to Sm1I
digestion. (M) indicates the marker lane. B) Genotyping for the proΔGRAS allele.
PCR amplification was performed using proΔGRAS Derived Cleaved Amplified
Polymorphic Sequences (dCAPs) primers and the amplicons were digested with
PvuII. PvuII digests wild-type amplicons producing 302bp and 27bp products,
while proΔGRAS are resistant to digestion.
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Figure 12. Seed set in tomato fruits following hand-pollination of pro∆GRAS
and proTALEN_2 emasculated flowers with M82 pollen grains.
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Figure 13. pro∆GRAS seeds are sensitive to desiccation and have weak
dormancy. A) Germination of M82 and proΔGRAS seeds stored dry for one month.
Seeds were sown on soil and the number of seedlings with M82 or proΔGRAS
phenotypes was counted. B) Germination time of M82 and proΔGRAS fresh seeds.
Seeds from heterozygous fruits were harvested and sown immediately on soil.
Time to germination (days) was measured. Values are average of 15 seedlings ±
SE.
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Figure 14. proTALEN_2 but not pro seeds are sensitive to desiccation. A) M82
and pro seeds were sown fresh (black columns) or stored at room temperature
for 5 months and then sown (grey columns). B) M82 and
proTALEN seeds were sown on soil after different periods of dry storage.
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Figure 15. Expression analyses (qRT-PCR) of the putative XERICO gene in
tomato. RNA was extracted from fresh M82 and proΔGRAS homozygous seeds.
Values are the average of three biological replicas ± standard error (SE).
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Figure 16. pro∆GRAS and proTALEN_2 are insensitive to PAC and GA3. Average
increase in plant height of M82 (WT), proTALEN_2 and pro∆GRAS seedlings following
five days of daily treatments with GA3 (50μM), PAC (100mg/L) or GA+PAC
solutions. Values are average of five to eight plants ± SE.
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Figure 17. Regulation of GA2ox4 expression by GA in pro∆GRAS. qRT-PCR
analysis of GA2ox4 expression. Seedlings were treated with 10mg/l PAC for
three days, followed by one application of GA3 (100μM). RNA was extracted
from young leaves 3 hours after the application of GA and analyzed. Values
(gene-to-TUBULIN ratios) are means of three biological replicates ± SE.
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Figure 18. Expression analyses of GA20ox1 andGA2ox4 in M82 and pro. A)
qRT-PCR analysis of GA20ox1 expression and (B) qRT-PCR analysis of GA2ox4
expression. Seedlings were treated with PAC followed by GA3 application. RNA
was extracted from young leaves and analyzed. Values (gene-to-TUBULIN
ratios) are means of three biological replicates ± standard error (SE).
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Figure 19. Expression analyses (qRT-PCR) of GA2ox2 and GA2ox5. A) M82
seedlings were treated with PAC followed by 10μM or 100μM GA3 application.
RNA was extracted from young leaves 3 hours after the application of the
hormone and analyzed for GA2ox2 expression. Values (gene-to- TUBULIN
ratios) are means of three biological replicates ± standard error (SE). B) M82 and
proΔGRAS seedlings were treated with PAC followed by application of 10μM GA3.
RNA was extracted from young leaves 3 hours after the application of the
hormone and analyzed. Values (gene-to-TUBULIN ratios) are means of three
biological replicates ± standard error (SE).
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Figure 20. qRT-PCR analyses of GA2ox4 expression in M82 and rgaΔ17
leaves treated with 10mg/l PAC for three days or PAC for three days
followed by one application of 100μM GA3. Values (gene-to-TUBULIN ratios)
are means of three biological replicates ± SE.
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Figure 21. qRT-PCR analyses of Endoribonuclease and Threonine ammonia
lyase. M82 and proΔGRAS seedlings were treated with 10mg/l PAC for three days
and then part of them with 10μM GA3. RNA was extracted from young leaves 3
hours after the GA treatment and analyzed for (A) Endoribonuclease
(Solyc07g064600.2) and (B) Threonine ammonia lyase
(Solyc09g008670.2) expression. Values (gene-to-TUBULIN ratios) are means of
three or four biological replicates ± SE.
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Table 4. proTALEN_2 plants are male, but not female sterile.
M82 ( ♂ ) x

M82 ( ♂ ) x

proTALEN ( ♂ ) x

proTALEN ( ♂ ) x

crosses

M82 ( ♀)

proTALEN ( ♀ )

M82 ( ♀)

proTALEN ( ♀ )

Flowers crossed

10

10

10

10

Fruits developed

10

9

0

8*

%

100

90

0

80

M82 x proTALEN

aAll

flowers were emasculated and then crossed with the respective pollen. Flowers from the pro

TALEN_2 (♂) x M82 (♀) senesced one week after the cross, therefore, no fruits were developed.
* parthenocarpic fruits
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Table 5. Complete list of GA up-regulated genes
GA up-regulated genes

SolyC
Description
Solyc05g007950.2 Ribonuclease T2
Solyc12g010800.1 BZIP transcription factor
Solyc03g025380.2 Peroxidase
Fatty acid elongase 3Solyc03g005320.2 ketoacyl-CoA synthase
Solyc01g110630.2 Auxin-induced SAUR-like
Gibberellin regulated
Solyc04g017720.2 protein
Solyc12g056250.1 Glutathione S-transferase
Solyc07g062710.2 BZIP transcription factor
Solyc04g081790.2 GDSL esterase/lipase
Solyc04g016190.1 Glucosyltransferase
Cinnamoyl-CoA
Solyc03g097170.2 reductase-like
Solyc03g078090.2 Pectinesterase
DNA-3-methyladenine
Solyc10g005210.2 glycosylase I
Solyc10g011730.2 Arabinogalactan
Solyc03g006100.2 Receptor like kinase, RLK
Acyltransferase-like
Solyc08g075210.1 protein
Solyc03g114710.2 Glucosyltransferase
Solyc10g052530.1 Auxin-responsive protein
Solyc07g064600.2 Endoribonuclease L-PSP
Solyc11g069960.1 Receptor like kinase, RLK
Solyc04g081870.2 Expansin
Solyc02g088100.2 Expansin

pro∆GRAS

M82

Mean
Paca
68
10
24

Mean
Pac
+GAa
1068
106
243

Mean
Paca
189
41
121

Mean
Pac
+GAa
763
87
226

60
18

379
108

6.36
5.95

1.64E-06
0.000945

120
36

127
39

1.06
1.08

0.999968
0.999968

55
341
64
54
87

312
1917
342
290
465

5.71
5.62
5.38
5.38
5.33

1.22E-07
2.76E-06
6.02E-08
6.02E-08
0.001001

220
603
214
262
246

232
1304
210
410
326

1.06
2.16
-1.02
1.57
1.32

0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968

140
19

739
89

5.29
4.8

8.31E-07
0.033812

379
104

495
144

1.31
1.38

0.999968
0.999968

42
49
144

195
219
633

4.6
4.49
4.41

1.64E-06
3.75E-05
0.000322

132
107
113

195
171
96

1.48
1.6
-1.18

0.999968
0.999968
0.999968

60
33
20
544
32
467
659

259
141
84
2301
137
1964
2740

4.31
4.3
4.29
4.23
4.22
4.2
4.16

0.011786
0.00217
0.018011
0.00546
0.000267
1.98E-07
6.02E-08

210
38
77
415
124
2153
1878

127
34
67
2378
129
1814
2823

-1.66
-1.13
-1.16
5.73
1.04
-1.19
1.5

0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.000413
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
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Fold
Adj P
changeb
Valuec
15.78
5.62E-08
10.29
7.15E-06
9.98
0.000267

Fold
Adj P
changeb
Valuec
4.05
0.115224
2.15
0.999968
1.87
0.999968

Solyc09g083440.2 Proteinase inhibitor I
Solyc07g008560.2 Purple acid phosphatase
Genomic DNA
chromosome 5 TAC clone
Solyc02g088740.1 K3
Solyc05g005960.2 Peptide transporter 1
Solyc04g007690.2 Auxin efflux carrier
Solyc10g074540.1 Expressed protein
Solyc05g006510.1 Glycosyltransferase
UDPSolyc01g105360.2 glucuronosyltransferase
Solyc03g123620.2 Pectinesterase
Solyc02g077110.2 Lipase-like protein
Solyc07g043000.2 Unknown Protein
Gibberellin regulated
Solyc02g089350.2 protein
Transcription factor
Solyc04g005660.2 style2.1
FAD linked oxidase
Solyc02g069490.2 domain
Solyc02g087960.2 MYB transcription factor
Solyc09g091430.2 Pectate lyase 1-27
Solyc06g060830.2 Homeobox-leucine zipper
Solyc03g111120.2 Malate synthase
Solyc03g113250.2 Nitrate transporter
Solyc01g100660.2 Transcription factor
Threonine ammonia-lyase
Solyc09g008670.2 biosynthetic
Solyc03g114720.2 Transcription factor BIM2
GATA transcription factor
Solyc01g090760.2 9
Solyc09g065560.2 Sulfate transporter

297
25

1232
103

4.14
4.04

0.000293
0.010653

264
26

1064
53

4.03
2.08

0.001424
0.999968

84
291
126
137
107

332
1133
486
521
396

3.94
3.89
3.86
3.79
3.7

1.16E-05
0.000576
6.06E-06
5.66E-06
1.54E-05

159
741
362
107
136

183
534
377
254
261

1.15
-1.39
1.04
2.37
1.92

0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.103198
0.942727

207
160
157
86

743
566
555
305

3.6
3.53
3.53
3.52

0.000154
0.006902
0.000267
0.00921

553
379
279
81

349
370
561
78

-1.58
-1.02
2.01
-1.03

0.999968
0.999968
0.897338
0.999968

1585

5413

3.41

0.003145

6174

5415

-1.14

0.999968

61

204

3.33

0.00245

98

90

-1.09

0.999968

319
108
1025
147
467
51
137

1050
356
3326
477
1508
163
440

3.29
3.28
3.24
3.24
3.23
3.22
3.21

0.025107
0.000616
1.22E-07
0.00921
4.17E-05
0.045512
4.14E-05

339
444
3198
253
336
167
273

352
332
3375
166
270
75
296

1.04
-1.34
1.06
-1.52
-1.24
-2.24
1.08

0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968

122
156

390
496

3.21
3.18

0.013414
0.000647

45
169

532
157

11.89
-1.07

7.53E-13
0.999968

68
49

215
152

3.16
3.13

0.02203
0.012949

44
83

67
173

1.52
2.07

0.999968
0.999968
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Solyc03g110990.1
Solyc04g074450.1
Solyc01g079580.2
Solyc06g083650.2
Solyc07g041920.2
Solyc04g074410.1
Solyc03g120380.2
Solyc01g097520.2
Solyc03g111690.2
Solyc11g072030.1
Solyc04g080820.2
Solyc08g079740.2
Solyc07g006300.2
Solyc05g005950.2
Solyc05g014120.1
Solyc07g054470.1
Solyc01g073640.2
Solyc05g014000.2
Solyc01g110680.2

Solyc10g083170.1
Solyc05g051240.1
Solyc03g121270.2
Solyc01g005430.2

Solyc02g087870.2

Unknown Protein
Phi-1 protein
DNAJ heat shock protein
GDSL esterase/lipase
Cathepsin L-like cysteine
proteinase
Os06g0220000 protein
Auxin response factor 9
Annexin 11
Pectate lyase
Non-specific lipid-transfer
Cytokinin
oxidase/dehydrogenase
Receptor like kinase, RLK
CER1 protein
Solute carrier family
Os08g0119500 protein
Unknown Protein
oxidoreductase Mb1385
Pectate lyase
Auxin-induced SAUR-like
protein
2,5-dichloro-2,5cyclohexadiene-1,4-diol
dehydrogenase
Aspartic proteinase
nepenthesin I
IAA-amino acid hydrolase
UBX domain protein 6
Uncharacterized ABC
transporter ATP-binding
protein/permease

39
245
775
100

120
746
2342
302

3.09
3.05
3.02
3.02

0.035798
0.000322
0.000322
0.006675

194
217
986
664

208
440
1059
661

1.07
2.02
1.07
-1.01

0.999968
0.494203
0.999968
0.999968

232
369
56
870
172
590

692
1076
164
2501
493
1688

2.99
2.92
2.91
2.88
2.87
2.86

0.049131
0.000614
0.048072
0.005886
8.98E-05
0.00189

28
728
97
1727
810
1323

37
1186
93
2553
1085
2097

1.34
1.63
-1.04
1.48
1.34
1.58

0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968

90
90
369
687
95
133
1526
464

253
250
1024
1901
258
358
4106
1230

2.81
2.78
2.78
2.76
2.71
2.7
2.69
2.65

0.040156
0.013414
0.00733
0.025107
0.012855
0.008722
0.014012
0.00373

61
202
1009
1252
182
299
1415
1851

38
202
1012
1066
297
379
1745
2422

-1.63
-1
1
-1.17
1.63
1.27
1.23
1.31

0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968
0.999968

72

190

2.63

0.047453

80

97

1.21

0.999968

167

437

2.61

0.01348

538

521

-1.03

0.999968

669
1347
83

1728
3429
208

2.58
2.55
2.52

0.02339
0.015785
0.047453

1077
1240
128

1278
4191
101

1.19
3.38
-1.26

0.999968
0.00038
0.999968

213

521

2.44

0.013313

328

421

1.28

0.999968
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Disease resistance
Solyc06g054320.1 response
115
277
2.41
0.048072
372
576
Solyc03g120790.1 Unknown Protein
151
363
2.4
0.012949
450
452
Calmodulin-binding heatSolyc05g051280.2 shock protein
111
266
2.4
0.035798
179
225
POT family domain
Solyc06g007620.2 containing
464
1096
2.36
0.003969
813
1035
DNA-3-methyladenine
Solyc02g082120.2 glycosylase I
725
1699
2.34
0.031042
999
1024
Cellulose synthase-like
C1-2 glycosyltransferase
Solyc02g089640.2 family 2
291
679
2.34
0.018011
502
540
Solyc03g111550.2 GDSL esterase/lipase
413
923
2.23
0.040156
1209
1196
Solyc01g005990.2 Non-specific lipid-transfer
878
1904
2.17
0.004863
2374
2378
Fasciclin-like
Solyc07g053540.1 arabinogalactan
2563
5550
2.17
0.017273
3113
4058
Solyc11g019910.1 Pectinesterase
624
1294
2.07
0.018112
1131
1240
Solyc06g049050.2 Expansin
2349
4834
2.06
0.041436
5728
4585
a
Mean value of two biological replicates.
b
Fold change is the ratio Mean Pac+GA/ Mean Pac
c
Corrected P-values were calculated using the Benjamini–Hochberg (1995) false discovery rate approach
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1.55
1.01

0.999968
0.999968

1.25

0.999968

1.27

0.999968

1.02

0.999968

1.08
-1.01
1

0.999968
0.999968
0.999968

1.3
1.1
-1.25

0.999968
0.999968
0.999968

Table 6. Primers used in this study.
Clone
sequence (5'-3')
GA2ox4
qRT-PCR Forward- CCAACAACACTTCCGGTCTT
Reverse- CATTCGTCATCACCTGTAATGAG
GA20ox1
qRT-PCR Forward- AGATTGTGTTGGTGGACTTCAA
Reverse- TAGCGCCATAAATGTGTCG
GA2ox2
qRT-PCR Forward- ATAGCGACTCCGTTTTCAGG
Reverse- TTTTCATCAGGTGGGACAGA
GA2ox5
qRT-PCR Forward- TTCTCCTCTCCCCTCTCTGA
Reverse- TAATCCCTCCGCCAACTTTT
TUB
qRT-PCR Forward- CACATTGGTCAGGCCGGTAT
Reverse- CGCGAGATGAGATAAACCA
At-RGA
qRT-PCR Forward- GTAACATGGACGAGGTTGCT
Reverse- CGCGAGATGAGATAAACCA
At-GA2ox1
qRT-PCR Forward- CACACTTCCTTCTTCTTCAACG
Reverse- ATGTCAACGGAGCGATTCTC
At-GA2ox4
qRT-PCR Forward- CACTATCCACCAGCACCGTA
Reverse- AGGCAGTCACCGACCAATAC
At-GA20ox2
qRT-PCR Forward- TATCCTCCATGCCAAACACC
Reverse- TCGCGCTCTCTCTATTCACA
At-TUB
qRT-PCR Forward- AAACTCACTACCCCCAGCTTT
Reverse- GAGAGGAGCAAAACCAACCA
ABI3
qRT-PCR Forward- TCCGCAATCACTTCCTATGG
Reverse- TGACTTTCTGCTTCTTTCTTTGG
LE25
qRT-PCR Forward- GGAGAAAACCAAAGCCAATG
Reverse- CCAGTAGTTCCAGTTCCAGTG
FUS3-like
qRT-PCR Forward- AGGCGTTCTTCCCTCAACTT
Reverse- ATTCGGCTGCTGTTATTTGG
XERICO-like
qRT-PCR Forward- TCGTTTGAATGTCGCAGAAG
Reverse- GGCCACATGAGAGATGGTTT
GOLS
qRT-PCR Forward- TCTTTCAGCCAAATCCGTCT
Reverse- AGCCCCTGGAGAACAGTAGT
Endoribonuclease qRT-PCR Forward- TCTTATTCCTGAGACTGGAGAACT
Reverse- GGTAATCCTGCTGCTTGA AAA
Threonine
qRT-PCR Forward- AACCACCCCACAAATCAAGA
ammonia lyase
Reverse- GCTATCAAACCCCCACCAC
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Chapter 4:
The O-GlcNAc transferase, SECRET AGENT, positively regulates gibberellin
signaling in tomato

Summary:
O-linked N-acetylglucosamine (O-GlcNAc) transferases (OGTs) catalyze
the transfer of GlcNAc onto Serine and Threonine residues of proteins,
potentially affecting protein activity. Arabidopsis thaliana has two OGT-like
proteins, SPINDLY (SPY) and SECRET AGENT (SEC). Previous studies
demonstrated that SEC O-GlcNAcylates DELLAs, the master negative regulator
of the gibberellin (GA) signaling pathway. SEC is predicted to be a positive
regulator of GA signaling that acts by negatively regulating DELLA activity. Early
studies of sec-1 and sec-2 in the Columbia background found only subtle growth
defects, while sec-3 in the Landsberg erecta (Ler) background exhibited distinct
GA deficient phenotypes. However, GA treatment does not completely rescue
sec-3 plant height. It is unclear if the dwarfed phenotype in sec-3 is due to loss of
SEC function or is enhanced by the Ler genetic background. Thus, I investigated
the function of SEC in tomato. Tomato has two SEC genes and expression of
both genes were suppressed using the microRNA-induced gene silencing
(MIGS) system. The suppression lines exhibited dwarfism consistent with
reduced GA signaling. The dwarfed phenotypes were completely rescued with
GA application. This result differs from the findings in sec-3, which could be due
to partial repression of the SlSEC genes, in contrast to the loss of SEC function
in sec-3. SEC may also function differently in different species where SEC may
function in regulating GA levels in tomato but have a more complex role in
regulating GA signaling Arabidopsis. Overall, my results support the hypothesis
that SEC is a positive regulator of GA signaling.

Introduction:
Plants are exposed to multiple environmental cues that must be integrated
together to regulate growth and development (Prasch and Sonnewald, 2014).
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DELLAs have emerged as key regulatory proteins that integrate different
signaling pathways (Alvey and Harberd, 2005; Davière and Achard, 2016;
Hauvermale et al., 2012). DELLAs function as negative regulators within the
gibberellin (GA) signaling pathway (Peng et al., 1997; Silverstone et al., 1998).
GAs are phytohormones that regulate plant growth and development by relieving
repression of DELLA, thus promoting processes including cell division and
expansion, seed germination, and pollen maturation (Davière and Achard, 2013;
Harberd, 2003; Hauvermale et al., 2012; Sun, 2011). The GA bound form of the
GA receptor GA-INSENSTIVE DWARF1 (GID1) binds DELLAs (Murase et al.,
2008; Ueguchi-Tanaka et al., 2007, 2005). Formation of the GA-GID1-DELLA
complex triggers interaction with the SCFSLEEPY/GID2 E3 ubiquitin ligase, which
poly-ubiquitinates the DELLA protein to target it for degradation by the 26S
proteasome (Mcginnis et al., 2003; Sasaki et al., 2003).
DELLAs have a conserved N-terminal DELLA domain involved in
interactions with GID1 and a conserved C-terminal GRAS domain involved in
protein-protein interactions (Hirano et al., 2010; Peng et al., 1997; Pysh et al.,
1999; Silverstone et al., 1998). Over the years, DELLAs have been demonstrated
to interact with a wide range of regulatory proteins. These interactions prevent
the regulatory proteins from acting in their respective pathways (Davière and
Achard, 2016; Hauvermale et al., 2012). For example, DELLA interaction with
the transcription factors PHYTOCHROME-INTERACTING FACTOR 3 (PIF3) and
PIF4 in the light signaling pathway lead to repression of PIF-induced hypocotyl
elongation (de Lucas et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2008). DELLAs have been
demonstrated to repress brassinosteroid (BR)-induced hypocotyl elongation by
sequestering BRASSINAZOLE-RESISTANT 1 (BZR1) and BRI1-EMSSUPPRESSOR 1 (BES1) (Bai et al., 2012; Gallego-Bartolomé et al., 2012).
DELLAs have also been demonstrated to repress defense response by
sequestering JASMONATE ZIM-DOMAIN (JAZ) and MYC2 in jasmonate (JA)
signaling (Hou et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012). The ability of DELLAs to interact
with proteins in different signaling pathways suggests that DELLAs can mediate
signaling cross-talks between different pathways (Davière and Achard, 2016).
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Past studies suggest post-translational modifications can affect DELLA
protein-protein interactions (Conti et al., 2014; Dai and Xue, 2010; Fu et al.,
2002; Gomi et al., 2004; Hartweck et al., 2006, 2002; Scott et al., 2006;
Silverstone et al., 2007; Thornton et al., 1999). In rice, a casein kinase called
EARLIER FLOWERING1 (EL1) was demonstrated to phosphorylate and stabilize
DELLAs to repress GA signaling (Dai and Xue, 2010). The molecular mechanism
of how phosphorylation affect DELLA protein-protein interactions is still poorly
understood.
O-linked N-acetylglucosamine (O-GlcNAc) modifications also affect
DELLA protein-protein interactions (Hartweck et al., 2006, 2002; Scott et al.,
2006; Thornton et al., 1999; Zentella et al., 2016). O-GlcNAc transferases
(OGTs) are involved in catalyzing the transfer of GlcNAc from the UDP-GlcNAc
donor onto the hydroxyl groups of Serine and Threonine residues of proteins.
This produce a modification that consists of one GlcNAc on a residue (Hart et al.,
2011; Vocadlo, 2012). OGTs have an N-terminal protein-protein interaction
domain that consists of tetratricopeptide repeats (TPR) (Figure 1) (Olszewski et
al., 2010). The C-terminal half is the catalytic domain. Plants have two putative
OGT-like proteins called SPINDLY (SPY) (Jacobsen and Olszewski, 1993) and
SECRET AGENT (SEC) (Hartweck et al., 2002). Genetic screens identified SPY
as a negative regulator of GA signaling (Jacobsen and Olszewski, 1993) and
Thornton et al., (2001) demonstrated that SPY can O-GlcNAc modify itself when
expressed in insect cells. However, insects have an endogenous OGT so it is
unclear whether the O-GlcNAc modifications were catalyzed by SPY or the
endogenous OGT. SPY expressed in E. coli, which has no OGT, has not been
shown to have OGT activity (Thornton, 2001, Olszewski, unpublished). Studies
found that spy loss-of-function mutants have increased GA response similar
phenotypes to della loss-of-function mutants (Achard et al., 2006; Chandler and
Harding, 2013; Feng et al., 2008; Ikeda et al., 2001; Peng et al., 2002;
Silverstone et al., 1997). In addition, the spy mutation partially rescue the dwarf
mutant phenotype of the GA biosynthesis mutant, ga-1 (Jacobsen and
Olszewski, 1993).
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SECRET AGENT (SEC) was identified in Arabidopsis based on sequence
similarities to SPY (Hartweck et al., 2002). A number of studies have
demonstrated SEC has OGT activity (Hartweck et al., 2002) and verified these
modifications by mass spectrometry (Kim et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2006).
Recently, E. coli expressed SEC was demonstrated to O-GlcNAc modify the
Arabidopsis DELLA proteins GIBBERELLIN-INSENSITIVE (GAI) and
REPRESSOR OF GA1-3 (RGA) (Zentella et al., 2016). In addition, transient
tobacco expression assays revealed that O-GlcNAcylation of DELLAs by SEC
inhibited DELLA interaction with proteins such as PIF3/4, JAZ1 and BZR1
(Zentella et al., 2016). This suggests O-GlcNAc modification of DELLAs
coordinates DELLA mediated signaling cross-talk between different signaling
pathways. Interestingly, phenotypic analysis of sec loss-of-function mutants
yielded paradoxical results. Early studies identified two T-DNA insertion mutants
of sec (sec-1 and sec-2) in Arabidopsis. sec-1 was identified in the Wassilewskija
background with a T-DNA insertion in the twelfth exon in the TPR domain. sec-2
was identified in the Columbia (Col-0) background with a T-DNA insertion in the
twenty-second intron adjacent to the exon encoding a portion of the putative
catalytic domain (Hartweck et al., 2002). Both sec-1 and sec-2 in the Col-0
background exhibited slight delay in leaf production and subtle reduction of shoot
length at flowering (Hartweck et al., 2006). Despite the lack of obvious mutant
phenotypes, RT-PCR analysis failed to detect SEC mRNA in sec-1 and analysis
of sec-2 found it to have truncated SEC mRNAs (Hartweck et al., 2006).
Recently, a new sec mutant named sec-3 was identified in the Landsberg erecta
(Ler) background that exhibits distinct GA deficient phenotypes (Zentella et al.,
2016). sec-3 has a Ds transposon insertion in the splice junction between exon 2
and intron 2 that results in the production of a truncated mRNA. Immunoblot
assays detecting wild-type SEC proteins verified sec-3 did not produce SEC
proteins. Phenotypic analysis found sec-3 to have reduced hypocotyl length as
well as an overall reduction in plant height with slight reduction in silique length
and fertility. Interestingly, rescue assays of the sec-3 ga-1 double mutant with
GA4 partially rescued plant height. Partial rescue of plant height was also
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observed in sec-3 rga gai triple loss-of-function mutant. Thus, it is unclear
whether the more pronounced mutant phenotypes of sec-3 are due to the loss of
SEC or a background effect. Despite the paradoxical findings between Hartweck
et al., (2006) and Zentella et al., (2016), the cumulative data leads us to
hypothesize that SEC is a positive regulator of GA signaling.
In this study we describe the identification of two SECRET AGENT genes
(SlSEC1 and SlSEC2) in Solanum lycopersicum (tomato). We repressed
expression of both SlSECs using the microRNA-induced gene silencing (MIGS)
system (Felippes et al., 2012; Felippes and Weigel, 2009). Plants with reduced
SEC expression exhibited phenotypes consistent with reduced GA signaling. The
mutant phenotypes were rescued with GA3 application. Using transient coexpression in tomato leaves, we verified both SlSECs can interact with the
tomato DELLA protein PROCERA (PRO) (Bassel et al., 2008; Jones, 1987). This
is the first study to characterize the function of SEC in an organism other than
Arabidopsis.

Results:
Identification of SlSECs and analysis of expression
The Arabidopsis SEC protein sequence was used to search the tomato
protein database on Sol Genomics Network (SGN) and NCBI. Two protein
sequences, Solyc09g097830.2.1 (hereafter referred as SlSEC1) and SGNU581310 (hereafter referred as SlSEC2), were identified
(https://solgenomics.net). SlSPY was also identified with the third highest protein
sequence identity (Greb et al., 2002). SlSEC1 is located on chromosome 9
~68Mb distal to SlSPY while SlSEC2 is located on the chromosome 5. SlSEC1
and SlSEC2 are computationally annotated as putative OGTs by SGN. Similar to
Arabidopsis SEC (Olszewski et al., 2010), SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 are predicted to
have fourteen TPR using the TPR prediction software TPRpred
(http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/tprpred). SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 expression was
analyzed in wild-type tomato by RT-PCR and, consistent with Arabidopsis
(Hartweck et al., 2006), are expressed in all tissue (Figure 2A).
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SlSEC repression lines have semi-dwarf phenotypes
There are no known tomato mutants for either SlSEC gene. Therefore, we
decided to simultaneously repress SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 expression using MIGS
(Felippes et al., 2012). MIGS exploits the special ability of microRNA173 to
generate populations of secondary small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) to silence
genes (Borges and Martienssen, 2015; Felippes and Weigel, 2009; Ossowski et
al., 2008). A 211bp cDNA fragment of SlSEC1 and 320bp cDNA fragment of
SlSEC2 were used to generate the chimeric MIGS-SlSEC1 and MIGS-SlSEC2
constructs, respectively (Felippes et al., 2012). MIGS-SlSEC1 targets sequences
encoding TPR14, TPR13 and a part of TPR 12 (Figure 1). MIGS-SlSEC2 targets
sequences encoding TPR9, TPR8, TPR7 and TPR6. We anticipate the
population of siRNAs generated from MIGS-SlSEC1 or MIGS-SlSEC2 are able to
recognize and repress both genes because SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 have an 86%
cDNA sequence identity match.
Transgenic plants carrying the MIGS constructs were generated via
agrobacterium mediated transformation (Lor et al., 2014). Multiple MIGS-SlSEC1
(referred hereafter as mSlSEC1) and MIGS-SlSEC2 (referred hereafter as
mSlSEC2) primary transformants (T0) were recovered from tissue culture. The
T0 plants varied in plant stature, ranging from extremely short to wild-type-like
and were divided into three height classes: dwarfs, semi-dwarfs and wild-typelike. mSlSEC1 and mSlSEC2 lines that had wild-type-like plant height were not
analyzed. Dwarf plants were also not analyzed because the plants either failed to
produce flowers or produced seedless fruits. Fertile homozygous semi-dwarfs
plants were identified and mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC2-3 and mSlSEC26 were chosen for phenotypic characterization. Expression of SlSEC1 and
SlSEC2 were analyzed by semi-quantitative RT-PCR in the chosen lines.
Expression of SlSEC1 and SSEC2 genes are reduced in the mSlSEC lines in
comparison to wild-type (Figure 2B, Table 1).
Developmental and growth traits were analyzed in the mSlSECs lines,
starting with seed germination. Wild-type, mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC2100

3, and mSlSEC2-6 seeds were germinated on MS plates and all seeds
germinated after four days. Hypocotyl lengths were examined since loss of sec
function in Arabidopsis has been reported to decrease hypocotyl length (Zentella
et al., 2016). The hypocotyls of seven-day-old mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20,
mSlSEC2-3, and mSlSEC2-6 seedlings were 20% shorter than wild-type
hypocotyls (Figure 3A and B). Analysis of 7-day-old hypocotyl cell length showed
a similar pattern, cell length of mSlSECs is 20% shorter than wildtype but cell
width shows no significant difference (Figure C and D). This suggests that
SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 affects cell elongation. Phenotypic differences were also
observed in fully expanded cotyledons of 14-day-old wild-type and mSlSEC
seedlings. Cotyledon length of mSlSEC seedlings were significantly shorter than
wild-type but not cotyledon widths (Figure 3E and F). Since all traits examined
were similar in mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC2-3, and mSlSEC2-6 T2 lines,
only phenotypic data for mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 are presented hereafter.
Wild-type flowered ~52 days post-germination while mSlSEC1-20 and
mSlSEC2-3 flowered ~62 days post-germination (Table 2). Wild-type produced
~12 leaves at flowering (Table 2), which is consistent with published findings in
S. lycopersicum (Pnueli et al., 1998; Samach and Lotan, 2007; Vicente et al.,
2015); while, mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 produced three more leaves at
flowering (Table 2). Despite having more internodes at flowering, mSlSEC1-20
and mSlSEC2-3 are 33% shorter than wild-type (Figure 4A and B). The
difference in plant height is due to decreased mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3
internode lengths (Figure 4C). The average internode length of wild-type is
~2.2cm while mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 are ~1.2cm. We suspect the
decreased internode length of mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 is also due to
decreased cell length. Interestingly, wild-type, mSlSEC1-20, and mSlSEC2-3
were observed to have similar growth rate up to ~25 days post-germination
(Figure 4B). Internodes 1, 3, and 6 were analyzed and each internode fully
elongated in ~20 days after initiation (Table 3). Wild-type internode elongation
rate significantly increased from internode 1 to 6, while mSlSEC internode
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elongation rate did not change (Table 2). This suggests that SEC is important for
regulating cell elongation rate.
We also looked at leaf and floral morphology. Following similar patterns,
mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 leaf length and width are shorter than wild-type
with shallow leaf margins (Figure 5A, B and C). mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3
flowers are morphologically similar to wild-type but floral stamens are 20%
shorter (Figure 5D and E).

mSlSEC dwarf phenotypes rescued with GA treatments
Since repression of SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 resulted in semi-dwarf
phenotypes, and it has been suggested that Arabidopsis SEC has a role in GA
signaling, we tested if the mutant phenotypes can be rescued with GA treatment.
mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 were treated with GA3 or the GA biosynthesis
inhibitor paclobutrazol (PAC). GA3 treated wild-type, mSlSEC1-20, and
mSlSEC2-3 are tall with uniform plant height twenty days post treatment (Figure
6). In contrast, PAC treated wild-type, mSlSEC1-20, and mSlSEC2-3 were all
extreme dwarfs with similar height. This suggests that GA or PAC can completely
rescue or repress, respectively, mSlSEC phenotypes.

SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 can interact with the tomato DELLA, PROCERA
Arabidopsis SEC has been demonstrated to interact with DELLAs in E.
coli and transient tobacco leaf co-expression assays (Zentella et al., 2016). We
tested if SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 can interact with PRO using biomolecular
fluorescence complementation (BiFC) assay (Walter et al., 2004). The C-terminal
of half of the split-YFP was fused to the C-terminus of PRO (PRO-YFPC) and the
N-terminal half of the split-YFP was fused to the C-terminus of SlSEC1 (SlSEC1YFPN) or SlSEC2 (SlSEC2-YFPN) (Walter et al., 2004). SAUR9-YFPN and PP2CD-YFPC, demonstrated to interact in auxin induced cell expansion, were used as
controls (Spartz et al., 2014). Fusion proteins were transiently co-expressed in
tomato leaves (Figure 7). Fluorescent signals were not detected when MS salts
solution was infiltrated alone (Figure 7A). Transient expression of the fusion
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protein halves also resulted in no detectable fluorescent signals (Figure 7B-F).
Strong nuclear localized fluorescent signals were detected when SAUR9-YFPN
and PP2C-D-YFPC were co-expressed (Figure 7G). However, no fluorescent
signals were detected when SlSEC1-YFPN or SlSEC2-YFPN were co-expressed
with PP2C-D-YFPC (Figure 7H and I). Strong fluorescent signals were detected
from the nucleus when SlSEC1-YFPN or SlSEC2-YFPN was co-expressed with
PRO-YFPC (Figure 7J and K). These results indicate that SlSEC1 and SlSEC2
can interact with PRO and this interaction is localized in the nucleus.

Discussion:
O-GlcNAc modification has been demonstrated to affect many biological
functions by modulating protein activity in animals (Hart et al., 2011). In
Arabidopsis, SPY and SEC are predicted to be involved in O-GlcNAc
modification of proteins (Hartweck et al., 2002; Jacobsen and Olszewski, 1993).
While SPY is a negative regulator, SEC is proposed to be a positive regulator of
GA signaling. Early studies of sec-1 and sec-2 did not uncover a clear role in GA
signaling (Hartweck et al., 2006, 2002). sec-1 and sec-2 exhibited mostly wildtype-like phenotypes except for subtle reduction in leaf number and plant height
at flowering. sec-1 and sec-2 were crossed with ga-1 and the sec-1 ga-1 and
sec-2 ga-1 mutants were indistinguishable from ga-1 except the rosette
diameters were smaller. In a GA dose-response assay, sec-1 ga-1 and sec-2 ga1 responded similarly to ga-1 with increasing GA concentration (Hartweck et al.,
2006). These results are puzzling since sec-1 lacks SEC mRNA and sec-2 has a
truncated SEC mRNA. Taken together, findings by Hartweck et al., (2006)
suggest SEC may not function in GA signaling.
Recently, the sec-3 mutant was identified in Ler and it exhibits distinct GA
deficient phenotypes (Zentella et al., 2016). RT-PCR analysis of sec-3 detected
truncated SEC mRNAs but SEC protein was detected by immunoblot.
Interestingly, sec-3 reduced plant height was only partially reversed by GA
treatment. This partial rescue was also observed in the sec-3 rga gai loss-offunction mutant. Zentella et al., (2016) did note that the short hypocotyl and plant
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height phenotype of the sec-3 mutant may be enhanced by the Ler genetic
background. This was evident when the authors made a sec-2 er mutant in the
Columbia background and observed statistically significant reduction in plant
height in comparison to the sec-2 Col-0 mutant; but the reduction was not as
pronounced as sec-3 Ler. The er mutation is known to stunt plant stature (Torii et
al., 1996), and like the sec-2 Col-er mutant, is reported to enhance the dwarf
phenotype of the Arabidopsis mutant short internode (Fridborg et al., 2001). The
er mutation was also reported to suppress the mutant phenotype of spy-4, a
severe spindly mutant (Jacobsen et al., 1996), in both Col-er and Ler background
(Swain et al., 2001). The spy-4 Ler mutant was found to have shorter plant height
than Col-er and Ler. These results indicate that different mutations are enhanced
differently by the er mutation but the overall phenotype is dwarfism. This raises
the question as to whether the dwarfed phenotype reported by Zentella et al.,
(2016) is due to sec, er, or combination of sec in the Ler genetic background.
In our studies, we investigated the functional role of SEC in tomato.
Querying SGN and NCBI using Arabidopsis SEC identified two SEC genes in
tomato, SlSEC1 on chromosome 9 and SlSEC2 on chromosome 5. Similar to
SEC expression in Arabidopsis (Hartweck et al., 2006), SlSEC1 and SlSEC2
mRNA are present in all the tissues examined, suggesting SlSEC1 and SlSEC2
are ubiquitously expressed. Both tomato SlSEC proteins have fourteen TPRs
with conserved key residues in the catalytic domain similar to the Arabidopsis
SEC protein and human OGT (Appendix 2) (Lazarus et al., 2012; Schimpl et al.,
2012; Zentella et al., 2016). This suggests SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 are OGTs.
BiFC assays were conducted to determine if SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 can
interact with PRO (Walter et al., 2004). BiFC assays are simple to conduct but
can give false positive results. Because the fusion protein halves are
overexpressed and the reconstituted YFP is irreversible, the YFP may selfassemble and give rise to artificial interactions (Kudla and Bock, 2016; Walter et
al., 2004). The YFP is 239 amino acid long and the tendency for self-assembly
varies depending on where the YFP is split. Splitting the YFP after residue 154
(Walter et al., 2004) has been reported to have lower undesired background
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fluorescence in comparison to a split at residue 173 (Kudla and Bock, 2016;
Waadt et al., 2008). Recently, guidelines for choosing appropriate controls for
BiFC assays were published (Kudla and Bock, 2016). Following these guidelines,
SAUR9 and PP2C-D (Spartz et al., 2014) were used as controls and were
demonstrated to interact in the nucleus while no interaction was detected when
PP2C-D was transiently co-expressed with SlSEC1 or SlSEC2 (Figure 7).
SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 were demonstrated to interact with PRO in the nucleus
when transiently co-expressed in tomato leaves (Figure 7). However, SlSEC1
and SlSEC2 could not be verified to O-GlcNAc modify PRO in E. coli expression
assays even though the proteins were verified to be expressed. We did verify
that PRO is O-GlcNAcylated when co-expressed with a modified Arabidopsis
SEC lacking TPR 14-6 (Δ9TPR-SEC) (Appendix 1). Proteins co-expressed with
Δ9TPR-SEC has been observed to be highly O-GlcNAc modified (Neil
Olszewski, personal communication). This suggests that full length SlSEC1 and
SlSEC2 may not function properly in the E. coli.
Semi-dwarf plants were generated by repressing SlSEC1 and SlSEC2
expressions using MIGS (Felippes et al., 2012). However, MIGS can potentially
repress expression of unintended mRNA targets (Ossowski et al., 2008; Xie et
al., 2015). Off-targeting may increase when using trans-acting small interfering
RNA systems like the MIGS system because a population of 21 nucleotide
siRNAs are produced instead of a single siRNA (Borges and Martienssen, 2015;
Zhang, 2014). However, off-targeting may be unlikely to occur because siRNA
requires perfect complementation with the target sequence to induce cleavage
(Han et al., 2015; Watson et al., 2005; Zhang, 2014). Additionally, there have
been no reports of off-targeting with the MIGS system in plants. In addition to
MIGS, the genome editing tool clustered regularly-interspaced short palindromic
repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein 9 (Cas9) was used to individually
target SlSEC1 or SlSEC2 (Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013). A ten base pair
deletion was introduced in the first exon of SlSEC1 that caused a frameshift to
yield a premature stop codon. A second in-frame three base pair deletion was
also detected in the catalytic domain. These mutation are heritable, but the
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homozygous mutant, called slsec1CRISPR1, is phenotypically identical to the wildtype (Appendix 2). This result suggests that SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 may have
redundant function in tomato.
The semi-dwarf phenotypes of mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 were
characterized. mSlSECs had shorter hypocotyl length than wild-type due to
decreased cell length. The final plant height of mSlSECs also were shorter than
wild-type with shorter internode length. Analysis of internode 1, 3, and 6 suggests
internodes fully elongate in ~20 days and; thus, differences in plant height may
be due to the internode elongation rate. Wild-type exhibited increased internode
elongation rate from internode 1 to 6 while the internode elongation rate of
mSlSECs did not change. When treated with GA3, plant height and internode
length of mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 lines were similar to wild-type, which is
consistent with the hypothesis that SEC positively regulates GA signaling.
Zentella et al., (2016) did note that GA4 application only partially rescued the
short hypocotyl and plant height of sec-3, but this incomplete rescue could be
attributed to the Ler genetic background. On the other hand, complete rescue of
the semi-dwarf phenotype of mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 by GA3 may be due
to incomplete repression of the target genes.
In tomato, we observed a novel cotyledon phenotype not reported in
Arabidopsis. Wild-type cotyledon length was significantly longer than mSlSEC120 and mSlSEC2-3 cotyledon length but not cotyledon width. This suggests that
SEC may have additional functional roles in other pathways besides the GA
signaling pathway. Early evidence of SEC having GA-independent function was
observed in sec-1 ga-1 and sec-2 ga-1, in which the rosette diameters of the
double mutants were smaller than the ga-1 mutant (Hartweck et al., 2006). The
partial rescue of plant height in the sec-3 rga gai triple mutant and sec-3 treated
with GA4 (Zentella et al., 2016) further supports SEC having a GA-independent
functions. Clear evidence of SEC having GA-independent function was observed
in the spy sec double mutant; in which the double mutant is embryonic lethal
(Hartweck et al., 2002). These findings suggests SEC may be involved in
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positively regulating plant growth and development in addition to positively
regulating the GA signaling pathway.
DELLAs have been demonstrated to interact with proteins in multiple
signaling pathways affecting developmental processes (Davière and Achard,
2016). O-GlcNAc modification of DELLAs may be important for coordinating
these interactions. Zentella et al., (2016) demonstrated O-GlcNAc modification to
inhibit DELLA protein-protein interaction with JAZ1, BZR1, PIF3, and PIF4. Given
the large number of DELLA interactions where the impact of O-GlcNAc
modification has not been investigated, it is possible that O-GlcNAc promote
some protein interactions. For example, in animals, O-GlcNAc modification of two
transcription factors, NeuroD1 (Andrali et al., 2007) and PDX-1 (Gao et al., 2003)
involved in insulin production, enhances their binding to target promoters.
However, O-GlcNAc modification is dynamic (Zachara and Hart, 2004; Zachara
et al., 2004). Therefore, it could prove to be challenging to find the O-GlcNAc
modification status of DELLAs that will promote protein-protein interaction and
the O-GlcNAc modification status that inhibit protein interactions. DELLAs are
also post-translationally modified by small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) (Conti
et al., 2014) and phosphorylation (Dai and Xue, 2010; Gomi et al., 2004; Itoh et
al., 2005; Sasaki et al., 2003). The cross-regulation between SUMOlyation,
phosphorylation, and O-GlcNAc modification will increase the complexity
involved in coordinating DELLA-mediated protein-protein interactions (Hart et al.,
2011; Vocadlo, 2012). Understanding these cross-regulations may shed light into
understanding how DELLAs interact with other interactor proteins.

Materials and Methods:
Cloning of PRO, SlSEC1 and SlSEC2
PRO (Solyc11g011260.1), SlSEC1 (Solyc09g097830.2.1), and SlSEC2
(SGN-U581310) were identified by sequence homology searches using BLAST
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) with Arabidopsis SEC on both SGN and
NCBI. RNA was extracted from tomato leaf tissue using the RNeasy Mini Kit
(Qiagen). A total of 1μg of RNA was used for reverse transcription (RT) using
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SuperScript® III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen). We followed the
protocol as directed using Oligo(dT)20 primers. We used 50ng of cDNA and
conducted RT-PCR (50μL total volume) using PimeSTAR® HS DNA Polymerase
(Clontech). We followed the instructions as directed but the annealing
temperature was optimized at 55°C for amplifying PRO and SlSEC1 and 60°C for
amplifying SlSEC2. The elongation time was 3.5 minutes. We amplified the full
cDNA sequence of PRO, SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 using primers specified in Table
4. Twenty micro-liters of RT-PCR reactions were separated by gel
electrophoresis on 0.8% agarose tris-borate-EDTA (TBE). PCR products of ~3kb
were gel extracted using PureLink® Quick Gel Extraction Kit (Invitrogen)
according to manufacture protocol. Samples were quantified and ten micro-liter
of gel purified RT-PCR was then used for a second PCR reaction using
Gateway® compatible primers (Table 4). PRO, SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 Gateway®
compatible primers with attB sequences were designed according to the
Invitrogen Gateway® Technology manual. PCR reactions were done using
PrimeSTAR® HS DNA polymerase as described above. PCR reactions were
purified using PureLink® PCR Purification Kit (Invitrogen). Gateway compatible
PRO, SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 cDNA sequences were recombined with pDNOR®
221 using Gateway® BP Clonase® II enzyme mix (Invitrogen) using the
manufacturer’s protocol and the resulting plasmids were introduced into E. coli
strain DH5α by electroporation. Transformants were selected using 50µg/mL
Kanamycin and the resulting colonies were grown overnight in 5mL liquid LB
media with kanamycin selection in a 37°C shaker at ~150 rpm. Plasmid DNA
were extracted using Hi-Speed Mini Plasmid Kit (IBI). The cDNA inserts of
pDONR221-PRO, pDONR221-SlSEC1 and pDONR221-SlSEC2 were
sequenced at the University of Minnesota Genomics Center using sequencing
primers in Table 4. pDONR221-PRO (NEO stock:1472), pDONR221-SlSEC1
(NEO stock:1480) and pDONR221-SlSEC2 (NEO stock:1481) were verified to be
correctly cloned and were stored in 20% glycerol at -80°C. These cDNA clones
were used for generating the remainder of the cDNA constructs in this study.
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Generation of MIGS-SlSEC1 and MIGS-SlSEC2 vectors
211bp and 302bp cDNA fragments were PCR amplified from pDONR221SlSEC1 and pDNOR221-SlSEC2, respectively, using Gateway® compatible
primers as described above (Table 4). These sequences are termed “SEED”
sequences for generating the population of siRNAs. The SEED sequences were
Gateway® BP cloned into pDONR221 to make pDONR221-SlSEC1-SEED and
pDONR221-SlSEC2-SEED as described above. pDONR221-SlSEC1-SEED or
pDONR221-SlSEC2-SEED were Gateway® cloned into MIGS2.2 (Addgene,
FF573; NEO strain: 1412) (Felippes et al., 2012) using Gateway® LR Clonase ®
II enzyme mix (Invitrogen) according to manufacture instructions to generate
MIGS-SlSEC1 (NEO strain:1423) and MIGS-SlSEC2 (NEO strain:1428). The
MIGS-SlSECs vectors were sequenced and the SEED sequences were verified
to be present. The MIGS vector requires the helper plasmid pSOUP to replicate
(NEO strain: 1413). MIGS-SlSEC1 (NEO strain: 1455) or MIGS-SlSEC2 (NEO
strain: 1456) were co-transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain AGL1
with the pSOUP plasmid.

Generation and selection of mSlSEC1 and mSlSEC2 transgenic plants
mSlSEC1 and mSlSEC2 transgenic plants were generated according to
Lor et al., (2014) (Chapter 2). Explants were regenerated on media with 50μg/mL
of kanamycin for plant selection. The primary transformants (T0) from tissue
culture were transferred to BM2 soil (Berger). DNA was extracted from the T0
plants to test for the presence of the T-DNA by PCR amplifying the kanamycin
plant selection marker and resolving on 0.8% agarose gel (Table 4). Twenty
mSlSEC1 plants and ten mSlSEC2 T0 plants were verified to have the T-DNA
and were transferred to a greenhouse at the University of Minnesota Plant
Growth Facilitates. All plants were observed weekly and three classes of plant
height phenotypes where observed, which termed: dwarf, semi-dwarf, and wildtype-like when compare to wild-type tomato. Wild-type-like T0 plants were
discarded. It was not possible to characterize dwarf plants because they did not
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produce seeded fruits, or in some cases flowers. Some semi-dwarf plants
produced seeded fruits and the progeny were characterized.
Semi-dwarfs identified to produce seeded fruits were self-pollinated by
hand and seeds (T1) were collected. Dwarfs and wild-type-like plants were also
observed in the segregating T1 population based on plant stature and were
discarded. Semi-dwarf T1 plants from each different genetic line were chosen
and genotyped for the T-DNA insert and repression of SlSEC1 and SlSEC2
expression. RNA was extracted for semi-quantitative RT-PCR using ExTaq®
DNA Polymerase (Clonetech). Primers were designed spanning the last intron of
SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 and tomato actin (SGN-U580422) was used as a reference
gene (Table 4). RT-PCR were conducted according to manufacture instructions
and separated on 1% agarose gel. Plants verified to have repression of SlSEC1
and SlSEC2 were self-pollinated and seeds (T2) were collected. T2 seeds were
germinated and mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC2-3 and mSlSEC2-6 did not
segregate for plant stature and; thus, were considered to be homozygous and
chosen for characterization in this study.

Germination and characterization of mSlSEC1 and mSlSEC2 T2 seedling
Wild-type (S. lycopersicum cv. M82), mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20,
mSlSEC2-3, and mSlSEC2-6 T2 seeds were surface sterilized with 10% sodium
hypochlorite and 0.1% Tween 20 and germinated in gridded pattern on
Murashige and Skoog (MS, Caisson Lab) plates according to Lor et al., (2014,
Chapter 2: Materials and Methods). Fifteen seeds were germinated for wild-type,
mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC2-3, and mSlSEC2-6. Seeds were grown in a
chamber with 12hours light, 12 hours dark cycle with at constant 24°C. Light
intensity was set at ~1000μmols of photons/m2 at plant level. The Germination
rates were scored daily until the last seed germinated. Seedlings were left to
develop for a total of fourteen days on the germination plates. Seven days postgermination, hypocotyl length were recorded. Fourteen days post-germination,
cotyledon length and width were scored. The assay was repeated two additional
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times with independent seed batches. All three replicates were combined for a
total of 45 seedlings per genetic line.

Hypocotyl cell length measurement
Five wild-type, mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC2-3, and mSlSEC2-6
T2 seeds were germinated on MS plates as described above. Seven day old
seedlings were harvested and the hypocotyls were split in half parallel to the
growth axis. The hypocotyls were then divided in half, perpendicular to the
growth axis. The cell lengths were measured using a compound light
microscope. Images were captured using an AmScope microscope digital
camera. Cells were measured using ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). Twentyfive cells in the bottom half of the hypocotyl adjacent to the root crown were
measured to ensure we were measuring fully expanded cells. The assay was
repeated one more time with an independent seed batch.

Characterization of mSlSEC1 and mSlSEC2 T2 plants
Approximately ten wild-type, mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC2-3, and
mSlSEC2-6 T2 lines were planted in BM2 soil and grown in a growth chamber as
described above. Germination date and flowering date were recorded. Plant
height, internode length, internode number, leaf length, leaf width and leaf
number were recorded once a week until first flower is detected. Two additional
independent seed batches were planted with approximately ten plants per
genetic line. The phenotypic measurements from all three replicate assays were
combined and analyzed for this study. The average values for each measured
trait was calculated. The internode elongation rate was also determined for
Internode 1, 3 and 6 by taking the total internode length and dividing it by the
total number of days with observable growth (i.e. days from first appearance until
plant flower). We also measured floral anther length of fifteen flowers from two
wild-type, mSlSEC1-5, mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC2-3 and mSlSEC2-6 T2 plants
using ImageJ.
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Treatment with plant growth regulators
Twelve plants were grown for wild-type, mSlSEC1-20, and mSlSEC2-3 T2
seeds. Plant height was measured in 14-day-old seedlings. The twelve plants
were divide into three groups of four and then sprayed with either (control
solution) water+0.001% ethyl alcohol, 50μM GA3 or 100µg/mL paclobutrazol until
the solution ran off the leaf. Plants were treated two additional times, on the
sixteenth and eighteenth day. On day nineteen (considered 1 day posttreatment), plant height was measured. Plant height was measured again at 10
days post-treatment and 20 days post-treatment.

Generation PRO, SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 split-YFP vectors
To generate the split-YFP fusion protein, we PCR amplified PRO, SlSEC1,
and SlSEC2 from the pDONR221 vectors described above using PrimeSTAR®
HS-Taq Polymerase. A new reverse primer lacking the stop codon sequence was
synthesized for each gene (Table 4). The same cloning method as described
above were used to Gateway® clone SlSEC1 or SlSEC2 into pDONR207 without
the stop codon: pDONR207-SlSEC1(-TAG) (NEO strain:1511) and pDONR207SlSEC2(-TAG) (NEO strain:1505). PRO was Gateway® BP cloned into pIDONR
without a stop codon: pIDONR-PRO(-TAG) (NEO strain: 1499). pDONR207SlSEC1(-TAG) and pDONR207-SlSEC2(-TAG) were Gateway® LR cloned into
pSPYNE (Walter et al., 2004), which has the N-terminal half of the split-YFP
protein, to generate SlSEC1-YFPN and SlSEC2-YFPC. pIDONR-PRO(-TAG) was
Gateway® LR cloned into pSPYCE, which has the C-terminus half of the splitYFP, to generate PRO-YFPC. PRO-YFPC (NEO strain: 1522), SlSEC1-YFPN
(NEO strain: 1525) or SlSEC2-YFPC (NEO strain: 1527) were electroporated into
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain C58 and grown on solid LB plates with
50μg/mL of kanamycin.
Transient co-expression of PRO-YFPC, SlSEC1-YFPN, or SlSEC2-YFPC in
tomato leaves
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Two days prior infiltration, agrobacterium expressing the split-YFP fusion
proteins were grown in 5mL of LB containing 50µg/mL of kanamycin at 28°C. On
day of, agrobacterium cells were centrifuged in a Beckman JA-20 rotor at 4000
rpm and re-suspended to 0.6 OD600nm with sterile 1X MS solution pH 5.7
prepared from a premix powder (Caisson Lab). 10mL of the agrobacterium
solution was drawn into a 15ml syringe without the needle. The solution was
compressed until a small air bubble forms at the tip of the syringe. Tomato has
thick waxy leaf cuticle layer, injection of air prior to the agrobacterium solution
reduces splash-back and enhances spread of the infiltrated solution. The syringe
was gently pressed flushed to the abaxial surface of a young fully expanded leaf
of a four week-old wild-type tomato. The syringe was slowly compressed to inject
air into the tomato leaf and then agrobacterium subsequently follows without
releasing pressure on the syringe. The injection process is repeated on different
parts of the leaf to infiltrate the whole leaf.
Agrobacterium carrying PRO-YFPC, SlSEC1-YFPN, SlSEC2-YFPC ,
SAUR9-YFPN, or PP2C-D-YFPC (Spartz et al., 2014) were grown for two days at
28°C. Each of the fusion protein halves were infiltrated alone as negative
controls. SAUR9-YFPN and PP2C-D-YFPC were co-infiltrated as a positive control
in a 1:1 ratio. PRO-YFPC, SlSEC1-YFPN or SlSEC2-YFPC were co-infiltrated with
PP2C-D-YFPC as a false-positive control to account for potential self-assembly of
the YFP halves without protein-protein interactions. SlSEC1-YFPN or SlSEC2YFPC were co-infiltrated with PRO-YFPC in a 1:1 ratio. Last, 1X MS salt solution
pH5.7 was infiltrated alone into tomato leaves as a technical control for potential
cross contamination of the agrobacterium solution that might give false-positive
results. After seven days, 1x1cm leaf section of live tissue near the infiltration site
was excised and sandwiched between glass slide and cover slip with water. The
leaf section was then visualized on a Nikon Diophot 200 inverted phase
microscope fitted with a green fluorescent protein filter. Images were captured
using the image software Northern Eclipse (Empix Imaging).
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Figure 1: Protein model of SlSEC cDNA. Gray boxes are TPR encoding
regions in the TPR domain. Blue box encodes the catalytic domain. White box is
non-TPR portion of the SlSEC transcript that is not used to encode for SlSEC
proteins. TPRs are labeled outwards with TPR1 adjacent to the catalytic domain
according to Olszewski et al., (2010). Lines above gene model indicates where
MIGS-SlSEC1 and MIGS-SlSEC2 are predicted to bind to SlSEC mRNA to
repress SlSEC expression.
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Figure 2: SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 expression. A) SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 are detected in
organs examined by RT-PCR. B) SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 expressions are repressed in
mSlSEC lines after 25cycles of RT-PCR. Actin (SlACT) is the reference gene. Numbers
below black line are biological replicates from different plants. Marker is (M).
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Figure 3: Measurement of seedling phenotypes. mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC1-5,
mSlSEC2-3 and mSlSEC2-6 have similar phenotypes. A) Seven-day-old
seedling hypocotyls between mSlSEC1-20, mSlSEC2-3 and wild-type (WT). B)
Hypocotyl measurements of seven day old seedlings. mSlSEC1 and mSlSEC2
seedlings are significantly (p-value < 0.05) shorter than WT. C) Hypocotyl cell
length of 7-day-old seedling hypocotyls. WT cells are significantly longer than
mSlSEC1 and mSlSEC2 cells. D) Hypocotyl cell width of 7-day-old seedlings. No
significant differences observed between WT and mSlSECs cell width. E) 14day-old seedling cotyledons. mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 cotyledon length is
shorter than WT but not cotyledon width. F) Measurement of 14-day-old
cotyledon length and width. mSlSEC1 and mSlSEC2 cotyledon length is
significantly (p-value < 0.05) shorter than WT but not width. Letters denotes
significant differences (p-value < 0.05) between WT and mSlSEC lines.
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Figure 4: mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 are shorter than wild-type (WT). A) 10-weekold WT, mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 plants. WT has flowered. mSlSEC1-20 and
mSlSEC2-3 flowered two-weeks after this photograph was taken. B) Time course of
plant growth. C) Length of each internode at flowering.
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Figure 5: Leaf and floral morphology of wild-type (WT), mSlSEC1-20 and
mSlSEC2-3. A) Sixth leaf of WT, mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 from 10-weekold plants. WT has flowered but not mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3, which flowers
2 weeks later. Length (B) and width (C) of sixth leaf from WT, mSlSEC1-20 and
mSlSEC2-3 at flowering. D) WT, mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3 floral stamen. E)
Length of floral stamen identified in (D). Letters denotes significant differences
(p-value < 0.05) between WT and mSlSECs.
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Figure 6: Plant height response to GA and PAC treatment. A) Six-week-old
plants twenty days post GA and PAC treatment. Control (water + 0.01% ethanol,
top panel). GA treatment (50μM, middle panel). PAC treatment (100μg/mL,
bottom panel). B) Plant height was measured prior to GA and PAC treatment
(NT, No Treatment) and then measured again 1, 10, and 20 days after
completion of treatment. Scale bar is 5cm. Letters denote significant differences
with a p-values < 0.05.
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Figure 7: Transient tomato leaf expression assay. A) MS salts only. B) PROYFPC. C) SlSEC1-YFPN. D) SlSEC2-YFPN. E) SAUR9-YFPN. F) PP2C-D-YFPC.
G) SAUR9-YFPN + PP2C-D-YFPC. H) PP2C-D-YFPC + SlSEC1-YFPN. I)
SlSEC2-YFPN. J) SlSEC1-YFPN + PRO-YFPC. K) SlSEC2-YFPN + PRO-YFPC.
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Table 1: Fold changes in SEC mRNA levels in
mSlSECs from Figure 2B.
Fold change
Genetic lines

SlSEC1

SlSEC2

mSlSEC1-20_1

0.09

0.24

mSlSEC1-20_2

0.35

0.52

mSlSEC1-5_1

0.20

0.33

mSlSEC1-5_2

0.31

0.50

mSlSEC2-3_1

0.34

0.47

mSlSEC2-3_2

0.40

0.74

mSlSEC2-6_1

0.25

0.56

mSlSEC2-6_2

0.75

0.76

Fold change in SlSEC mRNA level in mSlSECs lines
were compared to wild-type after normalization based on
comparison to SlACT mRNA in each sample.
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Table 2: Measurement of flowering time
Genotypes
WT

mSlSEC1-20

mSlSEC2-3

Traits Measured

Mean S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean S.D.

Mean days to flower

*52.4 ± 3.5

62.9

± 2.7

63.1

Leaf number at flowering

*12.5 ± 0.8

15.4

± 0.8

14.9 ± 0.9

Asterisk (*) denotes wild-type (WT) samples are significantly different
from mSlSEC1-20 and mSlSEC2-3. S.D. is for Standard Deviation.
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Table 3: Internode elongation rate
WT

mSlSEC1-20

Traits Measured
Period of Elongation
Length (cm)
Growth Rate (cm/day)

Internode 1
20.32
2.03
0.10

S.D.
0.47
0.69
0.03

Internode 3
23.67
2.63
0.11

S.D.
4.78
0.6
0.04

Internode 6
19.56
3.18
0.17

S.D.
3.52
0.5
0.05

Period of Elongation
Length (cm)
Growth Rate (cm/day)

21.41
1.53
0.07

4.84
0.57
0.04

20.5
1.78
0.09

4.51
0.47
0.03

23.29
1.53
0.06

5.47
0.31
0.02

mSlSEC2-3

Period of Elongation
20.18
4.72
20.94
5.1
21.37
4.92
Length (cm)
1.57
0.53
1.81
0.62
1.40
0.36
Growth Rate (cm/day)
0.08
0.04
0.09
0.03
0.06
0.02
Growth Rate is calculated by taking the “Length” and dividing it by the “Period of Elongation” (number of
days from initiation to reach full internode length). S.D. is standard deviation.
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Table 4: Primers used for generating and verifying genes and vector constructs
Primer Name
PRO_F1
PRO_R1
SlSEC1_F1
SlSEC1_R1
SlSEC2_F1
SlSEC2_R1

Primer Orientation(5' sequence 3')

Primer Purpose

ATGAAGAGAGATCGAGATC

Full length cloning of
PRO

TTACAACTCGACTTCTCCG

Full length cloning of
PRO

GTGATGTTGTCGCTGCAAAC

Full-length cloning of
SlSEC1

CTAGCGGTCAAAAGGAAATTC

Full-length cloning of
SlSEC1

ATGTTGTCGCTGCAAAGCG

Full-length cloning of
SlSEC2

CTACCGGTCATAAGGAAATTC

Full-length cloning of
SlSEC2

attB1_PRO_F1

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAG Gateway primer for
GCTATGAAGAGAGATCGAGATC
cloning PRO

attB2_PRO_R1

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTG Gateway primer for
GGTTTACAACTCGACTTCTCCG
cloning PRO

attB1_SlSEC1_F1

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAG Gateway primer for
GCTGTGATGTTGTCGCTGCAAAC
cloning SlSEC1

attB2_SlSEC1_R1

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTG Gateway primer for
GGTCTAGCGGTCAAAAGGAAATTC
cloning SlSEC1

attB1_SlSEC2_F1

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAG Gateway primer for
GCTATGTTGTCGCTGCAAAGCG
cloning SlSEC2

attB2_SlSEC2_R1

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTG Gateway primer for
GGTCTACCGGTCATAAGGAAATTC
cloning SlSEC2

MIGS_SlSEC1_F1
MIGS_SlSEC1_R1
MIGS_SlSEC2_F1
MIGS_SlSEC2_R1

TCAGAACTACAAAGCTGGGAAC

Amplification of SlSEC1
cDNA for MIGS

CCAAGCATTCGCCATATTTC

Amplification of SlSEC1
cDNA for MIGS

ATCTTAACAGGGCATTGCAG

Amplification of SlSEC2
cDNA for MIGS

TGCTTCTTCAACCCTACCAG

Amplification of SlSEC2
cDNA for MIGS

attB1_MIGS_SlSEC1_
F1

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAG Gateway primer for
GCTTCAGAACTACAAAGCTGGGAAC SlSEC1 MIGS

attB2_MIGS_SlSEC1_
R1

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTG Gateway primer for
GGTCCAAGCATTCGCCATATTTC
SlSEC1 MIGS

attB1_MIGS_SlSEC2_
F1

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAG Gateway primer for
GCTATCTTAACAGGGCATTGCAG
SlSEC2 MIGS

attB2_MIGS_SlSEC2_
R1

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTG Gateway primer for
GGTTGCTTCTTCAACCCTACCAG
SlSEC2 MIGS
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SlSEC1-RT_F1
SlSEC1-RT_R1
SlSEC2-RT_F1
SlSEC2-RT_R1
Sl_ACT-F
Sl_ACT-R
Kanamycin_F1
Kanamycin_R1

ATGAAGGAATATGAGGAGAAGGC

semi-quantitative RTPCR primer

AGTAAGAACGTTCCAGATTCCTC

semi-quantitative RTPCR primer

GAAGGAGTATGAAGAGAAGGCAG

semi-quantitative RTPCR primer

AATAAGACCGCTCCAGATTCCG

semi-quantitative RTPCR primer

GGAATAGCATAAGATGGCAG

semi-quantitative RTPCR primer

GCTGGGGTATTGAAAGTC

semi-quantitative RTPCR primer

ATGATTGAACAAGATGGATTGC

Detection of kanamycin
gene from T-DNA

TCAGAAGAACTCGTCAAGAAG

Detection of kanamycin
gene from T-DNA

attB2_PRO_R_BiFC

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTG Gateway primer for
GGTCAACTCGACTTCTCCGGC
generating split-YFP

attB2_SlSEC1_R1_
BiFC

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTG Gateway primer for
GGTGCGGTCAAAAGGAAATTCTG
generating split-YFP

attB2_SlSEC2_R1_
BiFC

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTG Gateway primer for
GGTCCGGTCATAAGGAAATTCC
generating split-YFP

SlSEC1_seq_F2

TAGCCAGTGCATACATGAG

SlSEC1 sequencing
primer

SlSEC1_seq_F3

TTCATTGCTATCGTCAATGC

SlSEC1 sequencing
primer

SlSEC1_seq_F4

AAGCGTTCAGCCTTTCCATG

SlSEC1 sequencing
primer

SlSEC1_seq_F5

TTACTCAGAGAAGCTTGTAC

SlSEC1 sequencing
primer

SlSEC1_seq_F6

CAAGATCTCACCAATAGAC

SlSEC1 sequencing
primer

SlSEC2_seq_F2

AGCTTTAAATCCTCGTCTG

SlSEC2 sequencing
primer

SlSEC2_seq_F3

AACATGACGAGTGCCGCTG

SlSEC2 sequencing
primer

SlSEC2_seq_F4

AGCACTGCTCTGTAATGG

SlSEC2 sequencing
primer

SlSEC2_seq_F5

TTAGATCCAAGCTGTCAAC

SlSEC2 sequencing
primer

SlSEC2_seq_F6

TGCCCTCTGTTTGACACAG

SlSEC2 sequencing
primer
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Chapter 5:
Conclusion:
The GA signaling pathway is well characterized in monocots and dicots.
DELLAs are considered master controllers that negatively regulate GA signaling
(Claeys et al., 2014; Davière and Achard, 2016; Hauvermale et al., 2012; Sun,
2008). In a simple model, all GA responses are hypothesized to be DELLAdependent and loss of DELLA function will result in full activation of the GA
signaling pathway. This is demonstrated by the Arabidopsis pentuple della (gai-t6
rga-t2 rgl1-1 rgl3-1 rgl2-1) (Feng et al., 2008) and rice slender rice 1-1 (slr1-1)
(Ikeda et al., 2001) loss-of-function mutants, which are resistant to GA treatment
and GA biosynthesis inhibitors. Interestingly, early microarray studies comparing
gene expression of ga1-3 and ga1-3 rga-t2 gai-t6 rgl1-1 rgl2-1 loss-of-function
mutants identified several genes with a pattern of expression categorized as
DELLA-independent but GA-dependent (Cao et al., 2006). There are
reservations about the strength of the evidence from Arabidopsis for DELLAindependent responses as the ga1-3 rga-t2 gai-t6 rgl1-1 rgl2-1 mutant has a wildtype DELLA gene, RGL-3. Promising evidence supporting the existence of a
DELLA-independent GA signaling pathway was also reported from tomato where
analysis of the pro mutant, which is affected in the single DELLA gene of tomato
(Jones, 1987), was found to respond to GA treatment (Van Tuinen et al., 1999).
This raised the question whether the original pro was a true loss-of-function
mutant.
To test if the original pro was a true loss-of-function mutant, forward and
reverse genetics approaches were used to find new pro loss-of-function mutants,
proΔGRAS (Chapter 3) and proTALEN (Chapter 2), respectively. Consistent to the
rice slr1-1 and Arabidopsis della-pentuple mutant, GA and paclobutrazol (PAC)
treatments do not affect the stature of proΔGRAS and proTALEN. Analysis of the GA
homoeostasis genes in proΔGRAS found that expression of the GA2oxidase4 gene
increased expression with a regime of PAC treatment followed by GA treatment.
Five additional genes were shown to have DELLA-independent GA
responsiveness, but the genes could not be connected to a single process or
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pathway. Taken together, the results demonstrated that the original pro was not a
true loss-of-function mutant. The results also suggest that the GA signaling
pathway is largely regulated by the DELLA protein.
The findings in Chapter 2 and 3 support the model that DELLAs are
master regulators of GA signaling but also raises the question as to how DELLA
activity is regulated. O-GlcNAcylation could potentially affect DELLA activity. SPY
and SEC are putative OGT-like proteins identified in Arabidopsis (Hartweck et al.,
2006, 2002; Jacobsen and Olszewski, 1993). SPY is hypothesized to be a
positive regulator and SEC a negative regulator of GA signaling, but only SEC
has been demonstrated to have OGT activity (Kim et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2006;
Zentella et al., 2016). Studies of the sec-1 and sec-2 mutant detected mostly
normal GA responses but there were some subtle growth defects that might be
consistent with a very modest reduction in GA signaling (Hartweck et al., 2006).
Interestingly, RT-PCR analysis failed to detect SEC mRNA in sec-1 and detected
only a truncated SEC mRNA in sec-2. In contrast to sec-1 and sec-2, the sec-3
mutant exhibited much stronger GA deficient phenotypes and no SEC proteins
was detected by immunoblot (Zentella et al., 2016). This suggests the GA
deficient phenotype is due to loss of SEC function. However, plant height was
only partially rescued in the sec-3 rga gai triple loss-of-function mutant and GA4
treated sec-3 mutant. Zentella et al., (2016) hypothesize that the partial rescue of
sec-3 may be due to the Ler genetic back ground. The er mutation is known to
reduce plant height (Torii et al., 1996) and has been reported to enhance the
dwarf phenotypes of shi (Fridborg et al., 2001). The er mutation was also
reported to suppress the mutant phenotypes of spy-4 (Jacobsen et al., 1996) in
which the double mutant exhibited dwarfed phenotypes instead of phenotypes
correlated with increased GA response (Swain et al., 2001). These results raise
the question whether the GA deficient phenotypes observed in sec-3 was due to
loss of SEC function or interaction between sec-3 and the Ler genetic
background.
Tomato was used to test the hypothesis that SEC is a positive regulator of
GA signaling. Tomato has two SlSEC genes and the MIGS system was used to
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simultaneously repress expression of both SlSECs. The mSlSEC mutants
exhibited dwarfed phenotypes, which is consistent with reduced GA signaling.
The dwarf phenotypes were completely rescued with GA3 treatment, which is not
consistent with the findings in sec-3 (Zentella et al., 2016). The complete rescue
of mSlSECs could be due to incomplete suppression of SlSEC1 and SlSEC2
expression. Thus CRISPR/Cas9 was used to knock-out SlSEC1 and SlSEC2
gene function. A slsec1CRISPR1 mutant with heritable mutation was recovered but
the mutant exhibit wild-type-like phenotypes (Appendix 2). This suggests that
SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 have redundant function. Thus, SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 will
need to be knocked-out. The slsec1 slsec2 double mutant will be important for
validating the findings from mSlSEC1 and mSlSEC2. The double mutant will also
be useful for determining the impact that loss of SEC function has on
endogenous GA levels. Additional assays can be done by crossing slsec1 slsec2
with the GA biosynthesis mutant gib-1 (Bensen and Zeevaart, 1990) to test if GA
can fully or only partially rescue plant height in a GA dose response assay. A
similar plant height response would also be expected in the slsec1 slsec2
proTALEN triple mutant. If plant height is fully rescued, this suggests that SlSECs
positively regulate GA signaling and highlights that there are differences in SEC
function in different species. If plant height is only partially rescued, like in sec-3,
this suggests that SEC also function in other pathways besides the GA signaling
pathway.
Early evidence of SEC functioning in other pathways was observed in the
spy sec double mutant which is embryonic lethal (Hartweck et al., 2002).
Additional evidence was reported in the sec-1 ga-1 and sec-2 ga-1 double
mutants, which had smaller rosette diameters than ga-1 at flowering (Hartweck et
al., 2006). Interestingly, floral defects were observed in a hemizygous spy/SPY
sec/sec ga-1/ga-1 mutant but not in a hemizygous sec/SEC spy/spy ga-1/ga-1
mutant (Hartweck et al., 2006). Zentella et al. (2006) also demonstrated that GA
treatment only partially rescued sec-3 plant height, suggesting SEC maybe
involved in promoting plant growth independent of the GA signaling pathway. In
Chapter 4, we reported a novel cotyledon phenotype in mSlSEC lines not
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observed in the Arabidopsis sec-3 mutant or tomato gib-1 mutant (personal
observation). These findings support the hypothesis that SEC can function in
other pathways besides the GA signaling pathway.
Arabidopsis SEC has been demonstrated to have OGT activity but it is
unclear if SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 also have OGT activity. Both SlSECs have been
demonstrated to interact with PRO in transient tomato leaf co-expression assays
but have not been demonstrated to O-GlcNAc modify PRO. Preliminary assays
demonstrated that PRO can be O-GlcNAc modified when co-expressed with
Δ9TPR-SEC (Appendix 1). This suggests that SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 may not fold
properly in E. coli. Generation of truncated SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 proteins, similar
to Δ9TPR-SEC, will help answer the hypothesis that SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 have
OGT activity.
In recent years, DELLAs have been demonstrated to interact with a wide
range of proteins to mediate signaling cross-talk between different pathways
(Davière and Achard, 2016). Many of these reported DELLA protein-protein
interactions, such as DELLA-JAZ interaction (Yang et al., 2012), results in protein
sequestration and; thus, prevent the bound protein from functioning in the
respective pathways (Claeys et al., 2014; Davière and Achard, 2016;
Hauvermale et al., 2012). In contrast to this, DELLAs have also been reported to
function as transcriptional co-regulators (Feurtado et al., 2011; Fukazawa et al.,
2014; Park et al., 2013). For example, GAI was found to interact with GAIASSOCIATED FACTOR1 (GAF1) to induce the expression of GA-20oxidase2
(Fukazawa et al., 2014). As the list of DELLA interactors continue to grow, this
raises the question as to how DELLAs regulate the interaction network with so
many potential DELLA interactors. If there are multiple DELLAs like in
Arabidopsis, possibly, multiple DELLAs can be expressed at once in a single cell
to regulate the interaction network. However, it is not known if multiple DELLAs
are or can be expressed at once in a single cell. For species with a single DELLA
such as rice, barley, and tomato, the single DELLA is expressed.
Post-translational modification may be important for regulating the
different DELLA interactions. As demonstrated by Zentella et al., (2006), O129

GlcNAcylation inhibited DELLA-JAZ interactions. This then raise the question
whether O-GlcNAcylation simply function as an off switch to inhibit proteinprotein interaction. However, this may not be the whole story since many of the
verified O-GlcNAcylated residues on the DELLA protein RGA are in the DELLA
domain (Zentella et al., 2016). DELLAs have also been demonstrated to be
phosphorylated and evidence suggests phosphorylation enhances DELLA
repressive activity (Dai and Xue, 2010; Gomi et al., 2004; Sasaki et al., 2003). It
is unclear if phosphorylation enhances DELLA protein-protein interactions, but OGlcNAcylation and phosphorylation have been documented to have reciprocal
effects on protein activity in animals (Bond and Hanover, 2015; Hart et al., 2011).
O-GlcNAcylation and phosphorylation are also known to modify the same
residues on proteins (Chen et al., 2006; Comer and Hart, 2001; Dias et al., 2009;
Yang et al., 2006). This suggests that O-GlcNAcylation and phosphorylation may
be involved in regulating DELLA protein-protein interactions, possibly by limiting
protein-protein interactions. Thus, I propose two hypotheses of how DELLAs can
mediate signaling cross-talk, and the first hypothesis does not incorporate posttranslation modifications: 1) DELLAs mediate signaling cross-talk through mass
action driven protein-protein interactions, or 2) Post-translational modification of
DELLAs coordinate DELLA-mediated signaling cross-talk.
Hypothesis 1: The Law of Mass Action is used in chemistry to predict the
direction of a chemical reaction before it reaches a dynamic equilibrium
(Clairambault, 2013). Once at dynamic equilibrium, the reaction is still going but
there is no net change in the amount of product or reactants. To apply this
concept to DELLA-mediated protein-protein interaction, the following
assumptions are made to simplify the model: 1) conditions are ideal, 2) many, if
not all, of the interactors (i.e., DELLA binding partners) are present in a single
cell and 3) DELLA and interactors are in a state of dynamic equilibrium. In the
model, DELLAs interact with JAZ1, PIF3/4, BZR1, SL, and PFD3/5 to sequester
protein function (Figure 1). Once JA signaling is activated, the free JAZ pool is
degraded and the pool of DELLA-JAZ interaction complexes goes away. The free
DELLA pool then increases. To reestablish dynamic equilibrium, the pools of
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interaction complexes for the remaining four proteins will increase. The free pool
of PIF3/4, BZR1, SL and PFD3/5 decreases and; thus, result in decreased
signaling in the respective pathways. The same pattern repeats if another
interactor is removed from the model. This then brings up the questions that
should be addressed experimentally: 1) What is the abundance of DELLAs per
gram of tissue in plants that have a single DELLA gene? 2) What is the turnover
rate of DELLAs once a signaling cue has been received? 3) What are the
disassociation constants for the individual interactions?
Hypothesis 2: Post-translational modification of DELLAs may be important
for coordinating DELLA-mediated signaling cross-talk. Zentella et al., (2016)
demonstrated that O-GlcNAcylation inhibited DELLA interaction with other
proteins. In contrast, Dai and Xue (2010) demonstrated phosphorylation to
enhance DELLA repressive activity. Possibly, a relationship exists between
phosphorylation and O-GlcNAcylation to regulate DELLA mediated proteinprotein interactions. Examples of the dynamic relationship between OGlcNAcylation and phosphorylation has been documented in animals. Reciprocal
O-GlcNAcylation or phosphorylation of the same Serine/Threonine residues on a
protein have been reported to influence protein activity (Chen et al., 2006; Comer
and Hart, 2001). O-GlcNAcylation has also been reported to inhibit
phosphorylation of a proximal Serine/Threonine residues on the same protein to
affect protein activity (Dias et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2006). This suggests OGlcNAcylation and phosphorylation may have opposing effects on protein activity
(Bond and Hanover, 2015; Hart et al., 2011). If a similar relationship exists in
plants, O-GlcNAcylation and phosphorylation may be involved in coordinating
DELLA-mediated protein-protein interactions (Figure 2). In the model, unmodified
DELLAs interact with the A-class proteins and not the other classes of protein
(Figure 2A). DELLAs are then O-GlcNAcylated to promote interaction with Bclass proteins and inhibit interaction with the remaining classes of protein (Figure
2B). Phosphorylation of DELLAs promote interaction with only C-class proteins
(Figure 2C). Last, phosphorylation and O-GlcNAcylation of DELLAs promotes
interaction with only D-class proteins (Figure 2D). This brings up the following
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questions that should be addressed experimentally: 1) Is O-GlcNAcylation
primarily involved in inhibition while phosphorylation promotes protein-protein
interactions? 2) Can O-GlcNAcylation and phosphorylation occur on the same
Serine/Threonine residue on DELLAs? 3) Does O-GlcNAcylation influence
proximal phosphorylation of Serine/Threonine residues on DELLAs? 4) Does
post-translational modification of DELLAs induce protein conformational
changes?
The models proposed in Hypotheses 1 and 2 are simplistic methods of
viewing complex interaction networks. There are additional interaction networks
that each protein class are involved in and are not accounted for in these models.
In addition, these two models are likely to exist in combination within plants.
These models are good starting points for teasing apart the increasingly complex
DELLA-mediated interaction network.
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Figure 1: Model of DELLA-mediated signaling cross-talk. A) Under “ideal”
conditions, there exists two pools: interacting and free proteins. JAZ, SL, BZR1,
PIF3/4 and PFD3/5 are considered “interactor proteins” and are in a dynamic
equilibrium with DELLAs. The biological functions for the proteins are in
parentheses next to protein name. B) JA is applied and JAZ is removed from the
interaction network. The free DELLA pool increases (bigger shape) and leads to
an in increase the interactor pool (bigger shape) with all the other interactor
proteins. This results in less free interactors (smaller shape) and reduced
contribution of the interactor protein in their respective biological function.
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Figure 2. Model of effects of post-translational modification interactions
with DELLA. A) Unmodified DELLAs interact with A-class proteins but not B-Dclass proteins. B) O-GlcNAcylated (hexagon) DELLAs interacts with B-class
proteins but A-, C- and D-class proteins. C) Phosphorylated DELLAs only interact
with C-class proteins. D). O-GlcNAcylated and phosphorylated DELLAs only
interact with D-class proteins.
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Appendix 1:

Co-expression of SlSEC1 or SlSEC2 with PROCERA
Bacterial expression assays were conducted to verify the split-YFP
findings in Chapter 4. pRARE-MBP-SlSEC1 and pRARE-MBP-SlSEC2, which
expresses the OGTs as fusion proteins with the maltose binding protein, were
generated. pET32a_PRO (NEO strain: 1583), expressing PRO as a fusion
protein with an S-tag, was also generated. pRARE-MBP-SlSEC1 (NEO strain:
1585) or pRARE-MBP-SlSEC2 (NEO strain: 1586) was co-transformed with
pET32a_PRO_BX into BL21-Ai (Invitrogen). As a control, pCOLA-Δ9TPR-SEC
was also co-transformed with pET32a_PRO_BX into BL21-Ai (NEO Strain:
1587). pCOLA-Δ9TPR-SEC has been demonstrated to O-GlcNAcylate target
proteins (Neil Olszewski, personal communication).
Protein inductions were done according Scott et al., (2006) and cells were
harvested and stored at -20°C. Twenty micro-liters of harvested bacterial cells
were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
membrane. S-tag-PRO proteins were probed with horseradish peroxidaseconjugated anti-S antibodies (Novagen) and detected using SuperSignal® West
Pico (ThermoFischer), according to manufacturer recommendation, with
exposure to Classic Blue Autoradiography Film BX (MidSci) (Scott et al., 2006).
A strong signal detected at the predicted PRO fusion protein size of ~87kD
(Figure 1A).
Another SDS-PAGE was ran and proteins were transferred to PVDF and
then probed with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-MBP antibodies. A
signal was detected at the predicted size of ~155kD for MBP-SlSEC1 and MBPSlSEC2 (Figure 1B). MBP alone is predicted to be ~43kD, suggesting that
detection of protein bands above 43kD are various truncated forms of the OGT
fusion protein.
PRO, SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 were verified to be expressed in E. coli. To test
if SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 O-GlcNAc modify PRO, a Gal-β (1,4) galactosyltransferase (Gal-T) assay was conducted according to Scott et al., (2006).
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Protein blot was incubated with Gal-T and with [3H] UDP-galactose for three
hours and then exposed to BioMax XAR film (Kodak) for one month. If PRO is OGlcNAacylated, the Gal-T enzyme will transfer a radioactively labeled [3H]
galactose from the donor UDP-[3H] galactose onto the terminal GlcNAc. There
were no detectable signal when SlSEC1 or SlSEC2 was co-expressed with PRO.
A single weak band was detected, matching the predicted size of PRO, when
pCOLA-Δ9TPR-SEC was co-expressed with pET32a_PRO (Figure 1C). This
suggests that PRO can be O-GlcNAc modified.
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Figure 1: Bacterial co-expression of PRO, SlSEC1 and SlSEC2. A)
Coomassie stain of E. coli expressed proteins. PRO (S-PRO) is expressed as a
fusion protein with the thioredoxin and S-Tag fused to the N-terminus. S-RGA is a
similar DELLA fusion protein created by a previous Olszewski lab member and is
used as positive control. B) Immunoblot verified S-PRO is expressed in E. coli.
C) MBP-SlSEC1 and MBP-SlSEC2 are expressed. No signal was detected from
un-induced, S-PRO only and samples expressing Δ9TPR-AtSEC-His. Full-length
OGT with MBP sequence is ~155kD and MBP only is ~43kD. D) Gal-T assay
detected a faint band at the correct size (~87kD) where PRO is expected to be
when co-expressed with Δ9TPR-AtSEC-His. Marker is (M). Labeled maker is
ovalbumin (~55kD) which is known to be labeled by Gal-T.
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Appendix 2:

Targeted mutagenesis of SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 using CRISPR/Cas9
MIGS repression of SlSEC1 and SlSEC2 may be incomplete (Chapter 4).
Thus CRISPR/Cas9 were used to induce mutations in SlSEC1 and SlSEC2.
Guide RNAs (gRNAs) were designed to target first exon and the OGT active site
(Table 1) (Čermák et al., 2015). gRNA1 and gRNA2 were cloned into entry
vectors pTC213 and pTC214, respectively, using the Golden Gate method
(Cermak et al., 2011; Čermák et al., 2015). Briefly, 10μM of the gRNA primers
were annealed in a 10µL volume by heating to 95°C for 5minutes and cooled at
24°C for 45minutes. In a 10μL reaction, 2μL of the annealed primers were mixed
with 1μL of pTC213 (150ng/µL) or pTC214, 1μL of Esp3I, 1μL of T4 ligase and
1μL of 10X T4 ligase buffer. The reaction is incubated in thermocycler for 10
cycles of 5min at 37°C and 10min at 16°C, then held at 37°C for 15min and
heated to 80°C for 5min. Two μL of the reaction is electroporated into E. coli and
plated on LB agar plates containing 75µg/mL of ampicillin. A second Golden
Gate reaction, using the enzyme AarI, is performed to combine Cas9 from
pTC212 with the gRNAs in pTC213 and pTC214 into the binary vector pCGS754.
The CRISPR/Cas9 binary vectors (Table 1) are electroporated in to Agrobacteria
and transgenic tomato plants carrying the T-DNA inserts are regenerated on
tissue culture media with containing 100µg/mL of kanamycin (Chapter 4).
Primary transformants (T0) are genotyped for the presence of the
kanamycin gene using ExTaq polymerase (Takara) according to manufacture
recommendations with annealing temperature set at 55°C and elongation time for
1 minute (Table1). Once verified to have the T-DNA, T0 plants are genotyped to
identify CRISPR/Cas9-induced mutations (Table 2). PCR amplified and
restriction enzyme digestion assays were done as described in chapter two in
which the restriction enzyme only cleaves wild-type sequences. A homozygous
mutant was identified to have two CRISPR/Cas9-induced mutations in the
SlSEC1 (slsec1CRISPR1) gene (Figure 1). The first mutation is a 10bp deletion in
the first exon of SlSEC1 gene that introduces a premature stop codon. The
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second mutation is a 3bp in-frame deletion in the active site of the catalytic
domain which encodes for an aspartic acid. Protein sequences of SlSEC1,
SlSEC2, Arabidopsis SEC and human OGT were aligned using ClustalOmega
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/) and the amino acid was found to be
conserved in all four sequences (Figure 3). In humans, aspartic acid 554 has
been proposed to be an important for OGT activity (Lazarus et al., 2005; Schimpl
et al., 2012; Tvaroška, 2014).
The slsec1CRISPR1 primary transformant does exhibit dwarfed phenotypes
consistent with GA decreased GA signaling (Figure 2). The mutant was selfpollinated by hand and seeds were collected. The progenies were genotyped and
both CRISPR/Cas9-induced mutations were present. This suggests the
mutations were heritable. Surprisingly, the progenies exhibited wild-type-like
phenotypes (Figure 1), unlike the parent. Additional tests will be needed to verify
if SlSEC1 transcripts or proteins are made. However, this result suggests that
SlSEC1 and SLSEC2 have redundant function. Thus, SLSEC1 and SlSEC2 will
need to be knocked-out.
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Figure 1: A) slsec1CRISPR homozygous T0 mutant is dwarfed. B) slsec1CRISPR
homozygous T1 have wild-type-like phenotype.
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Figure 2: Sequence alignment of CRISPR/Cas9-induced deletions in
slsec1CRISPR1. A) Seven base pairs is deleted in the first exon, 61bp downstream
of the start site that introduces a premature stop codon. B) A second 3bp deletion
is identified in the catalytic domain. An aspartic acid is deleted in the putative
active site (highlighted in gray) based on the human OGT. Underlined is the
reference sequence. Red dashes are deleted base pairs.
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HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

1
1
1
1

-------------------------------------------------------MASSV
MISSKNG--------AAMISRPV-----FLSDRVDEVFSRKLDLSVSSSSSSSLLQQFNK
MLSLQTDLRQYNQQQQLLISRVPPDGVAVGDQKIDSSFPFQSESAL-----SSGNINSEL
MLSLQSDPRQYQ--QQLLISRVSHD----GDPRSDSSFPFYAESVL-----SSVNSKSDL

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

6
48
56
50

GNVADSTGLAELAHREYQAGDFEAAERHCMQLWRQEPDNTGVLLLLSSIHFQCRRLDRSA
THEGDDDARLALAHQLYKGGDFKQALEHSNMVYQRNPLRTDNLLLIGAIYYQLQEYDMCI
SREVDEDALLTLAHQNYKAGNYKQALEHSKAVYERNPVRTDNLLLFGAIYYQLHDFDMCI
SREVDEDTLLTLAHQNYKAGNYKQALEHSKAVYERNTQRTDNLLLLGAIYYQLHDFDTCI

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

66
108
116
110

HFSTLAIKQNPLLAEAYSNLGNVYKERGQLQEAIEHYRHALRLKPDFIDGYINLAAALVA
ARNEEALRIQPQFAECYGNMANAWKEKGDTDRAIRYYLIAIELRPNFADAWSNLASAYMR
AKNEEALSIEPHFAECYGNMANAWKEKGNIDVAIRYYLIAIELRPNFADAWSNLASAYMR
AKNEEALRVNPQFAECYGNMANAWKEKDNIDVAIRYYLIAIELRPNFADAWSNLAGAYMR

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

126
168
176
170

AGDMEGAVQAYVSALQYNPDLYCVRSDLGNLLKALGRLEEAKACYLKAIETQPNFAVAWS
KGRLSEATQCCQQALSLNPLLVDAHSNLGNLMKAQGLIHEAYSCYLEAVRIQPTFAIAWS
KGRLNEAVQCCRQALALNPRLVDAHSNLGNLMKAQGLVQEAYNCYVEALRIQPAFAIAWS
KGRLSDAAQCCRQALALNPRLVDAHSNLGNLMKAQGLVQEAYNCYVEALRIQPTFAVAWS

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

186
228
236
230

NLGCVFNAQGEIWLAIHHFEKAVTLDPNFLDAYINLGNVLKEARIFDRAVAAYLRALSLS
NLAGLFMESGDLNRALQYYKEAVKLKPAFPDAYLNLGNVYKALGRPTEAIMCYQHALQMR
NLAGLFMEAGDLNRALQYYKEVIKLKPNFSDAYLNLGNVYKALGMPQEAIVCYQRALQVR
NLAGLFMDAGDLNRALQYYKEAVKLKPNFSDAYLNLGNVYKALGMPQEAIMCYQRALLVR

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

246
288
296
290

PNHAVVHGNLACVYYEQGLIDLAIDTYRRAIELQPHFPDAYCNLANALKEKGSVAEAEDC
PNSAMAFGNIASIYYEQGQLDLAIRHYKQALSRDPRFLEAYNNLGNALKDIGRVDEAVRC
PDYAMAFGNLASVYYEQGNMEMAIFNYRRAITCDTEFFEAYNNLGNALKDAGRVEEAIHC
PDYAVAFGNLATVYYEQGNLEMAMLNYRRAITCDAGFLEAYNNLGNALKDAGRVEEAIHY

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

306
348
356
350

YNTALRLCPTHADSLNNLANIKREQGNIEEAVRLYRKALEVFPEFAAAHSNLASVLQQQG
YNQCLALQPNHPQAMANLGNIYMEWNMMGPASSLFKATLAVTTGLSAPFNNLAIIYKQQG
YRQCLSLQPNHPQALSNIGIIYMQWNMMSAAAQCFKATLAVTTGLSAPLNNLAIIYKQQG
YRQCLSLQPNHPQALTNLGNIYMEWNMTSAAAQCYKATLAVTTGLSPPFNNLAIIYKQQG

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

366
408
416
410

KLQEALMHYKEAIRISPTFADAYSNMGNTLKEMQDVQGALQCYTRAIQINPAFADAHSNL
NYSDAISCYNEVLRIDPLAADALVNRGNTYKEIGRVTEAIQDYMHAINFRPTMAEAHANL
NYAEAISCYNEVLRIDPMAADGLVNRGNTYKEIGRVNEAVQDYMRAITVRPTMAEAHANL
NYADAISCYNEVLRIDPMAADGLVNRGNTYKEIGRVNEAIQDYMRAITIRPNMAEAHANL

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

426
468
476
470

ASIHKDSGNIPEAIASYRTALKLKPDFPDAYCNLAHCLQIVCDWTDYDERMKKLVSIVAD
ASAYKDSGHVEAAITSYKQALLLRPDFPEATCNLLHTLQCVCCWEDRSKMFAEVESIIRR
ASAYKDSGNVEAAIKSYRQALMLRPDFPEATCNLLHTLQCVCDWDNREKMFIEVEGILRR
ASSYKDSGNVEAAIKSYRQALMLRPDFPEVTCNLLHTLQCVCDWDDREKMFIEVEGILRR

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

486
528
536
530

QLEKNRLPSVHPHHSMLYPLSHGFRKAIAERHGNLCLDKINVLHKPPYEHPKDLKLSD-QINMSVLPSVQPFHAIAYPIDPILALEISRKYAAHCSIIASRFGLPPFTHPAGLPVKREG
QIKMSIIPSVQPFHAIAYPLDPMLALDISCKYAQHCSVVATRYSLPPFTHPPPLPIKGGG
QIKMSVIPSVQPFHAISHPLDPLLALEISCKYAQHCSVMAARFSLPPFSHPPPLPIKGGS

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1

544 --GRLRVGYVSSDFGNHPTSHLMQSIPGMHNPDKFEVFCYALSPDDGTNFRVKVMAEANH
588 GFKRLRIGYVSSDFGNHPLSHLMGSVFGMHNRENVEVFCYALSANDNTEWRQRIQSEAEH
596 RINRLRVGYVSSDFGNHPLSHLMGSVFGMHDKENVEVFCYALSPNDGTEWRIRTQTEAEH
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SlSEC2

590 RSGRLRVGYVSSDFGNHPLSHLMGSVFGMHDRENVEVFCYALSPNDGTEWRLRIQSEAEH

HsOGT
AtSEC
SlSEC1
SlSEC2

602
648
656
650

HsOGT

662 LFMDYIITDQETSPAEVAEQYSEKLAYMPHTFFIGDHANMFPHLKKKAVIDFKSNGHIYD

AtSEC

707 TYIDYLVTDEFVSPLQYAHIYSEKLVHLPHCYFVNDYKQKNQ------------------

SlSEC1

715 TYIDYLVTDEFVSPMKYAHIYSEKLVHLPHCYFVNDYKQKNC------------------

SlSEC2

709 NYIHYLVTDEFVSPTRYSHIYSEKLVHLPHCYFVNDYKQKNR------------------

HsOGT

722 NRIVLNGIDLKAFLDSLPDVKIVKMKCPDGGDNADSSNTALNMPVIPMNTIAEAVIEMIN

AtSEC

749 ------------------------------------------------------------

SlSEC1

757 ------------------------------------------------------------

SlSEC2

751 ------------------------------------------------------------

HsOGT

782 RGQIQITINGFSISNGLATTQINNKAATGEEVPRTIIVTTRSQYGLPEDAIVYCNFNQLY

AtSEC

749 ------------------------------DVLDPNSKPKRSDYGLPEDKFIFACFNQLY

SlSEC1

757 ------------------------------DVLDPNSQLKRSDYGLPEDKFIFACFNQLY

SlSEC2

751 ------------------------------DALDPSCQPRRSDYGLPEDKFIFACFNQLY

HsOGT

842 KIDPSTLQMWANILKRVPNSVLWLLRFPAVGEPNIQQYAQNMGLPQNRIIFSPVAPKEEH

AtSEC

779 KMDPEIVNTWCNILKRVPNSALWLLRFPAAGEMRFRTYAAAQGVQPDQIIFTDVAMKSEH

SlSEC1

787 KMDPEIFITWCNILKRVPNSALWLLRFPAAGEMRLRAHAAAQGLQPDQIIFTDVAMKQEH

SlSEC2

781 KMDPEIFKTWCNILKRVPNSALWLLRFPAAGETRVRAHAAAQGVQPDQIIFTDVAMKQEH

HsOGT

902 VRRGQLADVCLDTPLCNGHTTGMDVLWAGTPMVTMPGETLASRVAASQLTCLGC-LELIA

AtSEC

839 IRRSVLADVILDTPLCNGHTTGTDVLWAGVPMITLPLEKMATRVAGSLCLATGLGHGMIV

SlSEC1

847 IKRSSLADLFLDTPLCNAHTTRTDVLWAGLPMVTLPLEKMATRVAGSLCLATGLGAEMIV

SlSEC2

841 IRRSSLADLCLDTPLCNAHTTGTDVRWAGLPMVTLPLEKMATRVAGSLCLATGVGEEMVV

HsOGT

961 KNRQEYEDIAVKLGTDLEYLKKVRGKVWKQRISSPLFNTKQYTMELERLYLQMWEHYAAG

AtSEC

899 NSLEEYEEKAVSLALNKPKLQALTKELRASRLTCPLFDTMRWVKNLERSYFKMWNLHCSG

SlSEC1

907 SSMKEYEEKAVSLALNRPKLQDLTNRLKAVRMSCPLFDTTRWVRNLERSYFKMWNLYCSG

SlSEC2

901 SSMKEYEEKAVSLALNRPKLQDLTKKLKAVRLSCPLFDTGRWVRNLERSYFKMWNLYCSG

FIDLSQIPCNGKAADRIHQDGIHILVNMNGYTKGARNELFALRPAPIQAMWLGYPGTSGA
FLDVSAMSSD-AIAKIINQDKIQILINLNGYTKGARNEIFAMQPAPIQVSYMGFPGTTGA
FIDVSSLTSD-VIARMINEDQIQILINLNGYTKGARNEIFAMQPAPIQVSYMGFPGTTGA
FVDVSSLASD-VIARMINEDQIQILINLNGYTKGARNEIFAMQPAPIQVSYMGFPGTTGA
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HsOGT

1021 NKPDHMIKPVEVTESA---

AtSEC

959 QQPQHFKVLENDLEFPHDR

SlSEC1

967 QHPQPFQVTENDSEFPFDR

SlSEC2

961 QHPQPFKVTENDMEFPYDR

Figure 3: Protein sequence alignment of human OGT (HsOGT), Arabidopsis
SEC (AtSEC), tomato SEC1 (SlSEC1) and SEC2 (SlSEC2). Black shading are
conserved amino acids in all four sequences. Gray shading are amino acids
present in two of four sequences. Yellow shading are conserved residues
demonstrated to affect HsOGT activity (Clarke et al., 2008; Lazarus et al., 2013;
Pathak et al., 2015; Schimpl et al., 2012).Green shading is the deleted aspartic
acid in slsec1CRISPR1. Numbers to the left correlate to amino acid numbering
starting with the first methionine.
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Table 1: gRNA primers for design CRISPR/Cas9 to target SlSEC1 and SlSEC2
Gene

Target sequence orientation (5 => 3)

Top gRNA primer

Bottom gRNA primer

Plasmid

SlSPY_gRNA1

GGTAACAATGGTTTTCTGAAGGG

gattGGTAACAATGGTTTTCTGAAg

aaaacTTCAGAAAACCATTGTTACC

pTC213

SlSPY_gRNA2

GATATCATGGTTGAACTTACAGG

gtacGATATCATGGTTGAACTTACg

aaaacGTAAGTTCAACCATGATATC

pTC214

SlSEC1_gRNA1 GTTGATCTCTAGGGTTCCGCCGG gattGTTGATCTCTAGGGTTCCGCg aaaacGCGGAACCCTAGAGATCAAC pTC213
SlSEC1_gRNA2 AGATATGTGAGCAGTGATTTTGG

gtacAGATATGTGAGCAGTGATTTg aaaacAAATCACTGCTCACATATCT

pTC214

SlSEC2_gRNA1 GTTTCCGTTTTATGCTGAGTCGG

gattGTTTCCGTTTTATGCTGAGTg

aaaacACTCAGCATAAAACGGAAAC

pTC213

SlSEC2_gRNA2 GTCCAAATGATGGCACTGAGTGG gtacGTCCAAATGATGGCACTGAGg aaaacCTCAGTGCCATCATTTGGAC

pTC214

Lower case letters in the Top and Bottom gRNAs are the complementing sticky ends for ligating the gRNA duplex into the respective entry
vector designated to the right on the table
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Table 2: Genotyping primers for identifying CRISPR/Cas9-induced
mutations
Diagnostic
CRISPR/Cas9

Restriction

Genotyping Primer

Sequence orientation (5 => 3)

Enzyme

SlSEC1_gRNA1 F

TGATGTTGTCGCTGCAAACC

Acil

SlSEC1_gRNA1 R

CCCATTGGACTGCACAAAGC

SlSEC1_gRNA2 F

ATCAACAGGCTGAGGGTTGG

SlSEC1_gRNA2 R

TGGGCACACACAAACAACAC

SlSEC2_gRNA1 F

TGGAGGAGATAGTGCATGTTG MlyI

SlSEC2_gRNA1 R

ACTGCAAAGACAGACACCTC

SlSEC2_gRNA2 F

GCGATGGAAAAGAATGACGC

SlSEC2_gRNA2 R

TTAGTATAACCGTTAAGATTG
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